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The Seahorse Gu11y site near the town of Churchill, Manitoba, was

discovered by Chipewyan Indians in 1966. During the summer of 1968 an

archaeological crew directed by Dr. R.J. Nash of the lt'lanitoba Museum of

Man and Nature surveyed and excavated portions of the site. These in-

vestigations revealed extensive Pre-Dorset habitation on a mile long

gravel ridge. This occupation occurred from a leve1 ninety-five feet

above the present sea leve1 to the top of the 115 foot high ridge.

Twelve Pre-Dorset dwellings were excavated and/or recorded. Also

recorded was a sma11 activity area. Another twelve disturbed occupation-

a1 areas were also noted. These disturbed houses, their artifacts, and

other scattered surface finds are not discussed in detail here. The síte

is divided into three settlements, each characterized by distinctive

house ruins and differing tool kits.

Pre-Dorset Settlements at the

ABSTRACT

Seahorse Gul1y Site

The Seahorse Gully Pre-Dorset culture is similar to that of Second

Burton Rock (not considered here) and Twin Lakes, both of which were

islands at the time of occupation. When inhabited, the Seahorse Gu1ly site

was also a small island, the outermost of an archipelago that stretched

out from the coast.

Faunal remains inside and outside of the dwellings were common

finds. The majority of the skeletal parts were of ringed sea1. Other

animals such as the bearded seal, the polar bear, and the wolf were repre-

sented by only a few bones. Bird bones were present in some houses and
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were all of migratory species including passerines, gulls, and the black

guillemot. Seal bones from one of the dwellings yielded a radiocarbon

date of 29001100 years B.P.

The presence of watercraft is inferred frorn the marine location,

the utiTization of narine fauna, and the faunal indications of summer

occupation of the island. A coastal economy based on the ringed seal

was characterizedby the use of the harpoon and a tool kit consisting

primarily of burins. This Pre-Dorset culture is distinguished fron all

others by the presence of large tools; of gouges, picks, adzes, and

scraper planes.

The Pre-Dorset hunters are believed to have lived much of the

year in 1ocal groups of a few fanilies. Larger seasonal gatherings of

whole bands may be fossiTized at such sites as Seahorse Gu11y. As yet,

the season of population concentration i-s not clear, but rnay have lasted

from late winter through the first half of summer. It is likely that

fal1 and early winter were spent inland fishing and hunting caribou.

The analysis and interpretation of the Pre-Dorset occupation of

the Seahorse Gully site was approached with a conjunctive orientation

based in settlement archaeology. This approach may be described as an

attempt to recreate the settlement pattern of these Pre-Dorset Eskimos

with a view to then constructing the community pattern and suggesting

some sirnplistic features of the social organization.

Five Dorset habitations were also found on the Seahorse Gul1y

site ridge. These were located a half a mile from the Pre-Dorset site,

at an altitude of sixty to seventy feet above sea 1evel. The Dorset

finds are not considered in this thesis.
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My involvement in the subject matter of this thesis is directly

attributable to Dr. W.J. Mayer-Oakes, head of the Department of Anthro-

pology at the University of Manitoba. He recruited two incoming graduate

students, myself included, to supply Dr. R. Nash with a needed field crew

for the 1968 Churchill expedition. During the field season Dr. Mayer-

Oakes visited the crew in the field and suggested that I might well

tackle the site, or some aspect of it, as a thesis topic. Dr. Mayer-

Oakes eventually became my thesis advisor and in this capacity and as

professor of Archaeological Theory, molded my thoughts and approaches in

the treatment of the Seahorse Gully material.

While Dr. Mayer-Oakesr influence and the influence of the archae-

ological theorists to whom he introduced me is an integral part of this

thesis, the presence of Dr. Ronald J. Nashrs work and ideas is perhaps

equally evident. Not only did his detailed investigations into the

Manitoba Pre-Dorset (including his monograph rrThe Arctic Sma11 Tool

Tradition in Manitoba") help determine the course of this thesis, but

they laid a basis of research on which the present thesis could be so1íd1y

founded. Naturally, Dr. Nashrs sense of problen in the field determined

to a large extent the problems tackled in this thesis and it is a tribute

to his feel for significant data that the problens could be handled and

answered, successfully r hope. 0f course, Dr. Nashts assistance did not

end with the field work and the ensuing two years have seen many useful

mini-seminars on the subject of the Seahorse Gu11y Site, Pre-Dorset

culture, and Dorset culture across the north.
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The presence, near Churchill (Map 1), of an archaeological site

once occupied by Pre-Dorset Eskimos was unknown until the summer of 1967.

In 1966, a high bedrock ridge along the northeastern coast of Button Bay

(Map 2) lvas almost completely burned over. The fire which denuded this

two mile long ridge burned for the whole of the summer of 1966, destroying

the thick tundra layer of matted heaths and lichen. This laid bare the

gravel and sand that once supported the vegetation.

Because of the fire, artifacts once encased in the organic layer

were left exposed on the subsoil. These artifacts, left by the Pre-Dorset

inhabitants of the site, littered the uppermost portion of the rock ridge.

The 1ocal Chipewyans were quick to note the uncovered artifacts. The

principal collector became Mr. Joe Bighead who lives rear the Churchill

River about a mile from the site. In the summer of 1967 he brought his

finds to the attention of Mr. and Mrs. I.H. Smith of the town of Churchill.

Mrs. Smith purchased those artifacts that Mr. Bighead found.

INTRODUCTTON

Mr. Bighead recognized as artifacts predominantly the large tools

fron the site, especially those of red pyroclastic material (a volcanic

sediment). He collected between 70 and 100 too1s, all of which are now

in the possession of three bodies; the Eskimo Museum in Churchill, the

Laboratory of Anthropology, University of Manitoba, and Mrs. I.H. Smith.

Fortunately, Mr. Bighead did not recognize smaller artifacts such as

burins and therefore, this portion of the siters artifacts remained un-

disturbed. The large numbers of large tools recoveted suggests that the

surfaces of some of the dwellings at the site may have been nearly

littered with large too1s. Numerous flakes of pyroclastic material in

certain dwellings suggest that this is true.
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Mrs. I.H. Smith brought the large tool finds to the attention of

Ronald J. Nash who was then studying the Arctic Sma1l Tool tradition in

the Churchill area. The apparent discovery of large tools in an Arctic

Sma11 Tool context was particularly intriguing since gouges, picks and

adzes had been found in large numbers at no other Pre-Dorset site.

Near the end of August, 1967, Dt. Nash made a quick trip to

Churchill. His intention was to examine the Seahorse Gu11y site and to

assess its possibilities as the site of future archaeological investiga-

tions. He visited Mrs. I.H. Smith in order to examine more of her

artifacts and to ascertain who had been finding them. Dr. Nash decided

to contact Mr. Bighead in order to locate the site. Mr. Bighead agreed

to relocate the site and Dr. Nash has written as follows about the visit

which they made to the site, accompaníed by Mrs. Smith:

A number of events conspired to give me only about one
hour at the site itself. This was enough however, to walk out
the immediate site, take some photos and find a couple of burins
to confirm it as a Sma11 Tool site. (Nash 1967:16)

This short visit, one late sunmer afternoon, encouraged Dr. Nash

to consider archaeological investigations at Seahorse Gu11y. During the

fall and winter of 7967 plans were made for a return to the Churchill

area in the summer of 1968. In the eventuality that Seahorse Gu11y

would prove an unproductive site, plans were made for surveys of other

areas near Churchill. Dr. Nash (Preliminary Report: Archaeological

Research in Northern Manitoba, 1968:1) has summarized the basic informa-

tion about the 1968 Churchill expedition as follows:

Archaeological survey and excavations were undertaken in
the Churchill area under the auspices of the Manitoba Museum
of Man and Nature and the Department of Anthropology of the
University of Manitoba. The field supervisor was Dr. Ronald J.
Nash, Curator of Archaeology at the Manitoba lr{useum. Field
assistants viere David Meyer and Ric lVindmiller, both graduate
students in anthropology at the University of Manitoba. A grant
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of $3,000.00 from the Northern Studies Committee of the
University of Manitoba, made the expedition possible.

The three members of the party met for the first time on the

twentieth of June, 1968 and a few days later began the lengthy train

journey to the mouth of the Churchill River. Upon arrival, Mr. and Mrs.

Snith were visited and some of their most recent artifact acquisitions

from Seahorse Gul1y were examined. Strong northwesterly winds and

floating ice held up travel on the Hudsonrs Bay, so it was decided to

simply move across the Churchill River. A Cree boatman was engaged to

aid in the femying of tools and supplies across the river. The breezy

evening of June 26 the Crees, Jirn Spence and his adult son, arrived with

their large motor canoe. This boat and the snaller canoe that belonged

to the expedition were loaded and everyone made a choppy crossing of the

mile wide river rnouth. A temporary camp was set up near a sna11 cluster

of buildings on Cockles Point at the base of a quartzite ridge known as

Ward Mountain (Map 3).

For the first week, the site was approached by walking west across

the muskeg and tundra to the site ridge. An ancient beach of the Hudson

Bay was followed, resulting in a slightly longer but drier journey to the

site. 0n July 7th the weather was very warm and perfectly calm so it was

decided to move around to the shore of Button Bay where the crew would be

in closer walking distance to the site. The partyts canoe was loaded and

the journey out the mouth of the river, into the Hudson Bay, and down the

east side of Button Bay was made. Here, at the rnouth of Seahorse Gully,

a camp of two tents was established and this remained the expeditionrs

headquarters until August 14th ivhen increasingly bad weather prompted the

crew to return to the Cockles Point base.
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Upon close examination of the Seahorse Gu1ly site and the initiation

of excavations in Ju1y, the site was found to be rich in dwellings, arti-

facts and faunal rernains. For this reason, although a larger survey was

originally envisioned, excavation and survey were confined to the Seahorse

Gu11y area and continued from June 27th to September 4th. Although

archaeological work was quite steady throughout this time (except during

bad lveather and trips to town) the whole site could not be intensively in-

vestigated and many dwellings were left unexcavated.

The survey and excavation at Seahorse Gul1y is the latest effort

in fifteen years of research into the Arctic Smal1 Tool Tradition in the

Churchill area. This research was initiated by the incredible good fortune

of J.L. Giddings who pinpointed an Arctic Sma1l Tool site during his visit

to Churchill in 1953. His publications concerning the relatively early

Thyazzi site sparked interest in Pre-Dorset culture on the west coast of

the Hudson Bay but further work was not done until 1960 when W.N. Irving

examined the Twin Lakes site. In the fa11 of 1964, Dr. W.J. Mayer-Oakes

continued investigations at Twin Lakes. tfte work of these three men was

continued in 1965 when Ronald J. Nash, with the aid of P. B1eed, excavated

at Twin Lakes and Thyazzi. Nash also examined the Seahorse Gu1ly site

briefly in 1967.

Archaeology at Churchill is not easy, although it is considerably

easier than farther north in the Arctic. The influence of the perpetually

cold Hudson Bay prevents summer temperatures from attaining the daytime

highs normal for the latitude. The usual daytime high is from 50 to 55

degrees and is frequently lower. When these cool days are accompanied

by brisk northwesterly winds , heavy clothing must be worn to work cornfort-

ably at excavations. During the summer of 1968, (which was particu).ar\y



cool and rainy throughout western Canada) frequent showers were char-

acteristic of the Churchill weather pattern. The crew members came to

expect that several short showers were 1ike1y to pass over each after-

noon. During the period of shower activity the archaeologists huddled

beneath theír rain gear in an attempt to remain dry. Luckily, the

gravel and sand composing the soil of the site was not much affected by

the showers and work could usually resume after the rain had ceased to

fa11 or, in some cases, while it was sti11 drizzling.

Through necessity some dwellings were excavated in the rain.

House 10 (Chapter VII) was one of these. A relatively rich feature,

its prolificacy was initially underestimated, and it had to be finished

before the crew left the field. For this reason, although it drizzled

nuch of the last day spent at the site, excavations of this dwelling

were completed under such trying conditions.

A warm, calm day can be more of a work problem than a windy cold

day since on sti1l days clouds of mosquitoes and black flies rise to

torment the excavator. However, the insect problem can be minimized by

the use of insect repellants, the wearing of heavy clothing and head nets

and by a compensatory psychological adjustment. Unfortunately, head nets

reduce visibility and were found a hindrance in excavation where subtle

features or minute artifacts i^/ere present and necessary to discern.

These problems may have resulted in some information loss that

would not have occurred in the less severe environments of the south.

However, the fact that the archaeologists did not have to battle true

Arctic conditions may have resulted in more comprehensive control and

recording than is possible under freezing or permafrost conditions. On

the other hand, the lack of permafrost resulted in poor preservation of
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organíc materials that are usually found in good condition in the Arctic.

In general, bone, antler, and ivory at the Seahorse Gul1y site were in a

disintegrating state. 0n1y those pieces that had been overgrown by tundra

vegetation and were sheltered from the sun and rain were well preserved.

The Seahorse Gul1y site proved to be one of the richest Pre-Dorset

occupations yet found on the northwestern coast of the Hudson Bay. The

intensity of occupation exceeded expectations and more than fulfi11ed

Dr. Nashrs hopes expressed in this prediction from his 1967 I'Preliminary

report of Archaeological Research in Northern Manitobar':

Extensive excavations at Seahorse Gu11y would prove most
profitable. Here is the opportunity for a more complete con-
junctive-type approach to a Pre-Dorset site, something which
was impossible at Thyazzi because of its inaccessibility a¡rd at
Twin Lakes because of a light occupation. (Nash 1967:18)

It is the intention of this writer to attempt a conjunctive

approach to the interpretation of the Pre-Dorset occupations at Seahorse

Gu11y. Detailed comparative and descriptive studies of Arctic Sma11 Tool

tradition artifacts have already been made by Dr. R.J. Nash (i969). Tools

from Thyazzí, Twin Lakes and Seahorse Gully have been compared with each

other and with Arctic Smal1 Tool sites across the Arctic. For this

reason, although the Seahorse Gu1ly artifacts will be described, the

major emphasis of this thesis is on the reconstruction of the Seahorse

Gully occupation as a settlernent of interacting social units and individ-

uals involved in the daily problem of survival in a subarctic environment.

The conjunctive approach, according to Walter tV. Taylor (1948:93-94)

...aims at drawing the completest possible picture of past
hurnan life in terms of its human and geographic environment.
It is chiefly interested in the relation of item to item, trait
to trait, complex to complex (to use Lintonfs concepts) withín
the culture-unit represented and only subsequently in thõ--_
taxonomic relation of these phenomena to similar ones outside



of it.

It is an integral part of this major ain to make every
effort to interpret the concrete, empirical findings of archae-
ology in terms of culture itself, of cultural behaviour, and of
the non-material results of cultural behaviour whereby the
materialistic and "lifelessrr data nay be given life and depth.



TOPOGRAPHY

This description includes that area around the tidal lagoon at

the mouth of the Churchill River. Also considered is the eastern

shore of Button Bay as well as Seahorse Gu11y and First and Second Burton

rocks (Map 3). That portion of the quartzite ridge east of the river,

now occupied by the town of Churchill and the miLitaty establishment of

Fort Churchill, is also considered.

The famous explorer-geologist, J.B. Tyrre11, investigated the

mouth of the Churchill river during his expeditions of 1893 and 1894.

His concise description of this region is worthy of quotation not only

because of its accuracy, but also because of its historic value:

The trading store and mission at Churchill are situated on
the west side of the tidal lagoon at the mouth of the Churchill
River; on an o1d sandy beach a few feet above high tide level.
Back of this o1d beach, which is between 100 and 200 yards in
width, steep bare, rounded hi11s rise to a heighth of 80 to 100
feet, forming part of the rocky ridge which extends along the
west side of the river for several miles, out to the extTeme
end of Eskímo Point at the o1d fort, forming the bold promintory
between the river and the east side of Button Bay. A similar
rocky ridge also forms the east side of the mouth of the tidal
lagoon, and thence extends eastwards for a number of miles along
the shore of Hudson Bay towards Cape Churchíll. (Tyrre11 1898:90)

Tyrrell has correctly determined the height of Second Burton Rock

above o1d Fort Churchill (Map 3), however, farther west the rock rises

to over 125 feet. 01d Fort Churchill was established by the Hudson Bay

Conpany after the French destruction of Fort Prince of Wales tn 1783.

All that remains at present are many hummocks and the cellars whose wa11s

of dry-laid limestone slabs are sti11 intact. Above the tïading post is

10
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a sma11 graveyard whose marble headstones indicate use by the European

traders.

The quartzite ridge is widest on the east side of the river

where it is occupied by the towns of Churchill and the military base.

Here, as Tyrrell stated, the ridge follows the seashore and is oriented

in an east-west direction. The ridge rises above 100 feet at Fort

Churchill, high enough to have been occupied by peoples with a Pre-Dorset

culture. Unfortunately, most of this area is now occupied by the military

base and the airport. This quarlzite ridge extends east from Cape Merry

for approximately six ni1es.

On the west side of the river the ridges are higher and narrower

and therefore appear more prominent. Here, the ridges trend in a north-

south direction. Directly across the tidal lagoon from the town of

Churchill is a quartzite ridge called Ward Mountain. It is over seventy

feet high and about three quarters of a mile 1ong. At its northern end

is Sloops Cove which was utilized by the Prince of Wales mariners of the

eighteenth century.

To the west of tr{ard Mountain, along the northeastern coast of

Button Bay is another large ridge the highest part of which extends one

and a half miles north from Seahorse Gu11y. This portion is over 100

feet above the present sea 1evel and is relatively narrow. The summit

of this elongated ridge is capped by a long narrow beach-1ike mantle of

gravel, cobbles and sand. This'rcobble mantlen may have forned as an

offshore bar when the ridge was submerged in Hudson Bay. With the graduaT

uplift of the 1and, wave reworking of the mantle took place. Sand was

deposited in quantity only at the southern end of the mantle, in the 1ee

72
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of a small boulder field to the northwest. This quartzite ridge does not

seen to have been named so it will simply be referred to as the 'site
ridge" since the Seahorse Gu1ly site is located here.

To the south of the site ridge is second Burton Rock. Also a

north-south trending rock, it is higher and wider than the site ridge.

Second Burton Rock extends along the eastern side of Button Bay and has

been arbitrarily divided from another ridge to the south, First Burton

Rock. That portion of Second Burton Rock forming the southern edge of

Seahorse Gul1y is elongated east-west and extends from Button Bay to the

Churchill River. All of this northern half of Second Burton Rock was

surveyed on foot. Unlike the site ridge, this rock has not been burned

and remains covered with a thick layer of tundra. Because of this blanket

of heath and lichen the recognition of pre-Dorset occupation is very

difficult.

First Burton Rock extends to the south slightly around Button Bay.

The north end of the rock reaches heights in excess of 150 feet and could

be a significant area for the discovery of Pre-Dorset habitation older

than that of the Seahorse Gul1y site. The slopes of this moïe southerly

ridge are wooded as is much of the summit, making surface survey even moïe

difficult. On all the ridges a few gravel patches remain bare of vegeta-

tion and are only encrusted with green and white lichens.

The lowland between the quart zite ridges consists of tidal flats
whose major relief is formed by ancient strand lines of the Hudson Bay.

A prominent shingle beach composed of limestone flags extends from the

south end of lVard Mountain and trends north northwest towards the site

ridge. The crew followed this fossil beach when walking between Ward
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Mountain and the site ridge. Seahorse Gul1y pïoper is found between the

southern end of the site ridge and the northwestern end of Second Burton

Rock. The bottom of Seahorse Gu11y is flat and characterized by many

ponds, scattered grey boulders and occasional spruce and tamarack. Among

the ponds, rocks, and trees are areas of climax tundra, but some true

muskeg may also be present here.

The north and south slopes of Seahorse Gully are steep and high.

The north slope of Seahorse Gul1y is unusual with several vertical cliffs
from twenty to thirty feet high. FortunateTy, near Button Bay the site

ridge can be ascended by a more gradual slope. Although the south slope

of the gu11y is not so cliff-like, it does not have any very gradual

slopes and therefore, the rough hillside must be scaled with some care.

Accidents are 1ike1y to occur during and after showers when lichens form

a greasy surface on the rocks. Fortunately, the crew members were sure-

footed and no sprains or broken bones were incurred. The tops of the

ridges are flat and relatively easy to traverse. Usually o1d caribou paths

or contemporary Chipewyan trails can be follor,ved.

The lowland between Ward Mountain and Second Burton Rock is satur-

ated and ís simply an extension of seahorse Gu11y. The physiography is

essentially the same. Although very wet, tundra and occasional spïuce

grow in the higher areas. Many rivulets drain the ponds; dwarf willows

and birch tend to line these waterways.

GEOLOGY

The bedrock ridges of

J.B. Tyrrell termed "Churchil

follows:

this area are cornposed

1 arkrose sandstoner'.

of

He

a grey rock that

described it as



The rock is a greenish-grey even-grained, falsebedded,
felspathic arkrose sandstone, in places very massive, and
in other places more thinly bedded, often cut by many
irregular veins of du11 white quartz, which contains a large
quantity of magnetite. Its clastic character is every-
where apparent, and here and there, scattered very irregular-
1y through the beds, it contains well rounded pebbles, some
of which are as large as the fist, of white clastic quart-
zite similar to the Huronian quartzite of marble island.
(Tyrre11 1898:90)

while the quartzite of these ridges is believed by Tyrrell to

date to the Carnbrian, more recent limestones aïe found on the beaches

and apparently have been transported from sone nearby source. According

to Tyrrell (1898:175) these date to the Silurian period. Williams (1947)

finds that the dolomites and limestones found at the mouth of the

Churchill are of Silurian and Ordovician age.

Willians also consíders the Churchill quartzite to have formed

during the Pre-carnbrian period from the erosion or qua-rtzose rocks:

cleanly washed and sorted quattz sand was laid down on a
great flood plain at the mouth of one or more great rivers.
changing currents produced highly cross-bedded deposits, which
with deep burial and time were compressed into malsive sandstone.
smal1 amounts of silt and clay graduarry changed to sericite.

compression deep within the earth's crust folded the sedi-
ments into a great syncline and huge granite batholiths melted
and wedged their way upward, helping to metamorphose them into
quartzite. (Williarns 7947 :42)

15

Following the formation of the sedimentary rocks of Ordovician age,

other geological periods (except the Pleistocene) are not represented in

the Churchill area. The great ice ages are evidenced by the glacial till
that covers most of this area. The whole of the Hudson Bay was at the

middle of the Wisconsin glaciation at its greatest extent (Lee 1960:1609).

The Keewatin glacier, one of the three major glacial centres during the

last glaciation, over rode the churchill area. It and the previous



glaciations deposited ti11, rrconsisting of si1t, calcareous clay and

pebbles, boulders, and rock flour" (Ritchie 1956:272). Because of the

glaciation:

The bare quartzíte hi11s have Roches Mountonees I rounded]
surfaces, but unlike the hills further north along the shore
of Hudson Bay, they are planed and scored on every side, instead
of being on one side smoothly rounded and on the opposite jagged
and broken. (Tyrre1l 1898:9I-92)

Glacial ice, estimated to be up to 9,000 feet thick covered the

churchill area during the Pleistocene (tvilliams 1947:42) , This great

weight of ice produced an isostatic effect which depressed the Hudson Bay

area hundreds of feet below sea 1evel. The ice, which extended far to the

south, reached its rnaximum extent and began to recede between twelve and

thirteen thousand years ago. A few thousand years later, that portion of

the ice sheet sti1l remaining in the Hudson Bay disintegrated and salt

water invaded the glacial depression.

The last land based remnant of the glacial ice had persisted as a

north-south trending dan across northeastern Manitoba. Since it lay across

the Nelson River va11ey it continued to pond Glacial Lake Agassiz on its
west side and was simultaneously lapped by a greatly enlarged Hudson Bay

(the Tyrrell Sea) on its eastern edge. As the ice melted, channels were

cut through allowing Glacial Lake Agassiz to drain into the Bay. With the

disappearance of the ice before 7 ,300 years ago (Elson 7967:94) the marine

waters extended far inland (Map 4), forming the Tyrrell Sea (Lee 1960:1609).

0n the west side of the bay the highest marine beaches are found

400 to 600 feet above the present sea level while on the east side they

are found up to 900 feet (Lee 1960:1609) . Radiocarbon dates obtained from

shells collected from these highest beaches indicate that the Tyrrell Sea

I6
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Map 4. Hatched area indicates
(Af ter Lee 1968:51-5 and

the maximum extent of the Tyrrel l Sea
Pelletier et a1 1968:567).
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reached its naximum extent between seven and eight thousand years ago

(Lee 1960:1609). Released from the ice, the land began to rise compaÏa-

tively rapidly, resulting in a recession of the Tyrrell Sea. According

to Lee:

The rate of emergence around Hudson Bay follows an

exponential curve with an initial rapid uplift of the order
o{ ZO feet per century and later a rnuch decreased rate of
the order of 1 to 3 feet per century. (Lee 1960:1610)

CLIMATE

The Churchill sumner climate has been typified in the introductory

remarks of this presentation. The weather in the summer is essentially

marine, since it is profoundly influenced by the presence of the Hudson

Bay. This huge body of cold water never warms appreciably and exerts a

marked cooling effect on coastal ternperatures. For this reason, the

daily surnmer maximurns at Churchill are lower than those inland to the west

and are unusually cool for the latitude. On the other hand, the Churchill

area ïarely experiences nightly frtlsts as are likely to occur in the tTan-

sitional forest. The prevailing westerlies keep this maritime clirnate

frorn penetrating far inland, and, as Cheney and Beckel (1955:56) have

noted:

Such a maritime climate makes its presence felt for a dis-
tance of five or moïe miles inland, beyond this distance quite
different weather conditions may, and often do, occur.

Careful meteorological records have now been kept at Churchill for

about forty yeaïs. The accompanying chart (Table I) indicates the monthly

averages of daily mean temperatuïes taken from Scoggan (1957:8) and also

the average monthly precipitation. The In/armest months of July and August

usually have several days during which the temperature clinbs into 70 and
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80oF range, generally when hot air masses push through from the west and

southwest. Not unusual is a cold rush of air from the north or from the

waters of the Bay, in which case temperatures will reach highs of 40 to

50 degrees fahrenheit.

Churchj-11 receives an average of 15.96 inches of precipitation a

year. Most of this, I0.27 inches, fa1ls during the warmest months as rain.

This high summer rainfall has unfortunate implications for efficient

archaeological endeavours in this region. The rest of the precipitation

is received as snow, 5.69 inches on the average. Much of this fal1s in

the late Autumn nonths.

The autumn, beginning about the second week of September is the

stormiest period of the year. It is a short season and by late September,

temperatures are often below freezing and the weather is wintry. Accord-

ing to H.A. Thompson (1968:269):

From the time the first cold Arctic air masses advance
over the Bay in Septenber until its waters are ice covered
in December, 1ow pressure areas cross the region in almost
regular succession, generally at three- or four-day intervals.

The stormy weather which results from these low pressure systems

dumps large amounts of snow over the bay, so that October and November

(December to a lesser extent) are the months of greatest snow fal1. The

Autumn is characterized by overcast skíes 75-80 per cent of the time, by

snowstorms with 1ow clouds, and prevailing high northwesterly winds.

The two coldest months are January and February. Temperatures

sometimes fa1l to 40oF or more below zeïo. The record 1ow for January

is -51 degrees fahrenheit (Scoggan 1959:I4) . If the Hudson Bay remained

open all winter, this would dramatically affect the climate. It has only
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been in the last decade, since the establishment of a weather base at

Coral Harbour on Southampton Island, that it has been ascertained that the

Hudson Bay freezes over conpletely during the winter. At the floe edge,

open leads up to five miles wide are found and in winter a great deal of

vapour arises from these. This vapour obscures huge areas of the Bay and

is one of the reasons that visual inspection from the air is difficult.

Because of the prevailing northwesterly winds:

The shore lead or rfloe edger is generally wider and more
persistent on the west side of the Hudson Bay than on the east.
(Cheney and Beckel 1955:232).

While the winter temperatures around the Hudson Bay do not drop to

the extremes of the adjacent inlarld areas (especially to the west), the

high winds of the region give it one of the highest wind chil1 values for

the winter months in Canada (Thompson 1968:274). The prevailing wind is

from the northwest, although west and south winds are also frequent.

By the middle or end of May the snow has melted away in the

Churchill area and about the middle of June the river breaks up. By this

time the ice of the Bay m4zbe broken up, but it continues to float about

until the first week or so of Ju1y. Depending on wind direction, pack

ice may or may not be present in the Churchill area in early summer.

The presence of permafrost must be noted, not only because of its

influence on vegetation and habitation, but also because it can influence

the course of archaeological endeavours. Although permafrost is general

in the Churchill area, it was not encountered in the excavatlons of the

summer of 1968. Garbage pits, dug near camp in the peat of the floor of

Seahorse Gu11y, encountered permafrost at a depth of about a foot and a

ha1f.
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The 50oF isotherm is generally accepted as the limiting factor in

tree growth. Churchill, with two months well above the 50o average should

not, therefore, be on the treeline. In fact, the 50o fahrenheit isotherm

occurs about halfway between Churchill and Chesterfield In1et. A more

accurate indication of climatic conditions affecting tree grol{th is the

Nordenskjold line (Scoggan 1959:15). In the conputation of this line, the

mean tenperature of both the warmest and the coldest months are considered.

This line does run through the Churchill area and must be considered the

limiting factor in tree growth.

There has been considerable debate among scientists of several

disciplines as to the climatic zone of the Churchill area. It seems clear

that this argument arises because Churchill is on the border of two

climatic zones, the 1ow Arctic and the high subarctic. Scoggan (1959:20)

would place Churchill ín the subarctic zone because it is possible to

groh/ vegetable gardens there. Thompson (1968:284) has summarized the

Hudson Bay climate as follows:

... Hudson Bay has a typical Arctic climate closely depend-
ent during all seasons on changes in the state of the surface
water. Winters are cold and long with the ground snow covered
from October to May or June. Although 1ow temperatures are not
as extreme as in many continental areas, the persistent winds
combine with the cold to make this the coldest part of Canada on
the basis of wind chi11. Summers are short and cool with daily
air temperatures only ten degrees higher than those of the cold
waters of the bay.

VEGETATION

The relatively mild marine sunmers of the Churchill region,

coupled with the convergence of the arctic and subarctic environmental

zones, result in a gteat variety and abundance of plant life. According

to Scoggan:

the collections and published reports (listed else-



where) for the coastal district in the vicinity of Churchill
indicate a vascular flora of between 375 and 400 species.

In contrast, only 83 species of vascular plants have been found to the

west in the transitional forest of the BaraLzon-Nejanilini area (Scoggan

1957:20) .

For systenatic presentation of this diverse collection of plants,

the plant comrnunities which inhabit certain distinctive geographical areas

will be described separately. Beckel, Law, and Irvine (i954) have des-

cribed riine major terrain t)?es at the mouth of the Churchill River. How-

ever, for the purposes of this presentation, grosser divisions are satis-

factory. Ritchie (1956) recognizes four I'main features of topography" in

the Churchill règion; (1) the outcrop ridges, (2) the 1ow plains, (3) the

coastal sandy areas, and (4) the gravel ridges. Each of these "major

physiograpic formationsrr supports a "discrete aggregation of plants"

(Ritchie 1956:275). Ritchiets four divisions are similar to the five

terrain tfpes that are distinguished by Smith and Foster (1957). These

are; (1) rock ridge, (2) 1ow tundra, (3) beach, (4) open spruce-larch

forest, and (5) sheltered woods. In the following discussion, the plants

of each of Ritchiers four topographic features are considered as four

separate distinctive groupings.

The quartzite ridge flora is of particular interest because the

Seahorse Gu11y site is located on one of the ridges. Before the site

ridge was burned it supported a thick organic mat similar to that sti11

blanketing Second Burton Rock. Four or five inches thick, this tundra

climax vegetation is mainly a mixture of lichens and heath. According to

Smith and Foster (1957:100) the dominant lichens are Cladonig alpestris,

C. falgifsrina, Cet.ra-ria nivali-s, and Alectorip o.chro1eyc.a. Growing with

¿5
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these are several heath species. These include two species of alpine

bear berry, (Arctostaphylos_ ?]Jrina) and (A_. Igþg), the alpine azaLea

(Lois.qlggria p{gc_umbens), two species of blue berries, (V.a_cciJlium

ulign_o:um) and (V. vitis,.i-d.a_ea v.ar.. *r"y-t_), a species of bog rosemary

(AndÏom.e.da polifolia) and a species of lapland rosebay (Rhq4gdgn4tgn

Japponjcum). Also present are species of labradour tea (Ledum decuPben:)

(L.. g_roenl-an.d_icqm) and a species of crowberry (Empet{um nlgrum) .

0n the most exposed seaward portions of the quartzite ridges,

almost no trees are found. However, seven species of dwarf willows

(Sa.lil:ppj_) do occur on the tundra as does the dwarf birch (Betgla

g1.andgl.o.sq). 0n1y a few struggling spruce trees are found in the cre-

vasses and smal1 ravines along the slopes of the seaward ridges.

In the more sheltered areas of the ridges several berry bearing

plants are found. These include the blueberries mentioned above (un-

fortunately the writer thought them tasteless as compared with those of

the southern boreal forest). Even more common than the bluebemies are

the lowbush cranberries (Vitis:Idae.a pgn.tata). In sheltered places the

gooseberry (G"rossu1a.T.ia oxyacanthoi.des) grows upright, but on the wind-

sv¡ept uplands it branches along the ground. Two species of raspberry

are found, one, the Arctic raspberry (n"Þy: arcticus) is a 1ow shrub

while the other, the baked-app1e berry (\r¡bus chgmagnrcrus) is a creeping

plant. (Beckett 1954:104)

Also found on the ridges is a host of wild flowers. A different

assortment of plants are present around the ponds. Here, four species

of meadow grasses (Poa spp.) grow as well as the same number of sedge

(Cqrex spp.) species. Several other grasses and sedges are found as well



as the juniper (JunSE alp.inus)'.

The open spruce-larch forest is a terrain type that is found on

both the rocky ridges and the 1ow plaíns. 0n the rocky ridges, this

forest consists of black spruce (Pi.cea mar-i.ana) and larch (tamarack)

(Lagx laricinjL). This open forest is found on the southern portion of

Second Burton Rock and on most of First Burton Rock. The trees grow on

the slopes and to sone extent on the summits. In one area, about an

acre in size, on top of Second Burton Rock, a stunted grove of populars

(p.opu.t.q: b-ql.similera) was noted. 0nly about knee-high, these poplars

were the only ones noticed on the rock ridges. The poplarrtforestrris

sheltered on all sides by spruce trees.

The spruce and tamarack in these forests are always scattered

with almost no underbrush. Between the well spaced trees the ground is

covered with heath in which labrador tea (Ledum spp.) is most common.

Also incorporated into this thick organic layer are nosses and lichens.

The ubiquitous dwarf willows and birches are found here as we11. The

species found in the sheltered woods are the same as those of the open

spruce stands. Holvever, the trees of these areas are isolated from the

main body, often growing in dense clumps in sheltered rrravines'Î along

the seaward parts of the quartzite ridges.

')c,

0n the better drained coastal portions of the low p1ain, open

spruce-larch forest is also present. This forest is anomalous in the

Churchill area as the spruce are predominantly white spruce (Picea

glauca). Ritchie (1957) has demonstrated that this is a pioneer forest

growing in the basic soils deposited by river si1ts. The fact that new

soils are continuously being exposed at the Churchill mouth may be
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related to the likelihood that the land is sti1l rising. As the spruce-

tamarack forest of the maritime treeline (Hustich 1954) becomes establish-

êd, a layer of organic material and peat is formed. This eventually

reaches a thickness great enough to insulate the subsoil and the perma-

frost 1eve1 is therefore raised. This prevents adequate drainage and

conditions advantageous to the growth of spaghnum moss result. A thick

peat layer quickly accumulates and since it is acidic it is avoided by

white spruce, but favoured by black spruce (Picea m.ari.ala). This, accord-

ing to Ritchie, is the most plausible explanation at present for the

existence of an open spruce-tanarack forest along the maritime treeline

in the ChurchilI area.

The plants of the 1ow wet tundra, which is fu11 of ponds , are

essentially the same as those found about the ponds on the rock ridges.

Smith and Foster .(1957:100) have provided this description of the low

tundra:

These wet areas are often interspersed with dry hummocks
of climax tundra similar to that of the rock ridge, with many
shallow ponds, and by clumps of low willows and dwarf birch.

The dry upper portions of the third major topographic feature,

the beaches, support thick clumps of grass (Smith and Foster 1957:100).

With the grass (Ely,mus spp.) also grows a sandwort (Ar,enaria peploidgs),

while a groundsel (Senscio g,onge-stus) grows in wet places. 0n the stable

beaches above the sandy upper beach nany plants of the tundra and forest

are found, estab lishing new communities . Horsetai ls (Equis,et.qi spp . ) are

conmon as are grasses (Pga spp.) and sedges (C.aIgI spp.). Six species

of dwarf wi11ow are found as well as the dwarf birch. Dryas (Dryas

integ.rif.o.lia) is a dominant species on the dry upper beaches.

A distinctive set of plants is also present on the gravel ridges



(Ritchie 1956:28I) . 0n

vegetation" is found whi

grasses grow abundantly.

already been listed for

and the 1ow plain.

FAUNA
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the higher, well drained summits a "lichen-heath

1e in areas saturated with water, sedges and

The species found in these two plant areas have

geographically similar parts of the rock ridge

The fauna of the Churchill area includes a complex assemblage of

bird and mamrnal species from three major environmental zones, the tundra,

the transitional forest and the coastal marine. In general, each natural

cornmunity contains a unique set of mammals, although there is some over-

1ap between tundra and forest and tundra and marine. Of course, the

waters of the Hudson Bay offer a radically different environment and its

sea mammals were probably responsible for the movement of Pre-Dorset

Eskinos into the Churchill area.

The plants of this cornmunity have been briefly outlined above.

Since the northern transitional forest forms the largest nearby environ-

mental zone, the animals of this area were probably most readily available

to inland hunting parties of Pre-Dorset peoples. The moose (Alces

americanus) is the largest of the forest species, although it is not very

conmon. Tt is a solitary animal and does not herd as do the barren-ground

caribou. The caribou (Rangifer taranjlus groenlandicus) are found in the

transitional forest nainly during the winter. They begin their migration

from the forest as early as the middle of April. Most of the movement

takes place during May, although stTagglers may not cornplete the migration

MAMMALS OF THE TRANSTTIONAL FOREST



until the middle of June.

The grey wolf (Canis l_upus oq.cideltalis) is found in the forest as

are the red, b1ack, and cross foxes (Vulpes vulg_ar¡_s). The wolverine

(Gulo luscos) is found both in the forest and on the tundra. Black bears

(UTs-uq ameri.ganus) are found throughout the forest area.

Beavers (Cas-tol canajle.nsis) and muskrats (Ond.atra zibethicu.s g.&g:-)

are found in the forest. 0n1y a few muskrats fo11ow the Churchill River

to its rnouth and these animals are relatively rare in the Churchill area.

Another aquatic mamrnal, the otter (Lutra. canade_nsis) occurs in the

forested areas. Martens (M9ste1.a amgl"i,can.a) are common in the transition-

a1 forest, but the only one of these species which is found at the coast

is the weasel (Mgs3e]q. e_rmine? ricþ.ard:oni). Sma1l mammals of the taiga

in the Churchill area include the red squirrel (Tarniasci_urus hl:d:onicus)

and several species of voles and mice. Most of these, including the

squirrel have here reached the northern linit of their distribution.

(Smith and Foster 1957:98)

M¡,\ß4A-LS qF rHE rUNp.4¡.

Four large anirnals were common on the tundra of the Churchill

area at the tine of initial European exploration. These were the barren-

ground caribou (Ralglf.er t.ar.aryLu.s), the muskox (Ovibus moschatqs), the

tundra wolf (Cani:_ tundrarum), and the polar bear (TLalarc-tos mar.itimJr:).

At present only the caribou and polar bear are sti1l numerous. The

barren-ground caribou spends the summer on the tundra far to the north

of Churchill. Having arrived on the tundra in May or the middle of June

at the latest, the animals begin to drift southwards at the end of the

summer. This rnovement begins about eatly August and is quite leisurely

28



as the animals do not reach the forest until September. Accordíng to

Ke1sal1 (1968:109)

In October or early November, during or just after the
rut, the migration becomes strongly directional and rapid,
stTaight into the forest.

Those caribou along the west coast of the Hudson Bay migrate

through the Churchill area in the spring and fa11 and many remain in the

vicinity throughout the sulnmer. (Shelford and Twomey 1941:54)

The polar bear is another animal which inhabits two of the natural

communities. In the spring it appears to move north along the coastal

tundra strip and is generally not seen at the nouth of the Churchill

River in the summer. In the fal1 it moves south along the coast and

awaits the formation of ice on the Fludson Bay. If the ice is slow in

forning, the bears sometimes become concentrated in the Churchill area

and are particularly numerous in the vicinity of Cape Churchill.

The muskox is no longer found in the Churchill area and probably

was always rare. It was hunted by the European traders of the eighteen-

th century and the last record of muskoxen killed is from 1897 in the

little barrens to the south of Churchill. (Preble 1902:43-44). The

discovery of possible vertebral fragments of a muskoxen in the Dorset

settlement at the Seahorse Gu11y site suggests the existence of muskoxen
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in this region prehistorically.

Also now absent from this area is the tundra wolf. In contrast

to the grey wolf of the forest, this lvolf is rvhite. It preys on the

caribou herds.

Four smaller mammals are common on the

Arctic fox (Alopex lag.opus), the Arctic hare

tundra. These are the

(LepJ-rs arctisus), the
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collared lemming (Dicrostonyx torqu.atgs), and the weasle (Mu.st.ella ermin_ea)

(Shelford and Twomey 7947:55). These species, together with the brown

lenming (Lemmu.-s :.ÞL4_c.uÐ reach the southern limits of their range at

Churchill. (Smith and Foster 1957:98)

The faunal analysis of the bones in the Pre-Dorset dwellings of

the Seahorse Gu1ly site indicate a major economic reliance on the sea

mammals of the Hudson Bay. The aninal hunted was the seal and the species

most commonly taken \{as the little ringed seal (Pu:.a hispiÇa). This

seal is ubiquitous throughout Arctic Canada although it is not particu-

1ar1y abundant in the Churchill area. Several of these seals were

spotted during the occasional boat journey's undertaken on calm days.

Seals were sometines seen in Button Bay along its rocky eastern shore.

The commonest seal in the Arctic waters, the ringed seal is the most im-

portant animal in the Eskimo economy.

The ringed seal breeds wherever the ice is solid and stable

throughout the winter and spring since the pups are born on the ice in

early April (Mansfield 1967:2I). If the ice breaks up too early, the

pups will become separated from their mothers and die or matuïe s1ow1y

into dwarfed adults. According to Mansfield:

Good ice most often occurs along complex coastlines containing
many bays with numerous islets scattered offshore. Along
straight coasts, the ice is often unstable and there is usually
only a nalrrow strip of fast ice. Seals from northern latitudes
are considerably larger, probably through the same effect of more
stable ice conditions in these areas. (1967:23)

The Churchill coast, with its straight or gently curved shore lack-

ing sma11 offshore islands, as well as its southerly position, does not

MAMMALS 0f. TH.E ¡l$\rN.E coAsr
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have particularly stable ice. This is probably a major factor in the

contemporary low seal population of this region. In the period of Pre-

Dorset occupation, around 3r000 years ago, the coast was more irregular

than at present and several sma1l islands, including the site ridge, Iay

offshore. The sea ice should have been more stable, and a higher seal

population may have been present. Therefore, sealing could have been

more productive in the past.

Adult ringed seals spend the winter beneath the sea ice near

shore where they keep several breathing holes open. The usual Eskimo

huntíng pattern is to harpoon the seals in the breathing holes during

the winter, to harpoon them at the floe edge in the spring and to har-

poon them from kayaks during the summer. (Mansfield 7967:23)

The bearded seal (Er:gn.atþu_s_ Þarb.a.tgs) is a rare and solitary

sea1. It does not remain beneath the winter ice, but prefers areas of

open water. It is a very large sea1, reaching an average adult weight

of 750 pounds, in contrast to 150 pounds for the ringed sea1. These

seals are scattered throughout Arctic Canada and along the shores of

the Hudson Bay. Eskimos prefer its thick hide for lines, kamik soles,

kayak covers, etc.

The harp seal (Pagophi]Jr_s. groenlaldi.cus) is migratory, spending

the winter off Newfoundland and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Here they

mate and give birth to theiT pups before setting off on their journey

to the Arctic rn/aters, in early May. This species is relatively unimpor-

tant as f.at as Churchill sealing is concerned since they rarely, if ever,

reach the Churchill area.

The harbour seal (Phoca vitulina) is occasionally found in the



Hudson Bay, and does occur in the Churchill area.

fresh water, and according to Mansfield (1967:6):

there is recent evidence of another group of fresh-
water seals inhabiting lakes on the Thlewiaza River draining
into the Hudson Bay about 100 miles north of Churchill.

Adults attain weights of approximately 200 pounds. This seal does not

winter under the sea ice, but seeks areas of open water.

0n1y a sma11 number of walruses (Qdgb,e.ngs r.o:T,arus) are found

along the northwestern coast of the Hudson Bay. These are clustered

immediately north of Chesterfield In1et. Walruses spend the winter in

leads of open water found in the pack ice (Mansfield 1967:28), They are

relatively huge animals, the males weighing between 21000 and 3,000

pounds at maturity.

One other sea nammal is common in the Churchill area. This is the

migratory beluga whale (De1phþapl"e,ru,s l.euca-s). It appears that most of

these sma11 whales spend the winter in the open water of Davis Strait.

However, Doan and Douglas (1953:5) state that:

These seals like

-52

Further information indicates that Beluga may live
throughout the winter along the western coast of Fludson Bay
in the open strip of water off the shelf of solid shore ice,
the floe edge.

Here, sna11 numbers are sighted almost every lvinter, although visibility

is limited because of the vapour that rises as fog from the open water.

With the spring migration of the beluga back into the bay, large

numbers of the small whales ascend the Churchill nouth with every in-

coming tide. In Ju1y, a portion of one herd was counted and sixty

animals were enumerated before the count was ended. Probably about 200

anirnals were present in this "herdr', a number which has been commonly

counted by biologists (Doan and Douglas 1953:4). Beluga whales are



smal1, averaging about ten feet

are occasionally taken. Those

weigh nore than 1,000 pounds.

The confluence of the northern edge of the transitional forest

with the tundra zone, both of which are adjacent to the coastal rnarine

environment, results in a remarkable concentration of bird species in the

Churchill area. Only a few of these species remains in the Churchill

region the year around. These include the wi11ow ptarmigan (Lagopu:

le.goq.y:) which is common on tire tundra (one large brood shared the site

ridge with the archaeological crew). The rock ptarmigan (L.a.gopus ryIu.s)

is found in this area mainly during the winter (Jeh1 and Smith 1970:35).

A forest species, the spruce grouse (Canachites canadensis) is rare but

could occur throughout the year.

Also resident for most of the year is the snowy ow1 (Nycle,a

ssandi.a.ca). It nests on the tundra, feeding mainly on lemmings (Taverner

and Sutton 1954:60-61). Other avian predators include the short-eared

owl (A.slo fJamme_us), the rough-legged hawk (B.utg9 l.agopJ:.s), the marsh

hawk (CircEs c.I.aneus), the peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinys) and the

pigeon hawk (F.a].co columbg.r.iuÐ. All appear during the summer to feed

upon lemrnings, voles, and other small mammals and birds.

The vast majority of the 209 bird species reported from Churchill

(Jeh1 and Smith I970:2I) are migratory, using the area for summer nest-

ing. These include many species of song birds, shore birds, and water-

fowl. The Canada goose (Brant,a cangd.eJr-sis) is quite common. During the

summer of 1968 one pair nested in the 1ow tundra between Second Burton

in length. Males up to

animals over twelve feet
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Rock and Ward Mountain. The snow goose (Chen- c-aeru1-escens) migrates

through Churchill in the spring and fa1l. Ducks aïe not particularly

corilnon, perhaps because the clear ponds do not offer abundant food.

Mallards (nt": platyrhy-n.ch.o:) are raïe and probably seldom nest in this

region. The black duck (41+t rub.r-ip.es) is a comrnon srrrilner resident

(Taverner and Sutton 1934zL7). Pintails (Ana: ggg!.r,) are also common

in the Churchill area, nesting during the summer.

The most numerous waterfowl are the o1d squaw ducks (Clangula

4y.emalis) and the pintails. The red-breasted merganser (Mglguå serral.o.l)

is also very common. Several other waterfowl species such as the

American widgeon (M.a]eca ameTi.c.an?), the teals (Angs -ca,roli_neqse), (AIr?.t_

4is_qoT:) and the shoveller (!pg!49. g.lype*g), are summer residents. The

The red-throated loon (Gavi.a s.te.ll.ata) is a fairly common migrant and

another 1oon, the Arctic loon (9avia a.I.ctl.ce) is comnon along the shores

of the Hudson Bay and breeds on the lakes of this area (Taverner and

Sutton 1934: 11) .

. In this coastal environment, gu11s are conmon. These include

Bonapartets gu11 (Larus.philq-delphia), the herring gu11 (larus argentatus),

the glaucous gu1I (Laru"s hl:perþ_oTegs), etc. Several species of jaegers

(SteTc.o=rr.i_u._s- spp.) occur, although the parasitic jaeger (Slercorarius

para.si3icus) is the nost common.

Shore birds are very numerous, including plovers, snipes , and

many species of sandpipers. Smal1 song birds are even more common and

include warblers, longspurs, 1arks, and sparrows.

FISH

The most economically important fish of the ChurchiIT area are
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those that spend much of their lives at sea but return to inland lakes

and rivers to spawn. These include the Arctic char (Xalv.e.1inus_ alplgr]:)

the brook char (S. fontilAlis), the whitefish (CoJegonu: clupeafo:lnis),

and the shallow water cisco (9regglris_ art.i.-{ii). After the spring break-

up, these fish move quickly out into the bay to feed for the summer.

They move down the rivers into the Bay so quickly that they cannot be

easily caught (Hunter 1968:363). Their numbers are more concentrated

when they return to the rivers and lakes in the fa1l and they can be

more easily caught at shallows or in fish traps. Almost no Atlantic

salmon are present in the Hudson Bay so that this species does not

ascent the rivers in great numbers as elsewhere.

According to Hunter (1968:361), almost all of the narine fishes

"are sna11, obscure bottom dwelling forms, occurring in 1ow abundance

and devoid of any apparent value in the economy of man.rr The waters of

the Bay are frigid and together with the short summers, they clc not pro-

vide a favourable environment to any fish except a few Arctic species.

Even these are few in numbers and reproduce slowly. 0n1y two species of

marine fish, the Greenland cod (Gadu.s ggge) and the capelin (Mallotl-rs

vi,l.losys) are likely to be of any economic value to man.

Freshwater fish frequenting the rivers and streams of the

Churchill region include those species that sometimes spend the surnmer at

sea. Also of potential economic importance are graylings (Tymallu:

arcticu,s), northern pike (Es.ox luci.us), suckers (Cato-stoml:s spp.) , and

trout-perch (Pgrcopsi.s olis.comay.cus) . Others such as sturgeon (Acepenser

ful,ve.s.csn:) and burbot (Lolq 1"Lq) may also be of importance while

several other species of smaller fish are not likely to figure signifi-

cantly in any economy.



INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapter the contemporary environment has been

described in some detail. It cannot, however, be assumed that the

topography, climate, f1ora, and fauna were exactly the same 3,000 years

ago during the period of Pre-Dorset Eskimo occupation of the Churchill

region. Therefore, this chapter is presented with the intention of out-

lining, to the extent that information is available, the major character-

istics of the ancient environrnent.

ISOSTASY AND UPL]FT RATES

THE PALAEO-ENVIRONMENT

CHAPTER II

Twenty thousand years ago the Churchill region rvas near the centre

of the Wisconsin Laurentide ice-sheet. With the recession of this vast

blanket of ice and the eventual opening of the Hudson Bay, the Tyrrell

Sea flooded the land which had been depressed far below sea leve1 by the

weight of the glacier. In the Churchill area, the maximum extent of the

Tyrrell Sea lies sixty or more miles inland. Here, the highest strand

lines are found at elevations from 350 to 500 feet above the present sea

leve 1 .

Released from the lveight of the ice, the land began to rise.

Initially the uplift was very rapid, in the order of twenty feet per

century (Lee 1960:1609). Gradually the rate of uplift decreased as the

land approached a more stable position, until at present, in the Churchill

area, it is about 2.4 feet per century. This rate has been calculated by

Barnett (1966) utilizing tide gauge data frorn the Churchill port as re-

corded on Leers graph and although only nine radiocarbon dates are plotted

36
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against sea level, it appears that around 3000 years ago (the period of

Pre-Dorset occupation) uplift was more rapid than at present. In fact,

at that time, it seems to have been occurring at a rate of about four

feet per century.

The 100 foot contour at the Seahorse Gu11y site (Map 5) encompasses

all the Pre-Dorset archaeological rernains (with the exception of a chisel

found on a high kno1l to the southwest - see Map 5). Most of the dwell-

ings and activity areas are about 200 yards from this contour. One

dwelling, House 10 (described in Chapter VII), is only about 100 yards

from the 100 foot contour. A distance of 100 to 200 yards would provide

a reasonable gap between the waters of the Bay and the dwellings of these

Pre-Dorset Eskimos. It is postulated, therefore, that the present 100

foot contour approximates a water level important during the final period

of Pre-Dorset occupation. It is likely that this was the high tide 1evel.

Contemporary tides in the Churchill region average about twelve

feet in height. While the average height of the tides during the Pre-

Dorset period is not known, it may safely be assumed that it was in the

Tange of twelve feet. If so, the mean sea 1eve1 at the time of Pre-Dorset

occupation would have been about ninety-five feet above the present sea

leve 1 .

Care inust be exercised in the determination of sea leve1s from

dwelling locations. Taylor (1968:98-99) has discussed the fact that

actual house locations may bear little relationship to sea 1eve1s since

a combination of local conditions influences the actual sites occupied:

Beaching boats, snor^/ conditions, shelter, drinking watel,
visibility for off-shore hunting, fishing and hunting oppor-
tunities and conditions in the immediate area and the avail-
ability of such building materials as gravel, stone, and turf
are factors, along with proximity to ivaterts edge, that in-
fluence a choice of camp location.
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Although their dwellings may be situated hundreds of yards from the sea

shore, and many yards above sea level, it is evident that Eskimos, as

hunters of sea mammals, prefer to be as close to the marine waters aS

possible. In most cases, the locations of Eskimo dwellings do provide

at least a rough indication of the sea leve1 at the time of occupation.

The graph presented in Figure 1 represents the exponential curve

of uplift in the Churchill area during the past 3500 years. Unfortunately,

only two of the points are securely tied to radio-carbon dates, although

even they cannot be confidently assigaed absolute altitudes. These two

points are computed from; (1) the date of 1301 95 years B.C. (I-3g73) for

the Dorset settlement at Seahorse Gu11y (Map 5) with an altitude of sixty

feet (Nash 1970:9) and, (2) the date of 9451 100 years B.C. (5-521) for

the Pre-Dorset settlements which were inhabited when the watercs of the

Bay stood ninety-five feet above their present leve1.

The points for Thyazzi and Twin Lakes are not based on radio-

carbon dates, but on dates obtained by typological comparisons with dated

Pre-Dorset sites in the central Arctic. Unfortunately, a firm altitude

cannot be given lor Thyazzi, although Nash (1969:50-51) indicates that

it is between 115 and I20 feet. Therefore, this graph must be viewed as

tentative and experimental, useful in outlining hypotheses, but 1iable

to correction with the collection of more data.

Utilizing an uplift rate of four feet per century, the thirty-

five foot difference in altitude between the Dorset and Pre-Dorset occu-

pations corresponds to 875 years. This compares well with the 815 year

span obtained by subtracting 130 years from 945 years.

PALAEO-TOPOGRAPHY

The contemporary topographical characteristics of the Churchill
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area are radically different from those familiar to the Pre-Dorset hunters.

When occupied 3000 years ago, the site (at an altitude of ninety-five feet)

was a narïow island over a mile long and more than a third of a mile wide

(Map 5). Since the date of 9451 100 years B.P. relates to the most recent

Pre-Dorset habitation of the site, earlier occupants would have lived on

an even smaller and narrower island.

Dwellings could probably have been established on the island when

the mean water level ivas 100 feet above the present level. This initial

occupation may have occurred at a tine when the island was sti1l cut in

two at high tide. Latet, when the island Tose to the ninety-five foot

1evel, the central portion of the island became available. Here, a

scattered, thin, archaeological settlement was present which, on the

basis of house type and artifacts, is recognized as later than the settle-

ments of the higher northern and southern portions of the site.(this

settlement was radiocarbon dated).

At the time of final occupation, the island was low and windswept,

probably more devoid of vegetation than it is now. Certainly no spruce

were growing on the island, although a few dwarf willows may have been

present. The fact that sorne of the artifacts were found lying on two

inches of organic material indicates that a tundra layer was present on

the island at the time of occupation. Portions of the island must have been

exposed for several centuries before being occupied, providing time for

tundra growth and the accumulation of an organic layer.

Three thousand years ago the coast in the Churchill area was clear-

ly more jagged than at present. Several islands were present offshore,

the site ridge being one of them. It was the outermost island of an

archipelago stretching out into the bay from the nainland. This string
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of islands was forned by the tops of First and Second Burton rocks and

other qua'rtzíte ridges to the south of them. To the east, the area now

occupied by Fort Churchill was a smal1 roundish island and Twin Lakes

Island was present several miles to the southeast. Seahorse Gul1y,

Second Burton Rock and Twin Lakes were frequented by the same or related

bands of Pre-Dorset Eskimos, although it is not yet knownif the Fort

Churchill Island was. IronicaITy, this, the most accessible area, has

not yet been archaeologically surveyed.

It is difficult to outline the shore line when the waters stood

ninety-five feet above their present leve1 as contour lines usually

related only in a general way to ancient strand lines. Erosion during

the last 3000 years may have substantially altered the contours of the

land. However, Map 6 is presented as an approximation of the Churchíll

coast line during the Pre-Dorset period.

PAL¡EO-C.LIM¡,TE

Palaeo-climatological studies in the Churchill region are few.

Joint investigations have been made by Bryson, Irving, and Larson (1965)

in the Ennadai Lake area about 200 miles to the northwest of Churchill.

Here, at the present tree line, they found that the forest had twice

advanced far beyond its present limits. From 3500 to 1500 B.C. the

tïees extended about two degrees farther north than at present. Bryson,

Irving, and Larson (1965:46) conclude that this period was characterized

by a "relatively mild climater'"

Similarly, Nichols (1967) in his study of Ennadai peats has

recognized a warmer period lasting from 3700 B.C. to 1600 B.C. During

this time the mouth of the Churchill River was almost certainly wooded

although a strip of tundra may have been present along the coast as at
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present. Nichols also has presented evidence for much cooler climatic

conditions following 1600 B.C. At this time the Arctic front remained

farther south in the summer. This front determines the tree line:

From July through October the tree line coincides with
the average position of the northern edge of the Arctic
frontal zonei from November through February it marks the
southern edge of this zone (Bryson, Irving, and Larson 1965:
46) .

With the advent of colder weather, the northern edges of the

forests failed to regenerate after forest fires of the period. As a

result the tree line retreated southwestward, eventually reaching south

of its present position (Bryson, Irving and Larson 1965:47). This

cooler climate pushed the tundra zone farther south and extended the

environment to which the arctic sea marnmal hunters were adapted. The

arrival, therefore of Pre-Dorset Eskinos in the Churchill region around

1500 B.C. is evidently linked to this climatic change. The author of

the following statement is probably William Irving (Bryson, Irving and

Larson 1965:48) :

44

The first arrival of Arctic culture in the region
(pre-Dorset stage of the Arctic sma11 tool tradition)
probably took place 3000 to 4000 years ago, with the onset
of more severe climate and the retreat of the forest border.

Albert Dekin (1969) has shown that the period from about 1500 to

1100 B.C. was generally cool and wet throughout the eastern Arctic. In

the eastemArctic this cooling trend was ended by 1100 B.C. and the

period up to 650-700 B.C. was characterizedby a warrner and more stable

climate. It is likely that the west coast of the Hudson Bay was also

warmer at this time and that the Pre-Dorset occupation at Seahorse Gu1ly

(945 B.C.) fa11s at the end of the cool period or perhaps in the transi-

tional period between.
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In interpreting a po11en sequence from Ennadai Lake, Nichols (1967:

Fig. 2) has shown that Sphagnum moss peaks occurred five timesbetween

1670 B.C. and A.D. 1350. These peaks indicate perioê of increased warmth

and wetness. One of these occurs about 1190 8.C., the other about 500

B.C. The 1190 B.C. peak is near the date of 9451 100 years B.C. for the

Seahorse Gu11y Pre-Dorset occupation, and it is possible that these eatly

Eskimos were living during a period of warmer temperatures and increasíng

precipitation.

fn western Greenland, Jorgen Meldgaard (1960b:66) found that the

Sarqaq (Pre-Dorset) and subsequently the Pre-Dorset cultures:

disappeared from Sermermiut before or at the beginning
of a period of increased precipitation, which may mean that snow
conditions became more difficult; probably neither of then were in
possession of dog-pu11ed s1eds.

This depopulated break between Sarqaq and Dorset occupation in west Green-

land has been eloquently and convincingly questioned by Taylor (1968:90-

93) and it seems that clinatic change may not have inhibited habitation

to the degree suggested by Meldgaard.

The Pre-Dorset occupation at Seahorse Gu1ly ends above the 100

foot contour. While not enough is yet known of Pre-Dorset and Dorset

occupation of this region to safely state that this is true of the whole

region, stil1, it can be suggested that a combination of climatic factors

resulted in a temporary abandonment of this region by Pre-Dorset Eskimos.

Meldgaardrs last sentence in the above quote suggests that with in-

creased snow, movement would become very difficult as these early Eskimos

did not use the dog s1ed. Rather, it is 1ike1y that the high winds of

the Arctic would simply pack the snow into larger drifts which ivould be

no more difficult for people to move across than smal1 drifts. More
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ímportant might be the effect of the snow fa11 upon the relationship of

Arctic fauna to its environment.

The inportance of snow depth and density to caribou grazing and

general behaviour has been clearly demonstrated by W.0. Pruitt (1959).

He found that caribou did not remain in areas where the snow was over

two feet deep, even though it might be the fluffy snow sheltered within

the northern forest. Caribou will also avoid areas in which the snow,

either through drifting or crystalization, has reached a density of 0.19

to 0.20. The highly variable wintering ranges of the caribou are closely

related to the vagaries of local weather and its effect on the composition

of the snow cover.

Therefore, a combination of factors, includíng a warming of the

climate and an increase in precipitation, fray have greatly altered the

environnent of the Churchill region about 3000 years ago. In a peripher-

aIIy arctic-subarctic area such as this, rninor climatic changes can be

expected to have drastic effects on the ecology of the loca1 fauna.

Warmer temperatures would result in less stable ice along the coast in

the spring. This ice would break up relatively early, providing poor

whelping areas for the ringed seal and frequent separations of mothers

and pups. As a result, seal nurnbers would decrease, perhaps greatly.

If winter precipitation was on the increase, caribou herds might avoid

this region because of the greater difficulty in reaching the buried

vegetation during this season.

The resource base of the economy of the local Pre-Dorset bands

frãy, therefore, have been seriously depleted by a decrease in seal

numbers and a movement of caribou herds to other wintering ranges.
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Such a depletion would take place gradually as the climate changed im-

perceptibly over the decades. However, a point would eventually be

reached at which the Pre-Dorset Eskimos of the Churchill region would

find survival very difficult. At this point, these early Eskimos must

have retreated north along the western coast of the Hudson Bay to areas

of more stable ice and better sealing.

SUTMARY

Three thousand years ago the shape of the Churchill coast was less

smooth than at present, with rnore bedrock ridges extending into the Bay

and more offshore islands. A narrow, southward extending strip of tundra

was probably present along the coast. The forest, as now, must have

extended almost to the mouth of the Churchill River. Projecting from the

western side of the Churchill mouth, a string of quartzite ridges formed

a miniature archipelago out into the Hudson Bay. The Seahorse Gu1ly

site ridge formed the outermost island of this group.

At the time of initial Pre-Dorset occupation of the Churchill

region, the forest may have extended somewhat north of its contemporary

extent, horvever, it eventually retreated south of its present 1imit.

The concomitant extension of the tundra may have encouraged the Pre-

Dorset Eskinos of the Churchill area to hunt caribou far inland. As the

tundra expanded and the early Eskimos followed it, it is like1y that the

inland population (Indian) which was adapted to the subarctic forests,

retreated with the forests. Therefore, at least two factors should have

been operating to encourage Pre-Dorset peoples to move south along the

coast; (1) the tundra was present and expanding, and (2) a human popula-

tion, already present for about 2000 yea-rs (R. Nash, personal communica-



tion), had retreated south.

About 3000 years ago there is evidence of a climatic warrning trend

accornpanied by increased precipitation. This may have resulted in a de-

cïease in marine fauna as well as a change in caribou ranges and moVe-

ments. Such unfavourable conditions appear to have resulted in an end to

Pre-Dorset occupation of the Churchill region, perhaps in a retreat of

the population to the north. The Seahorse Gu11y site ridge seens to have

remained uninhabited for 800 years until a few Dorset culture families

lived on the island between 100 and 200 years B.C. (Nash 1970).
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THE PROBLEM

The initial archaeological investigations at the Seahorse Gul1y

site were based about two problems; (1) a need to investigate the site

in order to ascertain what was there, and (2) to salvage the Seahorse

Gu11y Pre-Dorset artifacts. The site had to be studied quickly before

inforination became permanently lost.

CFIAPTER I i I

FIELD WORK

Dr. R.J. Nash did have a third problen in mind, however, and a

direction in which to orient investigations if the archaeological re-

mains permitted it. This is evidenced in his statement of 1967, con-

cerning the proposed Seahorse Gu11y study (Nash 1967:18):

Here is the opportunity for a more complete conjunc-
tive type approach to a Pre-Dorset site, something which
was impossible at Thyazzi because of its inaccessibility
and at Twin Lakes because of its light occupation.

For this reason, when dwellings, some of which were rich in both atti-

facts and faunal rernains, were found, work was concentrated on them.

Another najor problem to be solved was, I'to determine whether the com-

plex of large tools was the work of the Pre-Dorset Eskimo or a second

and different group of people.rr (Nash 1968:ii). Happily, firm and

extensive evidence relating to both of these problems was gathered

during the 1968 field season.

Problem formulation is an initial and fundamental part of the

process of doing archaeology. All archaeologists, regardless of their

protestations of a b1ank, sponge-1ike approach, enter the field with

biases and subconscious problem orientations. Such implicit or ex-

plicit orientations mold the process of information gathering in the
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fie1d. Such directed field work, while incorporating obvious drawbacks,

seeningly cannot be avoided. Therefore, rather than entering the field

with a vague problem, the archaeologist should make the best of a "badrr

situation and carefully formulate his problem and the concommitant man-

ner in which the site is to be attacked. This does not imply that cer-

tain data must be ignored, it suggests rather that parts of a site will

be excavated enphasizing the detailed recording of specified phenomena.

Hopefully, other cultural phenornena will be recorded in a detailed

enough way for use by other archaeologists. hhile a particular excava-

tion may not result in the preservation of a totality of information re-

levant to all problerns, that portion of the data gathered may prove to

be adequate or, at 1east, very useful.

W.W. Taylor has shown that a site must be chosen for investiga-

tion by reference to its possibilities for answering specific questions:

But once the selection has been made and when the actual
excavation has begun, there can be only one objective; to
exploit fu1ly and without abridgement the cultural and geo-
graphical record contained within the site attacked. (Taylor
1948:153)

Notwithstanding Taylorrs statement, the excavation of a site

typically results in detailed information on certain aspects on1y. For

thís reason it is very difficult or impossible to utilize these data in

dealing with different problems. As the Seahorse Gu11y site was re-

corded with a problen orientation involving the settlement pattern (a

concept closely related to cultural ecology and societal organization),

data relating to these aspects (or which are believed to relate to

these aspects) of the prehistoric culture have been gathered. There-

fore, an attempt to reconstruct the Seahorse Gu11y Pre-Dorset occupa-

tion in terrns of conjunctive archaeology, relying on cultural ecological
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data and the settlement pattern, is conceived as the best possible empha-

sis of this thesis. hhile more limited problerns could be answered with

the available data from Seahorse Gu1ly, it is 1ikely that more complex

interpretive problems could not be adequately considered.

The Seahorse Gul1y archaeological occupation is reconstructed as

three settlements each composed of interacting social units and individ-

uals involved in the daily problens of survival in an Arctic environment.

An attempt is made to delineate the annual economic cycle in an effort

to approach cultural ecology. Here, K.C. Changrs (1962:28) statement is

relevant:

The effect of cultural ecology (Steward 1955:30ff) upon
social organi zation through the settlement pattern is a pro-
blem area that has received little of the concentration of
attention that it deserves in current anthropological litera-
ture, yet it is of vital concern to archaeologists who attempt
the reconstruction of prehistoric society.

Nowhere is cultural ecology of greater importance to social organ-

ization than in the Arctic and subarctic. It is, therefore, a basic

premise of this thesis that the settlement pattern is a reflection of the

social organization which in turn is profoundly influenced by ecological

relationships of the inhabitants to their environment.

The work of the crew in the field was influenced by intensive

perusals of K.C. Changrs "Rethinking Archaeology" in which settlement

archaeology is outlined. IVhile the settlement is not here considered as

the basic archaeological unit (as Chang argues), it is evident that Changrs

settlement approach can be profitably applied to the Seahorse Gu11y situa-

tion in which houses and activity areas are clustered into differentiable

and patterned groups.



Changrs definitions are used for several major concepts such as

the settlenent (see Chapter VIII), the settlement pattern (Chapter VIII)

and the comrnunity and community pattern (Chapter IX). Definitions from

David Clark's recent tome (1968:406-407) are used for; (1) the artifact,

"any object modified by a set of humanly imposed attributesrr, (2) the

artifact attribute, '1a logica11y irreducible character of two or more

states, acting as an independent variable within a specific artefact

systemr', (3) the artifact type, "an homogeneous population of artefacts

which share a consistently recurrent range of attribute states within a

given polythetic setl', (4) the assemblage, "an associated set of contem-

porary artefact-typesr', and (5) the archaeological culture, "a polythetic

set of specific and comprehensive artefact-types which consistently recur

together in assemblages within a limited geographical arear'.

DEFINITIONS USED

Stuart Struever (1968:287) has presented definitions of terms such

as "tool kit" and "activity areat'. A tool kit corresponds to or reflects

the activities which have been carried out in a specific area of a site.

More than one tool kit may make up an activity area such as a cooking

1oca1ity.

THE SITE

52

The Pre-Dorset occupation at Seahorse Gul1y covers a long narrow

strip on and bordering the cobble mantle that tops the quartzite ridge.

The cobble mantle (Iaap 7) is composed of gravel with some larger cobbles

and rocks. The gravel appears to have been scooped by lvave action out

of the boulder fields that border the mantle and deposited j-n a heap

along the highest part of the ridge. This deposit is about five feet

thick and varies in width fron twenty to more than thirty feet.
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The cobble mantle is elongated north-south and stretches for near-

1y a mile along the top of the ridge. Two sections, each a quarter-mi1e

1ong, at the north and south ends are the highest parts of the ridge and

the cobble mantle. These are also the areas with the greatest concentra-

tions of Pre-Dorset habitation. The central half nile of the mantle is

the lowest, approximately ten feet lower than the northern and southern

ends. This centtal area has a thinner and more diffuse cobble mantle

and was the location of a scattered Pre-Dorset occupation.

A layer of organic material several inches thick once blanketed

the ridge. The accumulation of thousands of years of clirnax tundra

growth, this thick mat has been largely burned off the ridge and appears

to be regenerating very s1ow1y. This fire exposed the evidence of ancient

habitatíon, making survey relatively simple. It is certain that no areas

of occupational concentration were missed by the field party.

The occurrence of Pre-Dorset artifacts in relationship to the

cobble mantle is of particular interest. Perhaps half of the occupation-

a1 debris is found on the cobble mantle, indicating that it was a favour-

ed activity area and that many dwellings were placed there. The remaind-

er of the Pre-Dorset occupation occurs to the east of the cobble mantle.

Two factors are 1ike1y to have influenced this use of the 1ee side of

the island; (1) the cobble mantle was high enough to provide some shelter

from the prevailing wind, and (2) the water on the east side of the

island was calmer and better suited for the beaching of watercraft.

These two factors, in combination with others not known now, may have

resulted in strong pressures on the Pre-Dorset occupants to live along

the eastern side of the island.
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0n1y in one area does any occupatíona1 debris occur to the west

of the cobble mantle. This is at the extreme southern end of the mantle

from 2500 to 2700 feet south of datum (Map B), where a large patch of

fine yellow sand has been deposited. Three factors may have resulted in

this overflow of Pre-Dorset actívity off the western edge of the mantle;

(1) the soft dry sand was an attractive living area, (2) this was the

most intensively occupied portion of the site and this concentration of

humans might be expected to expand theiT activities into normally unused

space, and (3) this was the nearest point to Second Burton Rock and it

may have been a frequent boat landing and launching place.

The highest portion of the cobble mantle extends from 1100 feet

south of datum to about 1200 feet south (Map B). Here the mantle aïea

is protected along its western side by a mass of quartzite boulders.

These boulders project several feet above the mantle and have modified

the manner in which the waves deposited the gravel and cobbles of this

area. In the lee of these boulders the mantle is high and wide, bulging

to the east (Map 8).

On this highest area (115* feetl two artifacts typical of a more

ancient Arctic Smal1 Tool culture were found. Both are sma1l, fragile,

and characterizedby a delicate and minute flaking style not found among

the other Pre-Dorset too1s. One tool (Fig. 2,a) is a bipointed end

blade of milky chert. The other is a narrorv rectangular side blade of

fine brown chert, and is now broken. As this portion of the island is

the highest and was available for occupation first, it is 1ike1y that

these tools were lost by very early inhabitants of the site. These tools

are not considered to have formed a part of the tool kits of the Pre-
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Dorset Eskimos ivho inhabited the southern settlement around 3000 years

ago. They may be more closely related to an assernblage such as that of

Thyazzi, although no good analogues are present there.

The northern end of the cobble mantle also revealed a concentra-

tion of Pre-Dorset occupation. Here, no artifacts \.{ere found off the

western edge of the mantle although several dwellings had been construct-

ed along the nantle summit. Signs of habitation did extend off the east-

ern edge of the mantle and one house (10) was situated several yards to

the east.

THE EXCAVAT]ONS

Ten houses were excavated at the Seahorse Gu11y site. All of

these excavations were shallow and in most cases only added a few arti-

facts to larger surface collections. Although the southern end of the

site was the most intensively inhabited, the richness and superimposition

of occupation rnade this area difficult to interpret and record in the

fie1d. House outlines have either been disturbed by various Pre-Dorset

occupants or by historic Eskimo, Indian, or European activities. Two of

the dwelling ruins (Houses 1 and 2 - see Chapter V) were singled out for

careful excavation and recording, These houses were excavated in two

three inch 1eve1s, the position and depth of each tool being recorded as

found. Usually a pit was dug in the bottom of the six inch excavation

to ascertai-n that no earlier occupation lay beneath and that sterile

gravel had been reached.

In the 1ow central a'rea of the site, five house outlines were

discernable and all of those found were excavated (Chapter VI). In the

field, each of these dwellings was drawn to scale, i.e. "planviewed",
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(as were all other houses) and the artifacts lying on the surface were

recorded and then bagged. As was usual, the houses were excavated in two

arbitrary three inch 1evels.

The high northern end of the cobble mantle also provided evidence

of Pre-Dorset occupation. Here, six houses were recognized and al1 of

these were planviewed. However, only four of these dwellings were ex-

cavated. As with all the other houses, excavations were confined to the

insides of the habitations since in most cases surface collection around

the houses seemed to provide an adequate sample of tools lost and a valid

indication of the extent, amount and kinds of activities outside the

dwellings. The locations of artifacts outside the dwellings was also

recorded.

A transit was used to lay a base line down the centre of the site,

as near to occupied areas as possible. The datum point was established

near the centre of the cobble mantle (Map 8) and was tied in to the

navigational beacon at an angle of 90o directly to the west. Fron the

datum, the base line was extended north for 1400 feet when it was turned

6020' to the north north east as the cobble mantle curved in that direc-

tion. similarly, the line was established to the south of the datum

and at 1200 south, a few yards south of the mantlers gravel bulge, it
was turned 15o to the south southwest in order that it would more nearly

follow the cobble mantle. All dwellings and scattered artifacts collect-

ed from the surface were recorded in relationship to this line.
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INTRODUCTTON

In the preparation of the information presented in this chapter,

all of the recorded dwelling remains and all of the artifacts, lvhether

from excavations or surface collections, have been considered. In the

text, each illustrated tool is referred to by its figure number and

alphabetical letter. This procedure is continued in the succeeding

chapters, although the figure number and letter of each artifact is

used in another way as wel1. The floor plans of each of the dwellings

have been presented near the beginning of each house description. The

locations of the tools found in each dwelling are indicated by placing

each artifactrs figure number and letter in the appropriate place on the

map. Those tools for which exact provenience data is not available are

not marked on any map.

BASIC DESCRTPTIVE CATEGORIES

CHAPTER IV

In all, a minimum of twenty-four habitation remains were noted at

the Seahorse Gul1y site. 0f these, twelve possessed stone alignments or

other features which could be drawn to scale and treated as architectural

remains. Another, (Activity Area 3) had no stïuctural remains but did

have a number of tools, of which a scattergram was drawn.

The stone alignments are sinilar to those found about the bases

of recent Eskino tents. These stones are used to hold down tents since

woodfor stakes is often unavailable or the ground is rocky or frozen and

stakes can not easily be used. In general, the shapes of abandoned tent

rings used by ethnographically known Eskimos compare well with the

60
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original shapes of the bases of the tents. The round tent rings found

at Seahorse Gu1ly rnay have surrounded tents very like those used until

recently by the Caribou Eskimos. These conical tents were round or

eliptical at the base. They were composed of a frame of spruce poles

supported on two poles over which was stretched a caribou hide cover

(Birket-Snith 1929:35). Large stones were placed about the base of this

hide cover in order to hold the tent down.

There are two basic Pre-Dorset dwelling forms at Seahorse Gu11y.

One forrn is rectangular or square while the other is round or ova1. In

the Iglulik area Meldgaard has found that circular alignments are the

oldest and rnost typical of the Pre-Dorset culture. With reference to

the dwellings of the Jens Munk (Kapuivik) site near Ig1u1ik, Meldgaard

(1960b:74) writes:

Round, or oval, heavy stone rings with a central fire-
place dotted the terrace-ridges fron 51 metres to 23 metres
revealing the Sarqaq habitations; rectangular depressions
marked the houses of the Dorset culture from 22 metres to 8

metres, and the massive stone and sod buíldings of the whale-
hunting Thule people appeared in a period conternporary with
the final Dorset stage.

At Iglulik, rectangular dwellings are assigned by Meldgaard to

the Dorset period. At Seahorse Gu11y, five dwellings are rectangular in

shape. Interestingly, aII but one of these dwellings were found in the

low central portion of the site, and probably were occupied by the last

Pre-Dorset inhabitants of the site. Such a style change is consistent

with the now general hypothesis that the Pre-Dorset culture developed

into the Dorset culture (Taylor 1968:89) (MaxwelI 7962:39-40). One

other attribute indicates that the subrectangular dwellings are late and

are becoming Dorset-like. This is the presence of a midpassage in two

houses (Table 2) . In the case of these two Pre-Dorset houses, the mid-



TABLE 2

VARIETIES AND ATTRIBUTES OF DWELLING AL]GNMENTS

Variety

Rectangular

Attributes

2 Rectangular

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Subrectangular
Flat interior
Sma11 stones
Few flagstones
Midpass age
No central stone

cluster

3 Rectangular

a. Subrectangular
b. Flat interior
c. Sma11 stones
d. Few flagstones
e. No midpassage
f" Central stone

cluster

Area

Central
Settlement

4 Circular

a.
b.

Ict.

f.

Houses

Square
Flat interior
Large rocks
No flagstones
No midpassage
Central stone

cluster (?)

0va1
Depressed
Rock alignment
Flagstones
No midpassage
No central stone

cluster (?)

Circular
Depres sed
No alignment
F1 ags tones
No midpassage
Central stone

cluster (?)

Circular
Flat interior
Rock alignment
No Flagstones
No midpassage
Central stone

clus ter
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Hous e
Hous e

Central
Settlement

7 (north)
6

b.
c.
d.
e.
I
I.

Circul ar

Southern
Settlement

House
FIouse
House

6 Circular

4
q

7 (south)

a.
b.
c.
d.

f

House 2

Northern
Sett lernent

a.
b.

d.

f.

House 13

Northern
Settlement

House 10
House 11
House 12

Southern
Sett 1 ement

Northern
Settlement

House 1

House 8

House 9
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passages consist of two parallel rows of stones, about three feet apart

(see the floor plan drawing of House 6).

Identifiable circular dwellings are most common at the northern

end of the cobble mantle. However, these differ in several respects

from those at Kapuivik. The Seahorse Gu11y rings are not heavy; they

are composed of many sma1l stones and in one case (House 13) mostly of

limestone f1ags. Unlike the Iglulik rings, central fireplaces can not

often be confidently identified, although clusters of stones are usually

found within the houses. The Seahorse Gu11y tent rings often have

depressed interiors, a feature not mentioned by Meldgaard as character-

istic of the Sarqaq dwellings.

0n the basis of this limited evidence, three varieties of each of

the major dwelling categories (rectangular and circular) have been recog-

nized. These varieties and their attributes are listed in TabIe 2.

It should be noted that two of these are based on only one dwelling each

and that another variety is based on only two dwellings.

ARrr"BCTI

Although only ten of the twenty-four identifiable houses at

Seahorse Gu11y r,Jere excavated, those artífacts that were exposed on the

surfaces of the various activity areas were collected and their approxi-

mate locations recorded. The tool categories and varieties listed in

Table 3 are a result of the consideration of all the tools from the site.

The tools illustrated in this chapter are not those found at excavated

houses, but are all surface finds. It must be realized that almost all

portions of the cobble mantle had been occupied by Pre-Dorset Eskimos

and a rich sprinkling of artifacts was generally present. For the



SEAHORSE GULLY SiTE ARTIFACTUAL MATERIAL

(After Taylor 1968:24-25)

Category

I. Burins

TABLE 3

IT. Burin Spalls

III. End Blades

a,

b.

d.

q

b.

c.

d.

d.

b.

Å

f.

Left concavity (Fig. 4,a)
Right concavity (Fig. 13,g)

Double concavity (Fig. 13,j)
Burin-1ike Blade (Fig. 23,f)

Variety

IV. Harpoon Blades

V. Side Blades
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Unworked prinary
Unworked secondary

Retouched primary

Retouched secondary

Bi-pointed (Fig. 4,c)
Lanceolate (Fig . 4,d)

Ova1 (Fig. 13,o)

VI. Knives

Contracting stem (Fig. 4,e)
Single Shoulder (Fig. 16, c,d)
Side-notched (Fig. 4, f,g)

Large triangular (Fig. 4 ,h ,i)
Sma11 Triangular (Fig. 22,n)

Rectangular (Fig. 5,a)

Concavo-convex (Fig. 13,p)

Seni-lunate (Fíg. 17,c)

VII.

a.

b.

a.

b.

Scrapers

b.

IVide, side-notched (Fig. 5,d)

Narrow sternmed (Fig. 5,b,c)
Ovoid biface (Fig. 5,e,f)

a.

b.

I
cl .

Convex (Fig. 5,8,h)
Concave (Fig. 5,i,j)
Narrow end scraper (Fig. 7,a)

lVide end scraper (Fig. 7 ,b,c)
Side scraper (Fig. 19,m)



VIII. Blades, Microblades a. Raw (Fig. 7,A)

b. Retouched (Fig. 22,s)

IX. Flake Tools a. Perforator (Fig. I4,g)
b. Notched (Fig. 22,q,r)

Category

TABLE 3 - Continued

X. Gouges

XI. Chisels (Picks)

XII. Scraper Planes

XIII. Adze Blades

Variety

XIV. lVorked Organic Tools a, Toggle head (Fig. 10,a-f)
b. Ringed and snapped bird bone

c. Chopped Antler (Fig. 20,f)
d. Ivory Fragment (Fig. 20,c)

e. Grooved bone (Fig. 20, f)

XV. Other Lithic Tools a. Steatite vessel (Fig. 11)

b. Whetstone (Fig. 7 ,e)
c. Grooved weight

a. Wide (Fig. 7 ,f)
b. Narrow (Fig. 8,a)

a. lVide (Fig. 8,b)

b. Narrow (Fig. 8,c)
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a. Retanguloid (Fig. 9,a)
b. Ovoid (Fig. 9,b)

a. Stemmed (Fig. 9,c)
b. Unstemmed (Fig. 9,d)
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purposes of this thesis (and brevity) only those artífacts found in ex-

cavated houses will be described in any detail (in chapters v, vI and

vII).

The categoríes of Table 3 are, in most cases, indicative of a

group of artifacts similar on the basis of material or supposed use.

The varieties listed within these categories are considered (except per-

haps in the case of miscellaneous bone, antler, and ivory objects) as

tool types. Following clarke (1968 :37) , each artifact-type is believed

to form a polythetic group:

a group of entities such that each entity possesses
a large number of the attributes of the group, each attribute
is shared by large numbers of entities and no single attribute
is both sufficient and necessary to the group membership.

In utiTizing the polythetic artifact-type, the archaeologist can

group into a type tools with a reasonably wide variation in attributes,

as long as all of the tools share a Iarge number of the attributes. The

more obvious attributes of the tool varieties (types) from the Seahorse

Gul1y Pre-Dorset are described in the following pages.

s*,r,ll,

Iahile the tools fron the Pre-Dorset occupation can not all be

neatly classified, two major classes are discernable. These two classes

are, (1) small tools and (2) large too1s. The small tools include the

end and side blades, burins and scrapers, as well as the knives common

to any settlement occupied by peoples with a culture within the Arctic

Sna11 Tool Tradition. The large tools include the gouges, chisels (picks)

and plane scrapers which seem to be unique to the pre-Dorset of the

Churchill area.

Tools



Burins dominated among the smal1 tools collected from the Sea-

horse Gu11y site. In all, 117 burins were recovered, although only

sixty-two of these were associated with recorded dwellings. These buríns

are made on thin flakes, usually of fine-grained whitish cherts. The

manufacturers of these burins employed a standardized pattern of orien-

tation of the flake blanks out of which the burins were made. The var*

ious edges of each burin were always placed in the same positions with

reference to the ventral and dorsal surfaces of the flake blanks used.

Two other points of reference, (1) the proximal (striking platform) end

of the flake blank and (2) the opposing distal end, were also important

in the positioning of burin attributes. This pattern of orientation may

be most readily grasped by consulting Figure 3 which presents outlines

of two burins (Fig. 4,a,b) from the southern portion of the cobble mantle.

In this thesis , all of the illustrated burins (with the exception

of that shown in Figure 4,b) are oriented in the same manner. The ven-

tral surface of each burin (which is the ventral surface of the original

flake blank) is faced down, away from the observer, leaving the dorsal

surface in view. The base is placed towards the bottom of the page while

the distal platform points upwards to the top of the page.

In this position, the typical Seahorse Gu1ly burin (Fig. 3,a) has

a left lateral margin which is subconcave. The shape of the right nargin

varies from concave to convex, but in this case it is straight. The base,

as shown, is usually convex but may also be straight or, rarely, slightly

concave. At the distal end, the striking platform is straight or slightly

convex with a burin facet meeting it at an oblique ang1e.

In the description of the manufacture of burins and scrapers, a
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distinction is rnade between flaking to produce a steep bevel and flaking

to thin a surface. These knapping techniques aïe termed bevelling and

thinning respectively. The left concavity of a burin is typically beve11-

ed on the dorsal surface and occasionally thinned on the ventral face.

The right lateral margin is often treated the same way, but is frequently

bifacially thinned (flaked). Most basal flaking appears to have been

designed to remove some irregularity or unusual thickness. For example,

since the bulb of percussion is always near the base on the ventral sur-

face of the burin, thinning flakes are often renoved from this. The

distal platform of the typical burin has been prepared by dorsal beve11-

ing or thinning with occasional ventral thinning as we11.

Final preparation of the distal platform consisted of either grind-

ing or of removing transverse spal1s along the flaked distal margin. In

some cases, the platform has been first ground and later spa11ed. The

removal of burin spalls by striking the left edge of the distal platforn

resulted in the formation of both a burin facet surface (Fig. s,b) and

hinge fractures where the distal ends of the spalls snapped away fron the

burin. counts of these hinge fractures indicate that, often, as many as

ten spalls were struck off individual burins. The hinge fracture area

was usually dorsally beve11ed, probably to rejuvenate, br lengthening,

the burin facet edge so that spa11s could continue to be struck off.

A characteristic feature of these burins is the grinding present

on the lateral margins. The left concavity was heavily ground while

the lower half of the right margin was typically ground as we11. The

base was usually not ground. Very rarely, portions of the dorsal or

ventral surfaces of these burins were gïound or polished as wel1. rn
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BURIN ATTRIBUTES
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D.
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b. Dorsally Flaked
c. Ventrally Flaked
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Left Lateral Edse

a,
b.

d.

a,
b.

d.

f.
g.

o

b.

d.
e.
f.
g.

^
b.

d.
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Dorsally Flaked
Ventrally Flaked
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F. Surface Grinding
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most cases this polish is very slight and can only be tentatively

identi fied.

In the analysis of burin attributes, five flaked edges; (1) the

distal platform, (2) the base, (3) the right lateral edge, (4) the left

lateral edge, and (5) the burin facet, have been selected for careful

consideration. Each is the location of several attributes which may be

either present or absent (Table 4).

In the past, classification of burins in the Arctic Sma1l Tools

Tradition has often been according to systems formulated by M.C. Burkitt

(1920) and G.V. Noone (1934). Lowther (1962:11) is undoubtedly correct

when he states that the typologies of Burkitt and Noone:

... whilst no doubt adequate for European material,
do not appear to be able satisfactorily to accomrnodate
North American examples.

Although Taylor (1968) used Noone's classification system to describe

the burins from the Arnapik site, he also has noted:

Nooners system is valuable for descriptive brevity and
also for its apt terms. Nevertheless, as the body of data
on arctic burins grows, the system will 1ike1y need to be
abandoned as of minimal applicability inasmuch as many of
the systemrs criteria of distinction seem to lack signifi-
cance in Eskimo archaeology (Taylor 1968:34) .

It is clear that the attributes of inportance to, and controlled by the

Pre-Dorset Eskimos are not those outlined by either Burkitt or Noone.

For this reason, the European systems are not utili zed in this thesis.

Burin Sp.a"l1s

Burin spa1ls were discovered in abundance in several dwellings.

Usua11y, a slow but intensive, on the knees survey of a dwelling in-

terior yielded many burin spa11s. Prinary sparls are typicar]-y tri-

angular in cross-section and reveal the manner in which the upper left

7L
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edge of the burin blank was prepared. Flaking of this edge was generally

restricted to dorsal bevelling. The first, or primary burin spa1l ïemov-

ed, therefore, has three surfaces, (1) a lateral portion of the ventral

surface of the blank, (2) the surface, containing a positive bulb of

force, that matches the burin facet left on the burin, and (J) a portion

of the flaked dorsal surface of the burin blank margin. The proximal

end of the spa1l retaíns part of the ground striking platform. The

distal end may terminate in a hinge fracture or may extend into the con-

cavity worked into the lower left edge of the burin blank. In such a

case, the distal end of the spa11 is sharply pointed with the remains of

a part of the ground concavity on its dorsal surface.

Secondary spa11s are generally quadrangular in cross-section or

occasionally triangular. In either case, both the negative and positive

scars of the spa11 facets are present, unlike the prinary spa1l with only

the positive scar present. The secondary spa11 normally retains one

flaked surface because of the usual dorsal thinning of the burin facet.

Both secondary and primary spalls were sometimes utilized as tooIs.

0n1y the distal ends were used. These were shaped into a tïansverse

edge either through use or deliberate flaking. The minute flake scars

present on the discarded or lost spa11 tools are probably the result of

use. Taylor (1968:38) presumes that,,,... these spa11s served, either

hand-held or hafted, as miniature gïavers or perforatoïs.rt

End Blades

Six

site. All

so) and are

varieties of end blades were recognized

of the end blades are bifacially flaked

not ground on the lower lateral edges

at the Seahorse Gu1ly

(usual1y incompletely

or the bases. One
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variety is bipointed (Fig. 4,c) and is evidently related to the older,

more delicate end blade illustrated in Figure 2,a. 0n1y one other bi-

pointed end blade, a specimen (Fig. 16,e) from Activity Area 3, was

found. A second end blade variety, the lanceolate, is represented by

only two specimens, that illustrated in Figure 4,d (from the southern

settlement) and another (Fig. 27,k) from House 13. 0n1y one pointed

oval end blade was discovered, in House 2 (Fig. 13,o). These end blades

were conmon in the Pre-Dorset culture of the Iglulik area (Meldgaard

1962:93) .

A single end blade with a contracting stem (Fig. 4,e) was found.

It was collected from the surface of the southern end of the cobble

mantle. Bifacially flaked of yellow-white chert, it is very similar to

specimens illustrated by Taylor (1968:Fig. 16,c), from the Arnapik site.

A fifth end blade variety consists of stemmed points with a single

shoulder only. Two specimens were found in Activity Area 3 (Fig. 16,c,d)

and another in House 7 (Fíg. 19,p). The sixth, and best represented end

blade variety, is that composed of side-notched points. Two are illus-

trated in Figure  ,fr1, showing the range in size. Some, such as that in

Figure 4,g, are marginally serrated.

Melgaard (1962:93) accepts the fact that these smal1 end blades are

arrow points and Taylor (1968:88) appears to agree with this position.

The bow and arrol would have been useful in hunting land game including

caribou, hares, foxes, wolves, and perhaps even polar bears. Birds may

also have been hunted with the bow. The rarity of end blades at Seahorse

Gu11y can be interpreted as reflecting the relative unimportance of the

hunting of land mammals in this maritime situation. A truer indication
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of the range of attributes and varieties of these end blades could pro-

bably be gained from inland hunting sites.

Ha.rpo_gn BIades

Triangular harpoon blades were found in a few dwellings and two

specimens (Fig. 4,h-i) were found on the surface of the southern extre-

mity of the cobble mantle. Designed to be set in slots in the tips of

toggle heads, these blades are triangular in shape with straight or

slightly concave bases. They are not basally ground. The specirnen

shown in Figure 4,h is not unusual except that the tip has been modified

by the addition of side notches. This end blade with distal side notches

is so idiosyncratic that it cannot be considered as culturally signifi-

cant. Evidently the result of an individual whim, it could prove signi-

ficant if similar tools are found at other sites in the region.

Interestingl¡ large harpoon blades apparcently are not found in

the Pre-Dorset excavations in the Iglulik area, but are characteristic

of the Dorset (Meldgaard r962:Pr. 5). occasional large harpoon blades

have been recovered from other Pre-Dorset sites in the Baker Lake, Pe11y

Bay, etc. regions and their absence, therefore, from the Iglulik area is

puzzlíng.

Very sma11 triangular end blades were found at the northern end of

the site. These tiny triangles are usually straight based and bifacialTy

flaked. Their presence in a technology oriented to the exploitation of

marine resources and their similarity to the larger harpoon blades suggests

that they were also made for insetting into toggle heads. None of these

harpoon blades are basally ground.



Side blades appear to have been of relatively 1itt1e importance

in the technology of the Pre-Dorset peoples of seahorse Gu11y. Too few

side blades weïe found for the establishnent of reliable varieties, how-

ever, with assistance from the Twin Lakes collections, three main groups

are discernable. One variety is composed of rectangular blades whose

lateral edges are slightly convex. One specimen (Fig. 5,a) collected

from the southern portion of the site is exactly the same as one found

at Twin Lakes (Nash 1969:Fig. 22,6). Two other fragments of this side

blade variety were recovered from the Seahorse Gul1y site.

A second variety of side blades is also rectangular in general

shape but has one convex and one concave lateral edge. The best example

is the specimen (Fig. 13,p) found near House 2. The third major varietlr

of side blades consists of semi-lunate tools. However, only one example

(Fig. 17,c), from House 4 is known. It is large, bifacially flaked, but

broken in ha1f, making the definite listing of attributes impossible.

Knives

Side Blades

Two varieties of asymmetrical knives were present at Seahorse

Gully, as well as an oval bifacially flaked knife. The two kinds of

asymmetrical knives are similar, differing mainly in width. They each

have one short concave lateral edge and one longer convex lateral edge.

One variety of asymmetrical knife is relatively narrow and delicate

(thin). some specimens (Fig. 5,b) are long and crescentric. They have

no analogues in other Pre-Dorset sites, but may be related to the long

narrow notched tools of the Dorset culture.
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The second variety of asymmetrical knife is wider and thicker

with more pronounced side notches. This offset knife is common in most
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r19.). Seahorse Gully site
knives; e-f, ovoid
i-j, concave hafted

too1s. a, side blade; b-d, hafted
knives; g-h, con\¡ex hafted scrapers;
sc:epers.
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late Pre-Dorset sites and was present in the late Sarqaq occupation in

the Iglulik area (Meldgaard 1962:94). It is also typical of the Dorset

culture. Significantly, the specimen illustrated has double notches

below the concave edge (Fig. 5,d). Double notching is a typical Dorset

trait, where it is executed in slate and not chert (Meldgaarð, 1962:93).

A few oval knives, roughly bifacially flaked were also recovered.

They are forned of large flakes of either fine white chert, or rnore

commonly of large flakes of pyroclastic or cherty sediments that the

large tools are nade from (Fig. 5,e,f).

Sclape.rs

several kinds of scrapers r^/ere found, but the main variety is
the asymmetrical or transverse scïaper. This variety is divisible into

two (convex and concave) on the basis of the shape of the working edge

(Fig. 5,g-i). However, the working edge is sometimes essentially

straight. The bodies of these scrapers are essentially the same as those

of the burins, however, the placement of attributes is reversed. when

placed on their flat ventral surfaces (Fig. 6,a) the scrapers have a

concavity on their lower right margins. The left margin is usually

straight or flares distal1y. Both lateral margins are dorsally bevelled

and heavily ground. The bases of these scïapers are usually convex and.

bifacially thinned, but are rarely ground. The oblique scraping edge

slopes from the short edge up to the distal encl of the longer left mar-

gin. The scraping edge, which ís either concave or convex, is dorsally

bevelled. These tools are usually made from cortex flakes and often

retain a white core patina on their dorsal surfaces.

At least two varieties of side notched end scïapelrs weïe recoveï-
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ed. One variety is small, thick, and oblong in outline (Fig. 7,a), It

has shallow rrnotches" flaked about half way along each lateral side (Fig.

6,c). These depressions are carefully ground. The flaking of the working

edge is a unifacial bevel on the dorsal surface. The proximal ends are

often bifacially flaked, probably to better fit a handle. The second

variety of notched scrapers differs mainly in its gïeater width (Fig. 7,

brc) and relative thinness. 0n1y two specimens were collected, both from

the region of the high central gravel bulb in the cobble mantle. The

complete specimen is dorsally bevelled on all margins except for slight
ventral thinning of the two lateral concavities. Both concavities are

slightly ground. The broken specimen is dorsally bevelled on all margins,

but much of the working edge is also ventrally thinned. The scraper has

broken through the left lateral concavity which is dorsally bevelled and

heavily ground.

Closely related to the oval flake knives are the side scrapers

found in several of the dwellings. These are often long blade-1ike

flakes of pyroclastic material which have been unifacially flaked along

one edge (Fig. 19,m). These rnight be better classed as scraper knives

as they often have one unifacially thinned margin and another which is

bifacially dressed.

Unifacial Blades and Microblades

These artifacts are notably rare at the Seahorse Gu1ly Pre-Dorset

settlements. Nash (1969) has illustrated several unifacial blades and

microblades from the Seahorse Gu11y site, but noted that:

The irregular outline of the specimens indicates a poorly-
developed microblade technology. Again, some of the morè
imegular specimens included here rnay have been simply by-
products of more general flaking processes. (Nash 1969:100)
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The latter statement must be stressed, for the 1968 field season

yielded very few indisputable blades or microblades. In many cases, a

few blade-like flakes were found, but since these were among thousands

of other chert flakes, they are probably simply fortuitous. If it was

not knQ¡^'nthat earlier Pre-Dorset and later Dorset cultures stressed

blade production, this aspect of the Seahorse Gu11y Pre-Dorset might well

go unmentioned or unrecognized. Perhaps the best example of a blade

(Fig. 7,d) was found on the surface of the southern portion of the site

near House 1.

Flake Tools

Although few in number, perforators weÌe recovered from several

dwellings (Fig. 14,g). They are typically formed on the edge of a chert

flake, Two adjacent concavities are usually unifaciaTLy flaked on one

margin of the flake, forming a pointed projection where they meet.

Flake tools with concave or notch-1ike unifaces worked on their

margins form a minor portion of the seahorse Gu11y lithic technology.

They are generally not standardized, consisting of random chert flakes

with unifacial retouch along a portion of the flake edge.

L".rg.g

The large tools found at Seahorse Gull-y are perhaps the sites

most unique contribution to our knowledge of Pre-Dorset cultures. As

Yet, similar large tools have not been found in Pre-Dorset sites outside

the Churchill area although adzes occur in the Pre-Dorset of the Baker

Lake area (Harp 1962:PI. 2,28). It is clear however, that while a

technology including adzes and gouges may have been possessed by a7r

Tools
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Pre-Dorset peoples, the Seahorse Gu11y population emphasized these tools

to the degree that they proliferated not only their number, but also

their varieties and persumably their functions.

Nash (1969) recognized many different t)?es, seventeen in all of

these too1s. However, for the purposes of this presentation, four main

categories are recognized. These may be subdivided into varieties. The

major categories are, (1) gouges, (2) chisels (picks), (S) scïaper planes,

and (4) adzes. Each of these can be subdivided into at least two varie-

ties.

The large tools differ greatly from the sma11 tools, not only in

size, but in their grossness and rough percussion flaking. Another major

difference is the material chosen;

...the majority are of a reddish pyroclastic volcanic
ejecta which wears easily. According to the geological map
of Manitoba, the nearest known source of this material is
on the lower Seal River. (Nash 1969:103)

However, the 1968 investigations made it clear that there were nany large

pieces of pyroclastic material scattered among the cobbles and this stone

could easily have been obtained from the mantle. All the large tools are

of red, brown, or grey pyroclastic or of a variety of greenish, BreI-

banded and black chert-like volcanic sediments. Although two asymmetrical

knives and a few oval biface knives were made of these coarser materials,

on the whole, fine white, brown, and grey cherts weïe chosen for the

manufacture of smal1 too1s.

Gouges

The gouges are illustrated with their working (distal) edges

oriented towards the bottom of the page. The opposite, proximal end

each gouge points toward the top of the page (see Fig. 7,f). Al1 of

of

the
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large tools, including the gouges, are illustrated with their flat
(ventral) surfaces down. The dorsal, rounded surface is presented in the

photographs.

This large tool category has been divided into two varieties. One

gouge variety is relatively wíde with notches (concavities) flaked on

each proximal lateral margin (Fig. 7,f). This variety has a wide, square-

cornered working edge which is slightly hollowed on its ventral surface.

The second gouge variety is narrower with only shallow concavities on the

upper lateral edges (Fig. 8,4). The working edge is rounded and hollowed

on its ventral surface. Both varieties of gouges are ground and polished

on one or both surfaces of their working edges. When in good condition,

these tools have very sharp edges and would be effective too1s, perhaps

used in wood working.

Chis e 1s

The chisels are a relatively homogeneous gïoup, although one smal1

specimen (Fig. 8,c) was found which is so different that on the basis of

this single artifact, a distinct variety is recognized. None of the

chisels are notched or stemmed, evidence that they were not hafted, or were

hafted quite differently from the gouges. Both lateral edges are slightly
convex and taper sharply inwards to the narrow chisel tip (the distal end).

The ventral surface of this tip is flat and slants upwards to meet the

rounded dorsal surface at a sharp angle. Both surfaces of the tip are

ground and polished.

One chisel variety is relatively rvide and long (Fig. B,b). It is

about the same size as the gouges and is either plano-convex or triangular

in cross-section. The other variety is differentiated because of its
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a , narro\r gouge ; b , 1-arge chise I



narrow, elongated form.

c).

This tool category can also be divided into two varieties. 0n the

whole, the scraper planes are smaller than the gouges and picks and are

less gross. One variety is almost oval in outline as both of its lateral

edges are markedly convex (Fig. 9,b). These planes are completely flaked

on the flat ventral surface as well as on the rounded dorsal side. The

cross-section is plano-convex.

86

It has a delicate polished working edge (Fig. B,

ScT,?pe.I P1a+es

The other variety of scraper plane is usually larger. It differs

in its rectangular outline created by lateral edges that are essentially

straight (Fig. 9,a). This plane variety usually has a high keeled dorsal

surface. Although the ventral surface may simply be the flat surface of

the core, it is frequently flaked as we11. The ends of the scraper

planes are rounded and cannot be differentiated into proximal and distal

since they tend to be exactly the same.

Adzes

The Seahorse Gu1ly adzes are roughly flaked, rectanguloid objects,

characteristically bifacially thinned and biconvex (lenticular) in cross-

section. They are smaller than the other categories of large tools and

are more roughly made. Two varieties are discernable; one is stemmed

(Fig. 9,c) and the other is unstemrned (Fig. 9,d). The sternmed adzes are

thicker and tend to be plano-convex. They may simply be reworked gouges.

The adzes do not have ground working edges, although some do

bear polished surfaces, apparently because they are reshaped gouges or
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Fig. 9. Seahorse Gully site
scraper plane; c-d,

too1s. a, large
adze blades.

scraper plane; b, small
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chisels. These were probably wood working too1s, hafted in an L-shaped

handle.

0ther Tools

Several ringed and snapped bird bones were lîecovered from the ex-

cavations of House 5. The use to which the bone tubes were put is not

known. Also present was one length of bird bone with deep longitudinal

grooves. Bone splinters removed from this bone could have been rnade in-

to needles. Incising of these grooves was probably done with burins.

Hacked and broken antler chunks were found in Houses 5 and 10.

0n1y two toggle heads were recovered from the site, both in

association with House 5. Drawings of these toggles (Fig. 10,a-f) have

been prepared in order to emphasize details not discernable in photographs.

Both of these speci-mens are of ivory and are described in the section on

House 5.

Other Lithic Tools

Too1s. oJ Orga.rlic Matsrials

A number of lithic artifacts found at the Seahorse Gu11y site can

not be fitted into either the large or sma11 tool classes. These include

the steatite vessels (Fig. 11) and a grooved weight. The characteristics

of one oval vessel discovered in House 2 ate described in chapter v,

House 2. This description applies well to all of the vessels from the

southern settlement, except that several have molce ïounded rim edges.

Other steatite fragments, from House ls, are described in chapter vlT,

as is the grooved weight from House 10.

A single whetstone (Fig. 7,e) was discovered approximately 1160

feet south of a datum on the summit of the high bulge of the cobble man-
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tle (see Map 8). It is conposed of a reddish shaly material similar to
that of certain large too1s. The edges of this tool are flattened and

are striated from being ground. The surface illustrated is highly polish-

ed and slightly depressed, while the opposite surface is rough and only

partially smoothed by grinding.

SUMMARY

In the preceding sections of this chapter, fifteen categories of

Pre-Dorset tools from the Seahorse Gul1y site have been presented. In
general, these categories represent groupings of tools that were probably

used for similar activities. categories xIV and xv, however, are all
inclusive groups into which those tools that are neither large tools or

smal1 tools have been placed.

The varieties listed in the right column of Table 3 are consider-

ed as types, the individual specimens of which are characterized by a

large number of shared attributes. The largest numbers of types occur

among the end blades and the scrapers. These categories also include

the greatest number of individual specimens (with the exception of the

burins and burin spalls). This proliferation of types and tools reflects

the fact that hunting was the basis of the Pre-Dorset economy and that

the preparation of skins (with scrapers) was also vitally important to

survival.

Although relatively few burin trpes have been recognized, the

importance of these tools is attested by the sixty-two specimens that

were collected from the three settlements. Paral1e1 striations such as

would result from the use of burins are pïesent in the line holes and.
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shaft sockets of the two toggle heads recovered. Incised lines are also

present on one fragment of bone (Fig. 20,f). It is 1ike1y, therefore,

that burins were used in shaping ivory, bone and antler materials.

The Seahorse Gul1y tools are characteristic of a late Pre-Dorset

culture. Nash (1968:88-89) has presented several lines of evidence

which support this postulate; (1) the distal and lateral grinding of the

burín margins (see Taylor 1962:90), (2) the presence of oval steatite

lamps, and (3) the low frequency of microblades. with the present

greater knowledge of the site, several other late traits can be listed;
the presence (1) of the burin-like tool , (2) of rectangular dwellings wíth

midpassages, (3) of large harpoon end blades (Meldgaarð. 1962:pr. s), and

(4) of asymmetrical notched knives (Meldgaard 1962:94).

While the above list is not exhaustive, confirmation of the late

date of the Pre-Dorset occupation at seahorse Gully is provided by the

radiocarbon date of 94s1 100 years B.c. Albert Dekin (i969:6) has

presented the following information from M.s. Maxwellrs unpublished

summary of his Lake Harbour research to 1963. According to Dekin,

Maxwell:

...has established the following divisions for the pre_
Dorset -- Dorset continuum there (Maxwe11 n.d.):

The radiocarbon date of 945 B.c. for the seahorse Gu1ly site
places it within Manvell's intermediate division. 0n the basis of typo-

logical evidence and the radiocarbon date, therefore, the pre-Dorset

culture of Seahorse Gul1y is considered to be intermediate or transi-
tional between earlier Pre-Dorset and later Dorset cultures.

Pre-Dors et
Intermedi ate

Dors et

2204 BC to 1300 BC

1300 BC to 900 BC

900 BC to 480 AD



INTRODUCTION

The southern settlement stretches from approximately 1100 feet

south of datum to about 3000 feet south, or as far as occupational

debris extends. As mentioned in chapter III, this portion of the site

is high and dominated by the cobble rnantle. The southern settlement

was distinctive, partly because of the nature of its Pre-Dorset occupa-

tion. Many disturbed stone alignments (Fig.12,a), apparently the re-

mains of dwellings, were present. Most of these alignments weïe so

amorphous and clearly disrupted that they were not planviewed or ex-

cavated. rn general, the close massing of these dwelling units rnade

confident separation of the artifacts belonging to each irnpossible.

However, positions of surface artifacts weïe approximately recorded

with reference to the base line.

The greater amount of occupation of this southern settlenent is

evidenced by a comparison of the tool totals of all three settlements.

0n1y forty-eight of the tools found in the southern settlement were ïe-

covered from the recorded dwellings (Table 8). Another 137 tools were

collected from the disturbed occupation areas of this settlement.

Therefore, a total of 185 tools were removed from this area.

In contrast, only eleven tools were collected outside the record-

ed portions of the central settlement, and these, added to the ninety-

six tools associated with recorded dr,ve11ings, make a total of only 107

too1s. simirarry, the northern settlement had ninety-two tools in
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Fig. 12,a" The souEhern extremíty
wesË. A disturbed stone

94

of the cobble mantle,
alignment is present

Fig. 1,2 ,b "

looking north-
in the foreground.

Ho¡:se I befoi:e excavation. The grain elevaLors of the town of
churchill are visible to ihe east, across the mouth of the
Churchill River.
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recorded dwe11íngs, and eight tools which were not directly associated

with any recognizable dwellings. From this it is clear that the southern

settlement, with a minimum of 186 tools recovered, had almost twice as

many tools as either of the other settlements.

ryOugE- I
House 1 was located I23 feet and 6 inches northeast of a point on

the base Tine 2400 feet south of datum. The angle between the base line
and a line to the southeasteïn corneï of the house was 51o50t. House 1

was situated a few yards southwest of the stone alignment which marks the

site of House 2. Both houses weïe in the stone strewn area between the

cobble mantle on the west and a boulder field to the east (Fig. r2,b).

Both also have rnany stones scattered inside and outside theír alignments

so that the actual shapes of the original dwellings cannot now be easily

determined.

DWE.L*L..Ilig RFI'.tAi.N.s

An alignnent of stones, formed by a ring of relatively large rocks,

composed the dwelling remains that identified this house (Map 9). These

stones are snaller than those of Flouse 2, but are larger than those of

other houses such as 5 or 7. If a circular interpretation is accepted for
I

the House 1 alignment (Fig. r2,b), a tent ring about eight feet in diam-

eter is present. In the centre of the tent ring, a cluster of eight sma1l

rocks that may have formed a hearth or lamp rest was found..

AR.rr.FAçÞ

Only a few artifacts were found inside this dwel1ing. These in-
cluded two burins, an end blade tip, and a knife base. In addition,
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many lithic flakes

Smal 1 T.oo.1s

One burin (Fig. 13,a) was found on the surface near the north-

ern wall of the dwe11ing. As is usua1, the lower left edge is concave,

and dorsally bevelled only. The right margin is bifacially thinned.

Not characteristic of the Seahorse Gul1y burins is the lack of grinding

on either lateral edge of this burin. The bulb of percussion at the

base has been thinned by the removal of a few flakes and the distal

striking platform has been prepared by grinding. At least four spal1s

have been struck from this platform. Dimensions (length, width, and

thickness) are 24, 14, and 4.5 mm.

Another burin (Fig. 13,b) was recovered from the excavation of

leve1 1, at a depth of one and a half inches below the surface. It was

also found on the western side of the dwelling. The blank was a thin

cortex flake of dark grey chert on which a dorsal patina was present.

The left margin is concave and dorsally bevelled while the right edge is

only slightly concave and both dorsally bevelled and ventrally thinned.

Both lateral margins are ground. The convex base is completely unworked,

while the distal platform has been prepared by the removal of transverse

spa11s. Three spalls have been removed. Dimensions ate 23, I2.5, and

3 mn.

were collected

Burins
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These tools weïe not found

Burin Spal ls

in House 1.



An end blade fragment (Fig. 1s,c) was found on the surface a few

inches west of the centre of the house (Map 9). This tip has been knapp_

ed from fine grey chert. The bifacial pressure flaking is delicate and

carefully controlled. A minute serration, now largely obliterated, is
present along the margins. There is an average of about six serrations

in 5 nm. of length. The thickness of this specimen is i mm.

Hq.Tpoon Plades

Flarpoon Blades were not recovered from Flouse 1.

End B.lades

Side Blade:

These tools were absent from House

Knives

A quartzite knife base (Fig. 13,d) was discovered on the surface

within the stone alignment of House I (Map 9). The use of quartzite

material is very unusual at Seahorse Gu11y. This specimen was found ad-

jacent to the end blade tip. It is carefully bifaciarry flaked and

appears to have been reworked after a previous break. The side notches

are ground, as is the base. The width of the base is 24 mm. and the

thickness is 6 mm.

S,c,rapers

This tool category was not repïesented in House 1.
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Blade.s an.d Nli cr:oål gd,es

These tools were not present in House 1.

Flake Tools

A grey chert flake from the surface inside House t has been



thick to be of a sea mammal. ProbabTy a rarge herbívore such as a

caribou is represented.

SUTß4ARY

House 1 was a circular dwel1ing, as evidenced by the stone align-

rnent of rounded grey quartzite stones. This sma11 tent ring contained a

few delicately flaked stone tools. The distribution of the tools suggests

that activities involving burins took place in the northern portion of

the tent. Flakes tend to cluster about the presumed hearth stones, with

a few random finds to the south. The eastern part of the interior is

free of artifacts and non-technological activities (such as sleeping oï

eating) may have taken place here. Tools believed associated with both

male (end blade, burins) and female (knife) activities were prcesent. It
is probable that a nuclear family inhabited the dwe1ling.

The lack of seal bones, the possible presence of herbivore remains,

the absence of harpoon blades, and the presence of an end blade, are all
factors that suggest non-maritime hunting. The end blade is an arrow oï

dart point suited for hunting land animals rather than sea mammals. The

quartzite knife base also hints of an inland orientation. Chert is less

available inland and, as is demonstrated in the Baker Lake area (Harp

1962:72), quattzites are used instead. This evidence suggests that the

occupants of this dwelling may have recently arrived at the coast after

an inland hunting journey.

0f interest is the fact that several traits link House I with

House B at the northern end of the site. Both are circular and do not

have depressed interiors. Both have a quartzite tool and both have end

blades with serrated edges. The major difference is that House g was

100
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occupied by hunters with a

HOUSE 2

House 2 was discovered near the southern end of the cobble mantle.

Its southwestern corner was located 185 feet and 3 inches northeast of

the 2400 foot south stake on the base 1ine. The angle between the base

line and the line to the southwest corner of the house was S2o2O, .

PyELLiryç RFY4lNs

The feature which characterized this dwelling was an alignment of

massive rocks (Map 10). This dwelling outline was distinguishable, not

because the rocks composing it were isolated from other similar sized

rocks, but because the rocks were raised and sitting on the surface. The

stones of this alignment are larger than those of any other Pre-Dorset

dwelling at seahorse Gu11y. They may average more than fifty pounds

each. The house outline is square and unlike other dwellings the corners

are not rounded. Many stones were scattered throughout the interior and

may be the remains of a mid-passage. A central cluster of six oï seven

stones evidently formed a support for a steatite vessel, the fragments of

this were scattered around and beneath the stones. This dwelling was al-

most square, about ten feet by eleven feet.

At the time of occupation, the stone strewn surface was probably

covered with several inches of organic material derived from the tundra

mat. This may have presented a smooth surface attractive to occupation.

Presently, this thick rayer of sod has been burned away, revealing the

sterile subsoil and a nass of Pre-Dorset cultural debris.

ARTIFACTS

clear maritime economic orientation.

r02

This drvelling was one of the richer houses excavated during the



r04

summer of 1968. It lies in the densely occupied southern end of the site
where occupational debris is virtually continuous. For this reason, it
is possible that some of the surface artifacts believed to be associated

with House 2 were dropped by earlier or later inhabitants of the area.

This problem cannot be eliminated and all surface artifacts must be view-

ed with suspicion. Since the effective activity area around isolated

houses such as 5, is fron ten to twenty-five feet wide, artifacts around

House 2 to a distance of fifteen or twenty feet are considered as important

in the interpretation of associated activities. Understandably, this
procedure is risky in this densely occupied area, however, as this house

is on the edge of the multi-occupation region, relative isolation and

therefore, less mixing, is 1ikely.

Snal1 Tools

As is usual for Pre-Dorset dwellings, the burin category contained.

the most specimens. Five burins were found on the surface inside or near

House 2. One burin (Fig. 1B,e) 1ay on the gravel subsoil on the inside

edge of the south wall (Map 10) . It is unusual because its surfaces are

reversed. To orient it the same as other burins, the dorsal surface must

be placed downwards. In this position, it isrrnormalr'with a concavity

on the left margin, a convex base, and a straight right margin.

An unusually thick burin (Fig. 13,g) was discovered. on the surface

about ten feet northwest of House 2. The dorsal surface of the base has

been removed by a frost spall, but it appears that the base was convex

and bifacially flaked.

Burins
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Five burins weïe recovered from the excavation of House 2. One

(Fig. 73,j) has a pronounced lateral flare of the right distal edge. It
is also unusual because both lateral margins aïe concave, giving it a

stemmed appearance. A concentration of three burins (Fig. 1sr1-n) was

discovered in the centre of the house. one of these (Fig. 13,n) is

unusual because it has had six spalls removed from íts left margin and

five from its right. A dubious burin fragrnent, possibly the distal

half, was also found with this cluster of three burins.

Several of these burins (Fig. 15,f ,h,j,k,1) have hinge fracture

areas that are completely dorsally beve11ed. This bevelling has removed

all evidence of the burin spa11s which were struck off and in most cases

only the hinge fractures that have resulted fron the last one or two

spalls removed are present. The number of hinge fractures visible on

each burin is presented in Table 6, under "Spalls Removedr'.

These ten burins form one of the most varied groups recovered

from any of the dwellings. Each burin is quite different, incorporating

the usual attributes in unusual combinations or pïoportions. Whether

these differing burins were used for a variety of jobs, werce made by

several different individuals, or simply represent the random production

of one individual is not certain.

Bq.rin Spa11s

Six burin spa11s were found in the central area of the interior
surface of the dwe11ing. The five striking platforms still intact have

been prepared by grinding. Two of the three primary spa11s are frag-

mentary; one lacks the platform. The other primary spal1 has been
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utilized, forming a dorsally flaked oblíque edge on the distal end of

the spall. The same has been done with two of the secondary spa11s.

Three more burin spa11s were recovered from the surface of the

eastern half of the house. All are secondary spa11s in a fragmentary

state. Striking platforms are absent or indeterminate as to prepara-

tion. An unusual variety of material is present; one is of white quart-

zite, another of grey pyroclastic and a third of orange chert. The

latter has been worked into a spa1l tool with a dorsaluniface.

Another three spa11s came from the excavation of leve1 1 in the

southeastern corner. These are larger and are of fine grey chert. All

have ground platforms and the one primary spa11 has been unifacially

flaked, forming a typical oblique spa11 tool.

End Blades

One end blade (Fig. 13,o) $/as excavated from level 1 of the

northwestern corner of thehouse. 0f grey-brown chert, it is bifacially

flaked and is lanceolate in outlíne. The base is convex and neither it

nor the lower lateral margins are ground. Dimensions ate 24, 14, and

5 mm.

This tool category was not represented in House 2.

Side Blades

One concavo-convex side blade (Fig. 13,p) was

surface nine feet northwest of the stone alignment.

ha1f, but appears to have been symmetrical. One edge

Harpoon Bladgs

collected from the

It is broken in

is slightly con-
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vex while the other is concave. The short edge of the rectangle is not

at right angles, but forms an acute angle with the concave margin. A1l

edges have been carefully bifacially thinned. The material of this

delicate artifact is a glassy grey-brown chert. It is 16 mm. wide and

3 mm. thick.

No asymrnetrical knives were found within the dwelling, but two

were found outside. One was located over thirty feet to the southeast

and although it may have been lost by inhabitants of this dweIling, it

is too far away to be confidently associated. The other knife (Fig. 14,

c) was found ten feet west of the northwestern corner of the dwelling

and is considered to be associated.

This knife (Fig. 14,c) is unusual as it is larger than any others

found at the site and is made of banded grey-white pyroclastic, a mat-

erial rarely used for anything other than large tools. The narrow base

(17 mm. wide) is convex, bifacially flaked and unground. The lower

lateral edges are notched and lightly ground. The body of the knife is

asyrunetrical; one edge is essentially straight and the other irregularly

convex. Most of the edges are bifacially flaked. Dimensions are 64, 28,

and 7.5 mn.

Two ovoid knives, each quite different fron the other, were dis-

covered. One (Fig. 74,a), made from a large flake of grey pyroclastic

material, was found near the middle of the south wal1 during the excava-

tion of 1evel 1. It has been roughly flaked, bifacially on one edge and

dorsally on the other. The dorsal surface has been extensively ground,

Knives
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Fig. 14. Tools from the Seahorse
c , notched knife i d -e ,
g, perforator; h, pick

Gu1ly site. House
hafted scrapers; f,
tip; i, gouge,

2: a-b, ovoid knir¡es;
bl-ade fragment;
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the ventral surface only lightly. The edges have been du11ed, probably

through use. This specimen is 28 mn. wide and 7 mm. thick.

The second ovoid tool (Fig. I4,b) is of slate. It has been

roughly bifacially flaked on all edges and both surfaces have been ex-

tensively ground. This ground slate specimen was discovered on the sur-

face ten feet to the northeast of the dwelling. One end has been broken

off, so the length cannot be measured, however, the width is 29 mm. and

the thickness 5 mm.

One asyinmetrical scraper (Fig. 14,d) was recovered frorn the ex-

cavations of 1evel 1 in the northwest corner of the house. It is made

on a curved flake of brown chert. The base is dorsally thinned while

all the other edges are dorsally bevelled. The short right edge is con-

cave, as is the longer left margin. Both latetal margins are heavily

ground. Dimensions are 24, 74, and 5 mn.

Another offset scraper (Fig. 14,e) was discovered in 1evel I

Sgrager.s

excavations inside the middle of the south wa11. This scraper is elongated

and conpletely dorsally beve11ed, except for the convex base which is

dorsally thinned and ventrally bevelled. The right margin is concave and

unground, while the left is less concave and ground almost to the tip.

The base is unground. Made of grey-white chert, the dimensions of the

scraper are 29, 73, and 7 mm.

A broken blade of fine greyish chert was found in level 1 excava-

tions of the east central area of the house (Map 10, 74f). It is dorsally

Unifacial Blades and N4icroblades



flaked along the right nargin (as oriented in Fig. 14,f)

are 31 , 79 , and 5 mrn.

Ile¡S. rool:

A white chert flake was found on the eastern half of the dwelling

surface. It was identified as a perforator since it has a sharp pro-

jection on one edge (Fig. 14,g). The projecting tip has been produced

by the dorsal flaking of two adjacent concavities. The flake margin

opposite the tip is ventrally bevelled and dorsally thinned. Dimensions

are 24, 20.5 , and 4 mm.

I,.'leg Tools

One fragmentary and two complete large tools were associated with

House 2. One of these (Fig. I4,i) was found in the excavation of level

1. It is a sma1l battered specimen made of a grey banded sedimentary

material. A reworked gouge, the distal lateral edges are slightly inset

and ground. Grinding extends to the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the

distal working edge as well. This edge is convex, ventrally ho11owed,

battered, and du11ed. Plano-convex in cross-section, the dimensions of

this tool are 80.5, 47, and 20 mm.

Chise ls

Dimens ions

r72

Gouges

The distal end of a chisel was found

associated with fragments of steatite. This

grey banded cherty material. A working edge

convex tip, vent'rally hollowed and dorsally

in the centre of the house,

fragment is composed of a

, it consists of a narror{

ground and polished. Plano-
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convex in cross-section, this working tip is very sharp and suitable for

wood working (Fig. 14,h).

A third large tool was located ten and one half feet southeast of

the dwe11ing. 0f grey pyroclastic, this is a battered pick or chisel.

The dulled rvorking tip retains some dorsal grinding, indicating that it

Idas once sharp like 'r14ht'. Plano-convex in cross-section, the lateral

edges of this chisel have been slightly stemmed and heavily ground for

hafting. Dimensions alce 107.5 , 44.5, and 26 mm.

Other Tools

Tools of organic materials

Twenty-nine fragments of grey steatite were discovered on the sur-

face, just north of the centre of the dwelling. These fragments lay

anong and beneath a jumble of about six stones that may have served as a

hearth or lamp platform. Eight rim fragments are present, three of the

largest of which can be fitted together. To these, another seven body

fragments can be added and in this way a large area has been assembled.

The steatite fragments are the parts of an ova1, platter-like vessel

(Fig. 15). It has been carefully ground and smoothly finished and tapers

from a thickness of 7 mm. in the centre to 5 mm. at a distance of 1 cm.

fron the rnargin of the rim. The rim margin is almost sharp, it is not

rounded. This vessel has a thin encrustation of charred mateïial both

inside and out.

Worked 0lganic

were not recovered from House 2.

Wo:.ked Inorganic
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dwelling at the Seahorse Gu11y site. The greatestconcentration was of

chert flakes in the west central half of the house. The surface flakes

and those from leve1 1 of the west central area were not separated as

they were clearly one unit. A variety of cherts are represented, almost

all of fine quality, the colours varying from white to brown to grey.

Four-hundred and fifty-three of the larger chert flakes were counted,

but an estimated 400 mediun sized flakes and several hundred smaller

flakes were not counted. Over a thousand chert flakes are massed in

this sma11 industrial area. Most of the flakes are short and wide and

there is an absence of nicroblades. There seem to be no deliberately

produced blades, although out of the hundreds of flakes a few with micro-

blade characteristics can be cul1ed.

In the northwestern corner of the house few flakes \^/ere found on

the surface, however, the excavation of 1eve1 1 revealed an extension

of the chert debris which characterizes the centre of the western half

of the dwe11ing. Three-hundred and sixty-five small chert flakes as

well as twenty-one larger flakes from chert cores were collected. Another

fifty-five chert flakes were found in the southwestern corner. Many of

the flakes are from the cortex of chert nodules.

Debris from the flaking of large tools also occurred in the

western half of the dwelling, but in much lower frequencies (see Table

7). In other parts of the dwelling interior, large tool flakes outnurnber-

ed the chert flakes.

In the centre of the house a cluster of large tool flakes was

found around the hearth mixed ivith the steatite fragments. A pick frag-

House 2 contained more massed flakes than any other Pre-Dorset

DåBITAGE 115



Area

Surface outside
north wa11

Surface outside
east wa11

Surface outside
south wa11

LITHIC DEBRIS FROM HOUSE 2

TABLE 7

Materi a1

Whitish chert
Red pyroclastic

Slate blocks (?)
Red pyroclastic

Red pyroclastic
Shaly sedimentary
White chert flakes
White chert nodules

Whitish chert
Green pyroclastic
Grey pyroclastic
Red pyroclastic
Grey shaly
sedimentary

Whitish chert
Red pyroclastic
Green pyroclastic
Grey banded cherty
sedimentary

Whitish chert
Grey-green pyro-
clastic
Grey banded cherty
sedimentary
Red pyroclastic

Sma11 chert flakes
Larger chert flakes
Green pyroclastic
Banded grey cherty
sedimentary

Whitish chert
Red pyroclastic
Greenish shaly
sedimentary

Surface inside
east half of
interior

Surface and level
one, interior
west wa11

Total

2

2

2

2

2I
I2

B

I7

19
I4
10

1

23

7,I23
29

6

6

24

I4

15
7

36s
2T
3T

2

55
4

3

Level one, random
flakes inside
hous e

116

Gloiñã---
P I atform

Level one, north-
west corner

Level one, south-
west corner

1

2

¿

4
1

;
1

3



Area

Level one, south-
east corner

TABLE 7 - Continued

10 Level one, centre
of the house

Material

Whitish chert
Grey-green pyro-
clastic
Red pyroclastic
Banded grey cherty
sedinentary

Whitish chert
Red pyroclastic
Grey-green pyro-
clastic
Green cherty
sedimentary
Grey shaly sedi-
mentary
Black rhyolite

hrhitish chert
Red pyroclastic

11 Level two, inside
hous e

Total

I

7

1

1

2

1

50

1

T7
1

2T
1

Ground
Platform

I17

2

1

I,946

7
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ment (Fig. 14,h) was found with these. Flakes were scattered around the

house for a distance of several feet. Most were concentrated to the

south of the dwe11ing. Here, Twenty-one red pyroclastic flakes were

found, one of which is the blunted working edge of a chisel. Both sur-

faces are gïound and polished. Also discovered were twelve grey shaly

flakes, two with ground platforms. Chert was represented by eight flakes

and seventeen nodules.

In Table 7 aII the lithic flakes from different areas of the

dwelling have been enumerated and those with ground striking platforms

have also been noted. Only the large tool lithic flakes were found to

have ground platforns. This phenornena may be explained as follows. The

large tools are conposed of relatively soft materials which are easily

dulled and battered through use and, because of this, frequently were

resharpened. This involved reflaking and grinding not only the working

edges but also the lateral margins. Those flakes removed during the

initial reshaping process, therefore, were struck from dulled or ground

edges. For this reason, many of the flakes struck off in the reworking

of large tools have ground platforms which are actualTy a portion of

the margin of the too1.

Since each kind of large tool lithic material is recogni

different, it is possible to identify the various materials and

this to extrapolate the minimum number of large tools worked or

in a dwelling. If a concentration of large tools flakes of the

material is found, none of which have ground platforms, j-t can

that a 'rnervrr large tool was knapped.

House 2 contained eight kinds of large tool materials.

zably

from

reworked

same

be assumed

These
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are; (1) red, (2) ETey, (3) green, and (4) grey-green pyïoclastics, as

well as, (5) greL and (6) green shaly materials and (T) green and (g)

grey banded cherty sediments. Since the three large tools associated

with Hous e 2 are of either grey banded cherty sediments or gïey pyro-

clastic, it is evident that at least six other tools of other kinds of

lithic materials were present in this dwelling.

FAT]NAL REMAINS

Several bones were recovered during the excavation of 1eve1 1 of

House 2. Near the centre of the dwelling a fragmentary right seal pelvis

and an even more fragmentary left seal pelvis were found. From the south-

eastern corner a seal sacrum, broken in two, ffid five phalanges weïe

excavated, as well as eight other bone fragments. Fron the excavations

of the northwestern corner of the feature came two phalanges that are

consistent with an animal of seal size.

SUI\ß,IARY

Several attributes of House 2 are not characteristic of the other

Pre-Dorset house ruins at Seahorse Gully. Unique to this dwelling are

the large rocks used in its construction and the sharp coïners of the

stone alignnent. The heavy wal1 boulders are of grey quartzite and it

is clear that care was taken to construct a substantial house. Probably

intended for a lengthy occupation, this dwelling nay have been lived in
during the winter. The super-structure is believed to have been of poles

covered with skins. The situation of this dwelling, a few yards to the

west and in the 1ee of the cobble mantle suggests that the location was

chosen in order to gain some shelter from the northwesterly winds.
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Ten burins were found in and around the house, reflecting the

cha.racteristic Pre-Dorset emphasis on burin manufacture ancl use. These

burins generally conform to, or include those attributes believed typical

of the Seahorse Gu11y Pre-Dorset. However, they are highly variable and

less standardized than burins from other dwellings. The single asyÍìnet-

rical knife is unusual, not only because it is nade of a grey cherty

rnaterial usually reserved for large tools, but because it is wider and

more irregular in shape than any other offset knife. The occupants of

this dwelling also produced the only piece of ground slate found at the

^:L^5 -L Le.

Also unusual was the mass of chert flakes in the western half of

the house. This flake concentration related House 2 strongly with the

southern settlement because the occupants of this portion of the site

were the only ones who knapped fine-grained white cherts in massive

quantities. In other settlernents, flakes of pyroclastic and cherty

sedimentary materials tend to predomínate. Another factor indicatíng

the close relationship of Flouse 2 to the rest of the southern settlement

is the presence of steatite vessel fragnents. This broken steatite

vessel is similar in all of its attributes to síx others, parts of which

were found in many portions of the southern settlement.

0n the basis of materials used, it seens that at least eight

large tools were knapped in the house. All of this appears to have in-

volved the reshaping and resharpening of large tools. These large tool

flakes, in the absence of most of the large tools (probably removed by

collectors), provide sorne indication of the minimun number of large tools

which these social units carried with them at any one time. This number



is surprisingly high.

It is probable that several smal1 grey stones found clustered in

the centrar atea of the dwelling remains were used as a 'hearth' and

supported the steatite vessel which was shattered around them. The im-

portance of this hearth area as a focus of activities is indicated by

the presence of a cluster of three burins, a concentration of large tool

flakes, an unfinished chisel tip of the same material, and several seal

bones.

Although no artifacts directly connected with sea mammal hunting

were recovered, the discovery of several seal bones indicates that a

marine economy was probably the basis of 1ife. The absence of harpoon

blades is puzzling, but may simply be due to chance.

The season of occupation of this dwelling is not clear , or at

least can not be stated with any decisiveness because of the paucity of

faunal remains. However, the numerous artifacts suggest a lengthy period

of habitation and the absence of sunmer species, especially of bird bones,

indicates the possibility of a winter occupation.
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AgIIVITY AREA

No feature such as a stone alignment that once outlined a tent oï

a hearth or even a depression was present to mark this activity area as

ever having been the site of a dwelling. However, eleven pieces of

flaked chert representing eight tools were ïecorded and collected from

this relatively isolated spot. No excavations were carried out in this

aTea.

3

DWELLING REIvIATNS



All of the artifacts recovered from this activity area lvere on

the surface and several were within a ferv inches of one another (Map 11).

Initially it was believed that these artifacts repïesented the debris of

an activitY area where end blades v/eïe nanufactured. While this may be

so, as evidenced by the three end blades discovered, the other five tools

are characteristic of the artifacts usually found within a dwe1ling.

Therefore, it is likely that this artifact concentration indicates the

location of a Pre-Dorset dwe11ing. why the dwelling is not marked by a

stone alignment or a depressed floor is not clear. Apparently some pre-

Dorset shelters were of such a nature that they did not leave recogniz-

able traces of their construction.

ARTIFACTS

Snal 1 Too.1.:-

Two burins were discovered in the activity area. one (Fig. 16,a)

is a completely utilized specirnen. It has almost no burin facet surface

left. The left edge is slightly concave while the right is straighter

(the corner is missing). Both lateral margins are dorsally bevelled and

ground. The 1eft, concave, margin has also been ventratTy thinned. The

base has not been flaked or ground. At least seven spa11s have been re-

moved from the distal striking platform which has been prepared by grind-

ing. Made on a cortex flake of pink and grey chert, this specimen re-

taíns a thick cortical patina on its dorsal surface. Dirnensions are 25,

19, and 6 mm.

T22

Burins

The second burin (Fig. 16,b) is smaller and more carefully flaked.

The left margin is concave and dorsally beve11ed. The right edge is
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Fíg. L6 Seahorse Gully site tools, Activity Area 3: a-b
single shouldered enci blades i €, bipointed end
blade; g, kni-fe; h, haf ied scraper.

, burins; c-d,
blade; f, harpoon
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straight, dorsally bevelled and ventrally thinned. Both lateral margins

have been ground. The base is straight and bifacially flaked, but has

not been ground. As with burin tr16,a" the burin facet or hinge fracture

edge has been dorsally flaked. However, at least seven spalls r{ere re-

moved. The distal platfor¡n is battered but appeaïs to be ground. The

material is a mottled pink, grer and white chert. Dimensions are 21, 14

and 5 mm.

BrIiI Spalls

One secondary burin spa11 was recovered from the surface. The

preparation of the striking platform of the burin from which it was

struck is no longer determinable. Made of grey chert, this spa11 is 19

nm. long and 5 mn. wide.

Erui ,Þtad.e.s

Three end blades were discovered. Two have single shoulders and

are stemmed. One of these (Fig. 16,c) was found in two parts. rt is

made on a thin flalce of pink and white chert. The ventral surface is

only marginally retouched while the opposite surface is moïe completely

flaked. Dimensions of this delicate artifact are 48,15, and 3 mm.

Another end blade (Fig. 16,d) is the proximal end of a stemined

point exactly like "cr'. rt has broken just below the single shoulder.

This point has also been made on a thin flake of fine white chert with

only marginal retouch. It is 14.5 mm. wide, and 2.5 mm. thick.

The third specirnen (Fig. 16,e) is an unfinished end b1ade, also

found in two pieces. It was clearly intended to be bipointed. Made on

a thin flake of grey chert, one surface has been completely thinned,



while the other sti11 retains

b1ank. Dimensions are S0, 20

This fragmentary harpoon blade (Fig. 16,f) has been shattered but

two pieces were found that could be fitted together. The blade appears

to have broken during the process of manufacture, as flaking was continued

after one corner had broken off. Now in a battered condition, it was

bifacially flaked from fine white chert. The base is subconcave and 30

mm. wide. The thickness is 4 mn.

Side Blades

a portion of the ventral surface

and 3.5 mm.

HarÞoon Blades

This tool category was not Tepresented in Activity Area 3.

Knives

The single knife (Fig. 16,gJ recovered is of light grey chert,

which has been bifacially flaked. one edge of the cutting margin is
slightly concave and bevelled to one surface. The other edge is straight-
er and has been bifacially thinned. The concave edge is dulred and

crushed, perhaps because of use. Two other edges, the concavities of the
rrside notchesrr, are also dulled and ground. The base is bifacially
flaked, convex, unground, and 2r mm. wide. The width of this specimen

is 23 mm., the thickness 5 mm., and the original length was approximately

50 mm.

726

of the

Scrapers

This scraper (Fig. 16,h) is a good exarnple of the asymmetrical

concave scrapels from the seahorse Gu11y pre-Dorset. The left margin



ís straight, the ríght concave. Both lateral

ed and ground. The bifacially thinned convex

The oblique scraping edge is slightly concave

velled. This edge trends from the upper left

flake blank was a curved cortex chip, of fine

Blades and Microblades

Tools in this category were not recovered

I,a"e"

This tool category was not represented in Activity Area 3.

Tools

I27

margins are dorsally beve11-

base has not been ground.

and has been dorsally be-

to the lower right. The

grey-white chert.

Large tools

Other Tools

F1 ake

This category was not represented.

DEBITAGE

were not found in this area.

0n1y a few flakes were recovered from the surface, evidence that

extensive tool manufacture did not occur in this activity area. Two

pink-white chert flakes were found with one red pyroclastic flake. The

pyroclastic flake has a ground platform, indicating it was struck from a

ground edge, probably a large tool in the process of reshaping. One flake

of grey pyroclastic was also present. A mass of red pyroclastic flakes

was discovered twenty-one feet west of the activity area. lVhether or not

they are to be associated with Activity Area j is unknown.

Tools



The absence

this activity area

organic materials.

The absence of dwelling rernains, of substantial debitage, of large

tools, and of faunal remains, serves to differentiate this activity atea

from the dwellings at Seahorse Gu1ly. No other occupied area of the

site exhibits this combination of missing characteristics. For this

reason, this inhabited area is termed an "activily areatt and not a dwell-

ing.

of faunal remains from the barren gravel surface

may simply be due to the lack of preservation of

FAUNAL REMAINS

The abnormally large number (three) of end blades as compared

with the total number of tools (nine) is also unusual. Probably, the

manufacture of end blades was an important activity in this area. In

contrast, the other six tools represent categories normally found in any

dwellíng and this suggests that similar activities occurred in both kínds

of occupied areas. It is possible, therefore, that Activity Area 3 was

an unusual kind of dwelling with some usual and some unusual activities

taking place within it.

SUMMARY

728

of

such

The activities of females are indicated by the offset knife and

scraper, while the harpoon blade suggests the hunting of sea mammals.

The presence of end blades, especially unfinished ones, may indicate

preparations for a move elsewhere, perhaps inland. It is unlikely that

the end blades were important in the coastal sealing economy.



Categories

TABLE 8

TOOLS FROM THE SOUTFIERN SETTLEMENT

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

I2

13

t4

i5

Buríns

Burin Spa1ls

End Blades

Harpoon Blades

Side Blades

Knives

Scrapers

Unifacial blades
and microblades

Flake Tools

Gouges

Chis e 1s

Scraper Planes

Adzes

lVorked Organic

Other Lithic

House 1 House 2

10

72

1

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

2

Activity
Area 3

L29

2

1

3

Totals

T4

73

5

1

1

5

3

1

1

I

2

Totals

I

1

35 48



SUMMARY OF SETTLEMENT EVIDENCE

The southern settlement occupies the most southerly portion of
the Seahorse Gu1ly Pre-Dorset site. According to an o1d map (Taverner

and sutton 1934:Plate xIV) this area of the cobble mantle rises to a

height of rr7 feet above sea level (Map 7). Because of its height, this
part of the site was clear of water first and must have been the earliest
portion of the island available for occupation. Perhaps because of its
longer use, this settlement was the most intensively inhabited and is

therefore the most difficult to evaluate and interpret. Evídence of pre-

Dorset habitation is found all along the cobble mantle and for a few

dozen yards to the east of the mantle (Map B),

In this settlement only the stone alignments of Houses I and. 2

could be recorded with any confidence. Scattered rocks marked the loca-

tions of several other habitations on the summit of the cobble mantle,

however, only surface collections were made among these. Artifacts
collected include; forty-three burins, eighteen burin spal1s, seventeen

end blades, two harpoon blades, three side blades, thirteen knives,

eleven scrapers, trúo microblades, one flake tool, six gouges, two chisels,

tI^Io scraper planes, four adze brades, seven large tool fragments, a

whetstone, and at least six soapstone vessels, resulting in a total of
137 .

Activity Area 3 differed as much from Houses I and 2 as they

differed from one another. This activity area contained very light
coloured cherts, in contrast to the cherts of Houses 1 and 2, which are

darker greys and browns. In fact, the artifacts of Activity Area J

coincide in lithic materials and general style with those of House 5.

Similarly, the inhabitantts of House 1 seem to have been culturally akin

130
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to the occupants of the northern settlement. Probably, neither House 1

nor Activity Area 3 are part of the same settlement as House 2. If this

is so, only House 2 is left as representative of the archaeological cul-

ture of the southern settlernent.

House 2 was the only recorded Pre-Dorset dwelling at Seahorse

Gu11y to have a large portion of a steatite vessel inside it. The attri-

butes of this vessel (Fig. 15) are similar to those of the other six

vessels from this settlement. House 2 was also unique because of the

presence of masses of white chert debitage within it. This chert detritus

is natched by several other areas of massive chert knapping in this

settlement. These two factors suggest an identity of the culture of the

occupants of House 2 with that of the rest of the inhabitants of this

southern area. The use of oval soapstone vessels, in square dwellings

like House 2, with much chipping of fine cherts may, therefore, character-

ize the whole of the southern settlement.



INTRODUCTION

The central settlement stretches from about 1000 feet south of

datum to 800 feet north of it. In this area, the cobbte mantle is

relatively 1ow and inconspicuous. It is flanked by extensive boulder

fields along rnost of its eastern edge. Three of the houses were situat-

ed in the southern portion of the settlement while House 7 was located

far to the north.

Relatively few artifacts were scattered on the surface in such a

way that they could not be associated with any dwelling. These random

finds included a burin, a possible end blade, a frake knife, an offset

scraper, three blades, and four whole or fragmentary large tools. When

it is noted that the artifact yield of Houses 4, 6, and 7 was very low,

it is clear that the occupation of this central area was relatively

1ight. This sparse habitation, in itself, aids in the separation of

this settlernent from the other two at the Seahorse Gu11y pre-Dorset

site.

THE CENTRAL SETTLEMENT

CFIAPTER V]

Five rectangular drvellings were discovered in the central aïea

and each of these was at least partially excavated. The characteristics

of these house ruins and their artifacts are the subject of the following

sections of this chapter.

rugsE L

House 4 is located on a flat stretch of gravel among several large

quartzite boulders. Its setting is similar to that of House 5 which is

132
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ninety-two feet, five inches to the north northwest. Although the bare

gravel patches within the boulder field to the east of the mantle were

favoured Pre-Dorset dwelling places, several were examined that had not

been used. The fact that a77 available living areas were not inhabited

suggests that a relatively smal1 population used this area.

DWELLING REMAINS

The location of House 4 was indicated by a disturbed alignment of

stones that may have surrounded a small subrectangular dwelling (Map i2).

Mainly grey quartzite cobbles, these stones are variable in size but are

relatively smal1, like those of House 5. This dwelling alignment is

approximately eight feet wide and ten feet 1ong.

ART]FACTS

Only five tools r{ere recovered from House 4. All of these are

small tools and all were found lying on the gravel surface of the dwell-

ing floor. Each t4/as recorded on the floor plan which was drawn of the

stone alignment. Excavation was expected to produce a larger artifact

sample, but it actually yielded only a few flakes and bones.

Sma1l Tools

A burin of grey chert (Fig. 17,a) was found on the surface near

the outer edge of what is believed to be the south wall of the dwe11ing.

The upper right corner of this burin is broken off, removing much of the

striking platform (which is ground). The short left margin is dorsally

bevel1ed, concave, and ground. Also dorsally bevelled, the right margin

Burins



is only slightly concave and ground.

flaked and unground. At the opposite

sent and the burin facet is dorsally

A large burin spa11 (Fig. 17,b) was also discovered on the inter-
ior surface of the house. of grey chert, it is longer (24 nn,) and

wider (5 run.) than most seahorse Gu11y spalls. A secondary spal1, it is

too long to have come from the above burín. Another spal1 is represent-

ed by a distal tip only. This spal1 has been utilized as a tool and the

oblique working edge is dorsally flaked.

End Blades

1<q

The base is convex, bifacially

end, seven hinge fractures are pre-

flaked.

B.ur.ln Spal1s.

End blades were not

Harpoon Bla.des

These tools were absent from House

Side Blades

A broken side blade (Fig. 17,c), of large pïoportions, was found

on the surface of the southwestern portion of the dwelling. This speci-

men is bifacially flaked on all edges. Although larger and coarser, it
is similar to a side blade which Nash (1969:Fig. 1j,5) has illustrated
ftom Thyazzi. No comparable tools were discovered at the Twin Lakes

site.

Knives

found in this house.

Another surface find, a stemmed knife (Fig. 17,d), is of especial



interest as this knife variety appears to

Dorset culture. One surface of this tool

ventral face is only marginally retouched. The knife blade is asymmetri-

cal, with one edge slightly concave and the other convex. Both the stem

and the subconcave base are marginally ground. Made fron fine, pink-

white chert, this toolts dimensions are 50, 13, and 5 mm.

S_cr.ap_e-rs

A, puzzling fragmentary tool (Fig. 17,e) which was found on the

surface near the middle of the house, fray be a scraper base. However, it
has unusually long para11el sides, except for a lateral flare of the low-

er right margin. Both lateral margins are dorsally bevelled and ground.

Grinding extends from the lower lateral edges on to the convex base for

a short distance (2 nm.). This base is dorsally thinned and also has two

flakes removed from the ventral bulb of percussion. The material is a

whitish chert.

Unifacial Blades and Microblades

I36

unique to the Churchill Pre-

completely flaked while the

be

is

This tool category uras not represented at House 4.

No flake tools were

ToolsLarge,

No large tools were recovered from this dwe1ling.

they nay have been removed by collectors.

DEBITAGE

Flake Tools

recovered from House 4.

Eight smal1 flakes of red pyroclastic were

If present,

found in the northeast-
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ern area of the dwelling (Map I2,4). Two of these have been struck from

the ground edges of a large too1. Associated with these were several

smal1 flakes of grey-green cherty sedimentary material. In all, twenty-

five of these grey-gïeen flakes were discovered scattered over the sur-

face of the dwelling. None have ground striking platforms. Three minute

flakes of white chert and two of red pyroclastic were also collected.

A large tool of grey pyroclastic had been reworked neaï a boulder

a few feet southeast of House 4. Four flakes were collected, one of

which has been struck from a ground edge. Here a1so, a number of disin-

tegrating bones were found.

Two pieces of slate were found outside the dwe11ing. They do not

appear to have been worked, but their close proximity to the house suggests

that they may have been colrected by the inhabitants for use in tool

manufacture. Three flakes of grey-green cherty material were located in

the excavation of 1evel 1, but no tools were found.

FAI"]NAL REMAINS

Several bones were scattered about the dwelling and outside of it.
Most were from the southern half of the dwe11ing, particularly the south-

eastern area. A number of bones have been identified, including the dis-

ta1 fragment of a left seal humerus, the proximal fragnent of a left seal

ûlna, along with the distal end of a left seal ulna. Two phalanges, a

vertebral fragment, four sku11 fragments, eíght rib fragments, and twelve

other bone pieces remain unidentified. All are consistent with a seal

size animal.

while the above listed faunal remains are believed to be those of
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the ringed seal, one of the most ínteresting finds from House 4 was the

sacrum of a bearded seal. This was found on the surface immediately

south of the dwelling. Like the rest of the bones it is badly disinte-

grated and charred from the recent tundra fire. According to Dr. Howard

Savage (personal communication, 1970) :

In size, the sacrum was intermediate between the sacra of
a large Harp Seal and a Walrus, as would be expected of the
Bearded Seal (E.rignatþus Þarbal.u:). Unfortunately, the sacrum
of this seal is not included in our reference material here,
and hence only a probable identification of Bearded Seal can be
made.

A diffuse stone alignment outlined the subrectangular base of

House 4. This dwelling was situated on a flat gravel patch in a field

of huge boulders. Its interior was flat and had never been dug out.

0n1y five tools; (1) a sternmed knife, (2) a side blade, (3) a

burin, (4) a scraper, and (5) a spa11 tool were recovered from the house.

These few tools plus a relative paucity of lithic flakes suggest a brief

occupation, probably by a smal1 social unit. Three of the tools, the

knife, the scraper, and the side blade are unusual. While tools in each

of these categories are found throughout the site, similar varieties of

only the knife have been found. However, though the varieties are un-

usual, attributes of each are shared with tools from other houses. Shape,

setting, faunal remains and proximity all relate this dwelling to House

5. On the other hand, the tool kits differ greatly, as only the burin

and possibly the hafted knife are shared. As at House 5, the staple food

l^ras the seal and scattered bones generally do not extend north of the

stone alignment, suggesting that the entrance was to the south or to the

east.

SI]T{MARY
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HOUSE 5

House 5 is situated on a îIat patch of gravel surrounded by grey

quartzite boulders. This location is approximately 270 feet east of the

cobble mantle in the central area of the site. This house is relatively

isolated, with only one other drvelling, House 4, in the immediate vicinity.

The interior of the house is flat. As the quartzite ridge was encounter-

ed, in the form of a flat table of worn grey rock, a few inches beneath

the surface it is clear that the floor could never have been dug out.

DWELLING REMAINS

House 5 is characterized by an alignment of stones, from ten to

twenty pounds in weight, arranged into a subrectangular outline (Map 13).

Since the soil composing the dwelling floor rvas gravel and sand with a

few larger cobbles, it was a relatively simple matter to identify those

stones pertaining to the stone alignnent. These stones were brought to

the dwelling from the surrounding area and probably held down the edges

of a skin tent, subrectangular at the base. This tent was approximately

fourteen feet long and ten feet wide (inside dimensions). Five rocks

that held down the southeastern corner have been displaced outwards and

now 1ie adjacent to large bedrock boulders a few feet away. It is 1ike1y

that three stones placed in the centre of the house either bounded a fire

or supported a stone 1amp.

740

The organic layer that blanketed the soil at the time of Pre-

Dorset occupation and which once enveloped many of the artifacts has been

burned away at House 5. l{hile sma11 patches of sod remain around the

dwe11ing, the interior was burned down to the gravel subsoil surface.

ARTIFACTS
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The many artifacts discovered on this bare surface marked the house as

potentially very productive. However, the surface finds composed the

bulk of the artifacts and excavation was not particularly fruitful.

Burin:

Eighteen burins were recovered from House 5, more than from any

other dwelling. As with the other too1s, the locations of these have

been marked on Map 13, using the numerals and letters from Figures 77

and 18 to syrnbolize each burin. These same symbols are used in Tables

9 and 10 where the attributes, including dimension, lithic composition,

and numbers of spa11 removals (hinge fractures) have been listed.

Two of the burins (Fig. 17,frg) are unusual in the possession of

a slight lateral flare to the distal right edge. It is 1ike1y that these

burins were specialized tools that were used in incising activities.

The rest of the burins incorporate the basic combination of burin attri-

butes; (1) a concave lower left margin which is dorsally beve11ed, often

ventrally thinned, and ahnost always ground, (2) a convex base which is

usually bifacially flaked and unground, (3) a right lateral nargin which

is characteristically straight, venttally thinned, dorsally beve11ed,

and ground, (4) a distal striking platform which is prepared by the re-

moval of a spa11 or by grinding, and (5) a burin facet that is oblique

and almost always dorsally thinned.

Three other unusual burins were also found. One (Fig. lBrd) is

perhaps the smallest burin fron the rvhole site. A second (Fig. 18,c) is

abnormally narrow in proportion to its length and a third specimen (Fig.

18,f) appears to be a burin blank. The former burin is carefully dorsally
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bevelled on its distal platform but has not been ground. One short spa11

has been struck off. Two burin bases were discovered (Fig. 18,g,h) as

we11. One of these (Fig. 18,h) is unusually narrow. on the whole, how-

ever, these eighteen burins form the nost standatdized large sample from

any of the houses.

Purin Sp.ali:-

Burin spal1s were conmon inside House 5, reflecting the nunerous

burins used by the occupants. Many spalls, fifteen in all, were cluster-

ed on the surface of the northwestern corneï of the dwe11ing. Ten of

these are secondary spalls, three of which seem to have been used as

spall tools. 0n1y two of the primary spa1ls are distally utilized.

Several burin spa11s were scattered to the north, south, and east

of the rrhearthrr. To the north, five wide spalls were discovered. Four

of these are secondary spa11s, two o_f which are too1s. The single pri-

mary spall is broken. Three feet east of the hearth, another four

spalls were found. Both of the secondary spalls are spall too1s, as is

one of the primary spalls. Four spalls were recovered two feet south

of the hearth. One primary and one secondary spa11 have been used as

tools. Both of the primary spa11s retain a portion of the burin con-

cavity on their distal edges. One other spa1l was associated with the

hearth. It is broken but one edge has been unifaciarly utilized. In

tota1, fourteen burin spa1ls were recovered from the east central por-

tion of House 5.

rn the excavation of 1eve1 1, a large number of random flakes

were collected as well as eleven burin spa11s. The exact location of
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some of these spa11s was not recorded. Nine of these aïe secondary spa11s

and two are primary. Five of the secondary spalls and both of the primary

spa11s have been utilized as spal1 too1s.

The burin spa11s are made from the same lithic materials as the

burins and are clearly derived from them. It is no accident that the

burin spalls are found in the same area of the dwelling as the burins.

Burin spall tools are numeïous. The straight or slanting unifacial work-

ing edges of these spa11s may, however, be the result of use rather than

intentional flaking.

End Blades

House 5 provides overwhelming evidence of a maritine economic

orientation. However, the presence of at least one broken end. blade

suggests that some land hunting was carried on or that these hunting

weapons were being stored. This end blade fragment (Fig. 1g,i) is very

similar in shape and flaking style to that of narrow, side-notched Dorset

points such as were found in the Dorset settlement at Seahorse Gu11y. The

material is a grey-brown chert which is bifacially flaked. This piece

was found in the centTe of the north side of the dwe11ing.

H.a:p,oo.n Bl"adel

Triangular end blades designed for inset into antler or ivory

toggle heads were relatively common finds in House 5. Two whole and two

fragmentary specimens weïe recovered. The finest example (Fig. 1B,j)

was found in two pieces. The tip was located a few inches outside the

southeastern corner of the house, while the basal half was found a few

inches inside the corner. The two pieces were about two and one half
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feet apart. The nended point is 23 mm. wide across the base, 34 mm. long

fron the tip to the centre of the basal concavity, and 2.5 mm. thick. One

surface of this delj-cate specimen has been completely flaked rvhile the

other is marginally retouched on1y. The naterial is a glassy grey chert.

The basal corner of another triangular harpoon blade (Fig. 18,k)

is very sinilar to "18jt'. The material is a pink chert, regularly pres-

sure flaked on both surfaces. Like't18jr', the base is concave and un-

ground. The thickness ís 3 mm. This fragment was discovered four feet

south and five feet west of the southwestern corner of the house and is

not shown on Map 13.

another but are different from the two described above. One (Fig. 18,1)

is conplete and was found on the eastern side of the dwe11ing, associated

with a concentration of seal bones. It was found two inches below the sur-

face. This point of grey chert has a straight base, and is worked com-

pletely over one surface. Flake scars are wider and nore irregular than

those of the blades shown in Fig. 18rj,k. The opposite surface retains

the white cortex patination and has only one edge retouched. Length is

29.5 mm., width 24 mm., and thickness 3 mm. Another specimen (Fig. l8rm)

is the tip of a harpoon blade of the same naterial as r'181rr. It was also

found in the concentration of seal bones, but nearer the central hearth.

Like "181t', it retains a white cortex over much of one surface while the

other has been conpletely flaked. The thickness is 4 mm,

The other two triangular end blades are very similar to one

The similarity of materials, style, workmanship and the spatial L

proximity of these two specimens strongly suggests that they were made

by the sane individual. The more delicate concave based harpoon blades



were evídently nade

southern portion of

The certain identification of side blades among the artifacts

recovered from House 5 is difficult. However, two specimens are probably

side blades. One of these (Fig. 18,n) was found three feet south of the

southeast coïneï of the dwe11ing. It is irregularly flaked on a slight-
ly twisted flake of white chert. one surface is completely knapped,

while the other has been mainly edge retouched. Although one end is

snapped off, the original shape was likely rectanguloid. The shape is

similar to that of a side blade from Twin Lakes (Nash 1969:Fig. 22,6).

The width is 24 mm. and the thickness is 4 mm.

Another possible side blade fragment (Fig. 18,c) was found in-

side Feature 5 near the centre of the east side. It appeaïsto be the

end of rectangular side blade like the above mentioned Twin Lakes specimen

or that illustrated in this thesis (Fig. 5,a). Made of grey chert, it is

bifacially flaked and unground. The width is 18 mm., the thickness j.5

mm.

by someone else rchose locus of activities was in

the dwe11ing.

Side Blades

149

the

Knives were rare in this dwe11ing, but fragments of three were

found. one notched knife (Fig. 18,p) was discovered outside the stone

alignment, behind a boulder to the northeast. Made fron yellowish chert,

it has been bifacially flaked. Because of its fragmentary condition, it
is not possible to ascertain if it is asyrnmetrical or not. The single

remaining side notch and that portion of the base stil1 extant are margin-

Knives



a1ly ground. The base was original\y convex.

sent is 23 mm. and the thickness is 6 mm.

This knife (Fig. 18,p) is similar to other knives previously

collected from seahorse Gu11y and illustrated by Nash (i969:101). Nash

has noted that similar knives have been recovered by Meldgaard from the

late Pre-Dorset of the Iglulik region (lvleldgaard 1962:94).

The tip of an asymmetrical artifact (Fig. 18,q) probably a wide

sidenotched knife, was found inside the house. of glassy grey chert,

the edges are bifacially flaked and slightly convex. One edge is heavily

ground while the other is sharp and jagged. The thickness is J.5 mm.

Another knife fragment (Fig. 18,r) was found inside the dwel1ing.

It is the distal half of a narrow as)¡mmetrical knife, probably of the

stenmed variety (Fig. 5,b). The convex edge is dulled or ground while

the other (slightly concave ?) is sharp. of whitish chert, this speci-

men is bifacially flaked, 16 rnm. wide and 4.5 mm. thick.

A fourth artifact, (Fig. 19,a) is difficult to identify but may

be part of a large bifacially flaked knife. It is equally possible that

it is a fragment of a large end blade. Both surfaces are completely

knapped using a technique that has removed long wide flakes. The great-

est width is 55 mm., while the thickness is 5.5. nm. Made of whitish

chert, this specimen was found nine feet south and nine feet east of the

southeastern corner of the dwe11ing.

150

The greatest width at pre-

Scrapers

These tools formed a significant portion of the artifacts from

House 5. One asymrnetrical scraper (Fig. 19,b) was found in the southwest-

ern quadrant of the dwe11ing. The lower portion of the right lateral
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edge is concave and ground. Like the right edge, the left margin is dor-

sa11y beve1led, but the lower (proximal) half is ventrally thinned and

ground as well. The distal end of the left margin flares 1atera1ly.

The oblique scraping edge is dorsally bevelled. It is slightly convex

and has been crushed and du11ed through usage. The material is a whitish

chert. Dimensions are 34.5, 20, and 7 mm.

An asymmetrícal scraper (Fig. 19,c) of brownish chert was found

near the centre of the dwe11ing, one and a half feet south of the hearth.

It differs from the scraper described above in that it is much smaller

and the convex base is both dorsally flaked and ventrally bevelled. The

right margin is subconcave and the left slightly concave. The oblique

scraping edge is straight and the distal tip is rounded.. Both lateral

edges and a few mm. of adjacent base have been ground. Dimensions are

22, 15.5, and 4,5 mm.

A very sma1l offset scraper (Fig. lg,d) was found two ínches be-

1ow the surface, about a foot north of the hearth. Both lateral edges

are concave, dorsally bevelled and ground. The convex base is ventrally

thinned and ground. The oblique scraping edge is convex and has been

dorsally flaked. The most unusual attribute of this scraper is that two

burin spa11s have been removed from the distal tip of the left margin.

These are very small, short spalls. Their material is a greyish chert and

the dimensions are 27, II, and 45 mm.

A broken endscraper (Fig. 19,e) was located at a depth of one and

a half inches below the surface in the mass of seal bones to the east of

the hearth. rt is flaked from a curved flake of grey chert. All edges

are dorsally flaked or bevelled and only the distal end is ventrally
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flaked, to forn a sharp cutting edge. The proximal end of this scrapelf

has been borken off through the side notches which were once present.

That portion of the notches left is heavily ground.

lng.

No certain blades or microblades were recovered from

One possible blade was found on the sod a foot to the

hearth. 0f a banded grey chert-like material, its margins

wear (crushíng). Dimensions are 60, 16, and 7 mn.

Flake Tools

Unifacia,l Bledes and MJ.crob.1.ad.es.

Two tools made on flakes of fine-grained white chert were found.

Onerwhich may be the midsection of a b1ade, is dorsally flaked along one

edge. The width is 14 mm. and the length 15 mm. The other tool is nade

on a large f1ake, 42 mm. 1ong, 32 mm. wide, and 5.5 mn. thick. It is

dorsally flaked along one edge, and at one point a notch 3 mm. deep is

pres ent .

L,?rge

Large tools were not found in or near House 5.

Other Tools

Too 1s

this dwel1-

east of the

show use

Two objects of worked ivory tvere associated with FIouse 5. Both

are fragmentary harpoon toggle heads. One (Fig. 20,b) is represented by

that portion along one side of the line hole and part of the open shaft

socket. The shallow foreshaft socket is longitudinally striated and

Worke.d Organi c
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ivory toggle harpoon 
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e, antler fragment;
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evidently has been gouged out with burins" It is 7.5 mm. wide. The har-

poon head is ringed about half way down the shaft socket. This ring

(lashing groove) is wide (7 mm.) and shallow (1.S mm. deep). The line

hole is oriented at right angles to the shaft socket, which it is imned-

iately above. The line hole is scraped smooth on the inside and no

trace of gouging is evident. It is 8.5 mm. 1ong. The greatest thickness

of this fragment is 12.5 mm. As the single lateral edge sti11 intact is

almost sharp, this means that the orì-ginal cross-section was biconvex or

diamond shaped. The proximal spur of this fragment has been exposed to

weathering and has disintegrated. This toggle head (Fig. 20,b) was found

on the surface, 17 feet east of the east wa1l of the house, in an area

of scattered seal bones.

Another badly weathered toggle head (Fíg. 17,a) was discovered 16

feet west of the northwestern corner of the dwe11ing. It was lying on a

two and one half inch thick clump of tundra sod. The surface that faced

upwards was alrnost completely disintegrated, except for the deeply gouged

line hole and the gouged bifurcation of the proxirnal spur (both of whj-ch

are in good condition). The line hole is longitudinally gouged from this

dorsal surface (weathered face) , to a depth of 6 nm. and a length (on

the dorsal surface) of 20 rnm. The longitudinal striations inside the

line hole suggest that it has been gouged by burins.

The ventral surface of the harpoon head is lve11 preserved. A

sharp keel runs up the centre of the blade and the original cross-section

must have been diamondshaped. The line hole opening on this side is

oval, being 7 mm. across and 5 mm. ivide. The open shaft socket is shallow

and longitudinally striated. It is 24 mm. 1ong, 3.5 mm. deep, with a
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maximum width of 10 mm. A grooved ring encircles the point about half

way down the shaft socket. The groove is 8 mm. wide and 1 mm. deep. A

proximal spur flares outwards from the shaft socket. Tt is 16 mm. long

and has a small bifurcation, now largely disintegrated at the end. The

length of this point distally above the line hole is 55 mm., the length

below is 33 run. The total length is 93 mm.

The preserved surfaces of both harpoon heads are highly polished

and carefully shaped. Both indicate great attention to details and a

concern for tools that were both functionally efficient anC aestheticaliy

pleas ing.

Four other pieces of humanly modified organic materials i.iere re-

covered. One (Fig. 20,c) is a slj-ver of dark broln ivory, gouged out of

a larger pi.ece of ivory. It was foirnd on the.surface ín the southeastern

corner of the dwe11ing, next to the base of a harpoon blade (Fig. 18,j).

A few longitudinal striations are visible although the piece appears to

have been polished. Dimensions are 40, 6, and 2.5 rnm.

The other three pieces were found in the cluster of faunal remains

to the east of the hearth, during the excavation of 1evel 1. One is

simply a portion of antler (Fig. 20,e) which has been broken at one end

and ringed (chopped) and snapped at the other. This chunk of antler is

45 mm. long and 21 mm. wide. Another fragment, a hollow bird bone, has

been ringed and snapped at both ends. It is 23 mm. long and 9 mm. in

diameter.

A very interesting piece of bone (Fig. 20,f) has been longitudi-

na11y grooved along the outer surface. Portions of four parallel grooves

are present, averaging two mm. apart. The bone appears to be from a
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smal1 mammal or bird and has been splít in half through two of the grooves.

The incising of these para11e1 grooves may have been the first step of a

procedure for the removal of splinters of bone for manufacture into

needles. This bone is 55 mm. long and 4.5 rnm. in diameter. All of the

bones are a dark brown colour.

DE.BIla'GE

Flakes were plentiful inside the dwelling and outside, particular-

1y to the south. Twelve feet south of the house a concentration of 62

grey banded cherty sedimentary flakes was recorded and collected. These

flakes are relatively large and are believed to be the debris from the

working of a large tool. Another 62 g'rey banded flakes were scattered

in this southern area, suggesting that the manufacturdmoved a few feet

during his work or that the flakes flerv widely. Many of these flakes

have ground striking platforms, suggesting that a large tool was reworked.

Inside the stone alignment, a more varied assortment of lithic

materials is represented (see Table 11), although the grey banded cherty

flakes are very numerous here also. 0n1y white chert retouch flakes are

more numerous. Grey and green large tool flakes tended to be concentrated

in the hearth area.

The debitage from Flouse 5 has been separated on the basis of

differing lithic materials (Table 11). The numbers of flakes of each

kind of material in each area have been counted and those flakes with

ground striking platforms noted. Four colours of pyroclastic rnaterial

were found; (1) red, (2) brown, (3) green, and (4) red-b1ack. Two kinds

of cherty sediments, green and grey, were present as well as two flakes

of green quartzfu-like material.



Area

Surface inside
house

LITHIC DEBR]S FROM FIOUSE 5

TABLE 11

Material

Whitish chert, sma11
Whitish chert, large
tr\hitísh chert, cores
I4hite quartzite piece
Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Banded grey cherty
sedimentary
Green cherty sedinentary
Green quartzite-1ike
Green pyroclastic

hlhitish chert flakes
Large whitish chert
Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Grey banded cherty
sedimentary
I\¡hite quart zite

Grey banded cherty
sedimentary

Grey banded cherty
sedimentary
Brown pyroclastic

Grey banded cherty
sedimentary
Red pyroclastic
Quartzite pebble

Frost shattered chert
nodules
Whitish chert flakes

Red-b1ack pyroclastic
Red pyroclastic

Large whitish chert
Red-b1ack pyroclastic
Red pyroclastic

Level one excavated
flakes

Surface outside
to southwest

Surface outside to
south (Map 13)

Surface outside
to southeast

Total

1s8

83
1

3

1

10
4

56
34

2

4

r72
8

11
2

70
1

3T

62
7

37
1

1

2

6

4
1

2

9

8

-
5Cr/

Ground
Platform

Surface outside
to northwest

Surface outside
to northeast

Scattered flakes
randomly collected
from the surface

4
3

18
4

2

1

7

3

I4
2

tr_

1

;
2
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All of these are large tool materials and all, with the exception

of the green quartzite flakes, include some flakes with ground platforms.

These platforms provide evidence that many of these flakes are the pro-

ducts of the reshapíng of large tools. 0n the basis of lithic materials,

therefore, it is clear that at least six large tools were once present

and reknapped in House 5.

The majority of the identifiable faunal remains are of sea1, pro-

viding evidence that these animals formed the food staple. These bones

all appear to be of the 1itt1e ringed seal (f"=g þ:_spida), testifying to

its frequent occurence during this period. The only other mamrnal repre-

sented is the bear, probably the polar bear (Tþalarctos maritinus). The

bones of bears are so rare that it is 1ike1y that these animals were not

kil1ed nearby, or at least their larger bones were not brought back to

camp.

A single piece of antler (Fig. 20,e) provides the only evidence

for caribou hunting. 0f course, an antler can be picked up anywhere on

the tundra and need not indicate the successful slaughter of an animal.

In addition, many bird bones were found. Most of these cannot be identi-

fied, but the gul1 (Lar.us sp.) and the black guillemor (Cepph.us gry=lle)

have been identified (P.lV. Parmalee, Illinois State Museum, personal

conmunication 1970).

There is a striking difference

certain long bones in different areas

fourteen femurs were found within the

radii were found outside of the house

be discounted, it appears that front

in the frequency of occurrence of

of this dwe11ing. Eleven out of

dwe11ing, while eight out of nine

to the east. If sampling error can

limbs were removed from the seals as
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they 1ay on the sma11 gravel patch east of the habitation. As this is

the seaward side, it is 1ike1y that watercraft were drawn up here and the

products of the hunt laid out for butchering. Humerus and skul1 frag-

ments were about equally distributed inside and out of the house.

The distribution of faunal remains around the dwelling indicates

that relatively few activities took place to the north and west of the

habitation. This distribution is echoed by the occurrence of lithic

debris mainly to the south and southeast.

The large numbers of femurs, fourteen in all, found in association

are useful for the estimation of numbers of individual seals present.

Seven left femurs are present, indicating that at least this number of

seals were ki11ed by the hunters of the dwe11ing. This number is con-

sistent with the relatively long span of occupation indicated by the many

mislaid and discarded tools.

SUMMARY

The dwelling remains of House 5 consisted of an irregular align-

ment of stones, probably once placed around a tent which was subrectang-

ular at the base. These grey quartzite stones were relatively sma11 and

were absent from the north wa11 of the alignment. It is probable that

guy lines were attached to the top of the tent and tied to the surround-

ing boulders as the aligned rocks would not hold a tent down in a strong

wind.

This dwelling, although sma11, was one of the richest in terms of

artifact yie1d. In addition, no other house had as many bones preserved,

nor as many seals (seven) represented by the faunal remains. The emphasis
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on sealing is clear: reflected not only by the bones of many ringed sea1s,

but also in the presence of four harpoon blades and two ivory toggle

heads.

Arrhearthn has been tentatively identified in the centre of the

dwe11ing. Composed of three stones, it seens to have been the focus of

cooking and eating activities, as evidenced by a mass of bones between

it and the eastern wa11 of the alignment. However, the presence of

several pieces of worked organic materials as well as seven burins, three

scrapers, a side b1ade, and two harpoon blades, is evidence that other

activities took place here also.

House 5 yielded the most (eighteen) burins of any singte dwelling

and only end blades were not well represented in the artifacts recovered.

The large number of burins testifies to the irnportance of the manufacture

of tools of organic rnaterials, most of which seem to have disintegrated.

The discovery of several worked pieces of ivory, antler, and bone in the

hearth area provides evidence of the extensive use of organic materials

for tools. The offset scrapers and knives testify to the importance of

hide working and butcheríng of animals. The absence of needles in these

Pre-Dorset dwellings is puzzling, particularly since they are common

finds in other Pre-Dorset sites. In the Iglulik area, Meldgaard found

that needles were very coinmon in both the Pre-Dorset and Dorset habita-

tions. This may, of course, be related to the good preservation of

organic materials in that region.

This dwelling is the only one at Seahorse Gu11y that produced

Pre-Dorset ivory toggle heads. Two were found, one to the west and the

other to the east of the house. Both are characteristically Pre-Dorset
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and are similar to those illustrated by Meldgaard from the Jens Munk

(Kapuivik) site (7962:PI. 3;1960b:P1. 1), and by Taylor (1967:Fig. 11).

The absence of large tools from this house is surprising, but is

likely a result of their collection by the Chipewyans. The presence of

flakes of seven different kinds of large tool lithic naterial indicates

that at least this number of tools r{ere present within House 5.

The distribution of artifacts within the dwelling appears to be

patterned. Two concentTations are evident, one in the southeastern

quadrant and the other in the northwestern quadrant of the house (Map 13).

In both concentrations, burins and burin spa11s are prominent. These two

areas may be the major manufacturing places within the dwelling and

attest to the stability of human occupation of space within the dwe11ing.

It is possible that the northeastern and southwestern quadrants which are

relatively free of artifacts may have been sleeping and sitting areas.

It is difficult to estimate the number of persons who lived in

this dwelling, but the presence of two different males may be indicated

by the two different styles of harpoon blades. It is possible, therefore,

that two families were present, and the division of the house into two

"sleeping" and two manufacturing areas seems to support this contention.

Because of the isolation of this dwelling from all others it is

possible to outline the area around it in which butchering, skinning,

manufacturing, and perhaps social activities were concentrated. This

area of concentration of human activities extends to a distance of

twenty-five to thirty feet to the east of the house, and from ten to

fifteen feet out from the other three sides. It is characterized by the

pressence on the surface of faunal remains, occasional tools and many



lithic flakes.

The presence of many tiny bones of migratory birds very strongly

suggests that this house was occupied during the summer months. ff so,

the use of watercraft would be a necessity, both for leaving the island

and for seal hunting. The evidence for extensive outdoor activities also

argues for the presence of relatively warrn temperatures.

The large faunal sample from House 5 invited radiocarbon dating.

A sample of ringed seal ribs, phalanges, metacarpals, etc., were selected

from the 1evel 1 excavations between the hearth and the eastern side of

the dwe11ing. These bones were submitted to the Department of Chemistry

and Chemical Engineering at the University of Saskatchewan for radio-

metric measurements. The date obtained was 29001 100 years B.P. or about

945 years B.C. (S-521, A. Rutherford, personal communication).

HOUSE 6

House 6 is situated near the centre of the site a few yards east

of the cobble mantle. In this area the mantle is only a low gravel ridge

with a flat surface. This central portion of the cobble nantle is the

lowest and was the least occupied during the Pre-Dorset period, for the

fewest dwellings and artifacts were found here. This 1ow area may have

been available for occupation for the shortest period and thus can be ex-

pected to contain only the more recent Pre-Dorset remains.

r67

House 6 is located in a boulder field to the east of the cobble

mantle. This field is composed of smaller and more scattered rocks than

others on the site ridge. Flat gravel areas large enough to contain

dwellings are frequent.
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The stone alignment of House 6 remains difficult to interpret

confidently. Tnitially it was thought to represent the remains of two

small tent rings connected by a passage way. Some of the larger stones

lvere believed too large to have been used in the dwelling construction.

However, with the discovery of other stone alignments with even larger

stones and at least one house (7) with a definite mídpassage, an alter-

nate interpretation of this feature is more feasible. The stone align-

ment evidently encircled the base of a large rectangular skin tent,

approximately twenty feet long and twelve feet wide. Inside the tent were

ti^ro rows of longitudinal stones which formed a midpassage in which a

possible hearth, consisting of nine stones arranged in a circle, was

located.

DI\IELLING REMAINS

Only three tools were associated with the dwe11ing. One (Fig. 19,

f) is a burin, found at a depth of one ince in the hearth. Also found

was a fragmentary chert side blade frorn the surface three feet southwest

of the southwestern corner of the stone alignnent. A large scraper was

discovered four feet to the south of the southwestern corner of the

alignment.

Sna1l Tools
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ART]FACTS

The single burin (Fig. 19,f) is

burins found at the site. All of the

no ventral thinning is present. Both

Burins

stylistically similar to other

margins are dorsally bevelled and

lateral nargins are slightly con-
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cave and heavily ground. The base is straight and is unflaked and un-

ground. The distal platform has been prepared through the removal of a

transverse spalland seven hinge fractures are present. The burin facet

is dorsally thinned. 0f whitish chert, the dimensions of this burin are

24, 15, and 4 mn.

This tool category

No end blades were recovered.

Burin

was not Tepresented at

End Blades

This tool category was not represented.

Side Blades

wl5

A fragmentary side blade (Fig. 19,g) appears to have lain exposed

on the gravel surface with the result that the chert is completely patinat-

ed to a creamy white colour. This artifact composes about half of a rec-

tangular side blade. It has been manufactured on a thin chert flake by

bifacial edge retouch. The dorsal and ventral surfaces of the flake

blank are unmodified. This artifact is I7.5 mm. wide and 3.5 mm. thick.

Knives

Harpooll

House 6

B1 ades

Knives were not found in House 6.

A single scraper

similar to other scraperl

Scrapers

(Fig. 19,h) was found

knives from the site

in three pieces. It is

lvhich have been made from
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large flakes of the material more commonly used for large too1s. Perhaps,

therefore, these large side scrapers should be classed as large tools.

The striking platform of this large flake of grey-green pyroclastic is

ground and crushed, indicating either deliberate preparation or its re-

moval fron another large tool. The convex edge is roughly dorsally flaked

while some bifacial flaking is present on the concave edge. Dimensions

are I04, 36, and 12 mm.

This category of tools was

Large

These tools were not

Tools

The large tool categories were not represented among the House 6

specimens.

Other Tools

F1 ake

Blades and Microblades

T-oo1.s

Unusual

ered from this

not represented

recovered fron House 6.

Portions of at least two large tools were knapped in and around

this dwel1ing. Twelve flakes of brown pyroclastic were recovered. Four

of the larger flakes have ground and dulled striking platforms. These

platforms were evidently once part of the edges of a battered large tool

which was resharpened in this house.

lithic tools or tools of organic rnaterials were not recov-

house.

DEBITAGE
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Another large tool is represented by four flakes of dark srev

cherty sedimentary material. All four flakes have ground platforms, pro-

bably derived from the dulled edges of a large tool. One flake of banded

light grey sedimentary material was found on the interior surface. This

third kind of lithic material suggests the knapping of another large tool

in House 6.

Also found on the surface were five small core-1ike stones. They

are all of white and grey chert and are patinated on portions of their

surfaces. They are very irregular in shape, and the largest is only 47

mm. 1ong.

Six badly disintegrated bones were discovered on the

this feature, inbedded in an unburned patch of sod. One of

proximal end of a left seal scapula. The other five bones,

phalanges and three bone fragments are unidentifiable.

STJMMARY

The large size of this dwelling suggests that a number of people

occupied it, however, the paucity of artifacts indicates only a short

stay. One burin, â side blade, and a side scraper were lost and at

least two large tools were reworked. At least one seal was captured and

consumed by the occupants of the dwe11ing.

FAUNAL REMATNS

The manufacture of tools and implements took place inside the

house, as evidenced by the clustering of flakes there. However, the

discovery of the side blade and the side scraper to the inmedíate south-

west of the dwelling indicates that this was an important activity area,

surface of

these is the

including two



perhaps for seal butchering.

House 6 was constructed and inhabited by persons of Pre-Dorset

Eskino culture. The culture is closely related to that of other Pre-

Dorset occupants of Seahorse Gul1y. The marj-time orientation of the

occupants of House 6 is not directly reflected in their too1s, but is

indicated by the presence of seal bones. The period of habitation was

too short to provide the archaeologist with more numerous mislaid and

broken too1s.

HOUSE 7

House 7 is treated as two separate entities since it appears that

two adjacent dwelling alignments arîe present. This contention is strength-

ened by the occurrence of flakes and tools in each dwelling outline.

HOUSE 7 NORTH

The northern dwelling has the clearest stone alignment of the two

houses. This alignment (Map 15) outlines the base of a subrectangular

structure. The alignnent consists of medium sized (twenty - thirty pound)

stones amanged to form an enclosure about fifteen feet long and twelve

feet wide. Of particular significance is a double line of stones that

form a longitudinal midpassage (Fig. 2I,b).

ARTIFACTS

773

DWELLING REMATNS

All

passage.

the house,

of the artifacts from this house were associated with the

A concentration of lithic flakes was present in the centre

within the midpassage (Map 15). A burin and a knife base

mid-

of

were



Iaap 15. Floor plan of House 7 north. l4ap 15. Floor plan of House 7 south.



Fig. 21ra" The excavation of House 5, looking west.

Fig. 27.,b. The excavation of House 7 north, looking so-crth



also found in this area.

Sma1l Tools

A single burin (Fig. 19,i) 1ay on the surface in the centre of the

midpassage. Both the right and the left edges are dorsally bevelled and

slightly concave. The right concavity is mainly a result of the lateral

flare of the upper margin. The right edge is conpletely ventrally thinned

and both margins are ground. The convex base is unground and partially

bifacially flaked. Although the burin facet end has been completely re-

worked by dorsally flaking to form a pointed graver, one hinge fracture

is sti11 present, demonstrating that burin spalls were once removed from

this burin. Made of whitish chert, the dimensions of this specimen are

17, 72 and 3.5 mm.

Buri.n Spa11s

These tools were not recovered from House 7 north.

End Blades

776

The distal portion of an end blade (Fig. 19,j) was found on the

surface of the southern part of this dwelling. It is bifacially flaked

on a thin blank of grey-whíte chert. The irregularity of outline, the

irregular flake scars, and the incomplete flaking of one face, provide

evidence that this tool was never completed. The width of this specimen

is 10.5 nm. and the thickness is 2,5 nm.

Harpoon

This tool category was not

B lades

represented in this house.



Side blades were not found in House 7 north

Knives

A tool fragment of greyish chert (Fig. 19,k) was found at a depth

of three inches in the central area of the rnidpassage. It has two slight-

ly concave lateral edges which are bifacially flaked and heavily ground.

Its base is also bifacially flaked, but is convex and unground. This

fragment is identified as the lower (proximal) portion of a knife of the

narrow, stemmed variety. The basal width is 19.5 mm. and the thickness

is 2.5 mm.

Side Blades

From level 1 excavations within the midpassage at the southern

end of the house came a large side scraper (Fig. 19,m). It is made on a

large twisted flake of greenish pyroclastic. The left margin (as

illustrated) is dorsally bevelled while a portion of the right margin is

ventrally thinned. Diinensions are 73, 25, and 7 mm.
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Scrape.rs

These tools were not

A flake of

edge was found in

dorsally bevelled

this flake is 24-

Unifacial Blades and Microblades

grey-brown chert with a unifacial

the excavation of leve1 1. This

, and has been broken through the

5 mm. wide and 5.5 mm. thick (Fig.

recovered from House 7, north

Flake Tools

Large Tools

No large tools were found in this dwe11ing.

concavity along one

slight concavity is

middle. Presently,

19, 1) .



0ther Tools

No other tools were found in this dwe11ing.

DEBITAGE

0n the surface inside this dwelling numerous flakes were present.

Three of these are large wide flakes of grey-white chert and six are

smaller chert flakes. Also collected was a large flake of banded grey

and another of green, cherty large tool material. The former has been

struck fron the ground or du11ed edge of a large tool. Four sma11 flakes

of white chert were recovered from 1eve1 1 excavations.

FAUNAL REMAINS

The only faunal

was discovered in leve1

of the dwe11ing.

See House 7 south sulnmary.

HOUSE 7 SOUTH

evidence was a fragmentary right seal

1 excavations within the midpassage,
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This southern portion consists of an indefinite stone alignment

which may have once surrounded a subrectangular dwe11ing. The stones

are medium sized and the alignment is nost diffuse along its western

edge. A number of stones within the southern half of the feature may

have formed a hearth or some other now destroyed alignment. This dwell-

ing was about sixteen feet long and thirteen feet wide.

SUMMARY

DWELLING REI\.,4I.N.S

femur that

in the centre



Smal 1

only three sma1l tools, a burin, an end blade, and a flake tool

were recovered from this house.

Burins

One burin (Fig. 19,n) was found near the east central lva11 of the

alignnent. The convex base is unworked and unground. The short left

nargin is dorsally bevelled, concave and ground. The right edge is

straighter, dorsally beve1led, ventïal1y thinned and ground. The burin

facet and hinge fracture area is dorsally beve11ed, removing the spa11

scars. The right corner of the distal platform has also been dorsally

beve11ed, resulting in a graver-like tip to the burin.

Tools

ARTIFACTS

Burin spa1ls were

One end blade fragment (Fig. 19,p) was discovered on the surface

of the southern portion of the dwe11ing. It appears to be the stem por-

tion of a singLe shouldered projectile point. A conplete specimen of this

end blade variety was found in Activity Area 3 (Fig. 16,c). This frag-

mentary specirnen is irregularly bifacially flaked and neither the lateral

margins nor the convex base are ground. The width across the shoulders

is 13 mm. and the thickness is 5 nm.

Harpoon ålades

These tools were absent frorn House 7 south.
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Burin Spals

not found in this dwelling.

End Blades



These tools were absent from this house.

Knives

This tool category was not represented.

S.crap.er.s

Scrapers were not found in this house.

Blades and Microblades

Side Blades

These tools were not present in this house.

Fl.ake Too1.s

From a flake concentration on the surface of the east central

part of the house, a flake tool (Fig. 19,0) was recovered. 0f fine-

grained pink-white chert, the general shape is that of a large burin,

but the lower edges are not carefully prepared or ground and burin spal1s

have not been removed. The whole of the thin left nargin has an abrupt

dorsal retouch. Dimensions are 37, 20 and 3.5 mm.

J,arge Toqls

Large tools were not present in House 7 south.

Other Tools

No other tools were recovered.
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PEåIIAgE

Six different kinds of large tool material were present in this

house (Tab1e 13). These include, (1) red pyroclastic, (2) brown pyro-

clastic, (3) grey pyroclastic, (4) grey banded cherty sedimentary, (5)

dark green cherty sedimentary, and (6) light green cherty sedimentary



Area

LITHIC DEBR]S FROM HOUSE 7 SOUTH

Scattered finds
inside alignnent
on the surface

TABLE 13

Material

Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Grey banded cherty
s edirnentary
Dark green cherty
sedirnentary
Light green cherty
sedimentary
I{hite and brown cherts

Grey pyroclastic
Light green cherty
sedirnentary
White chert

Surface concen-
tration (Map 15,7)

Surface (Map 15,8)

Level one, east-
ern half of house

Level one, south-
ern half of house

Total

181

Smal1 greyish chert core

Red pyroclastic
Light green cherty
sedimentary

Brown pyroclastic
Green cherty sedimentary
White chert

t1
4

2

t6
9

1

Ground
Platforms

4

1

:

1

1

4
1

68
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materials. Each kind of large tool material represents the detritus from

the knapping of at least one large tool (or of more than one tool made of

the same material). Since each group of flakes (composed of the same

rnaterial) contains within it a few flakes that have been struck from the

ground and battered edges of large too1s, it appears that knapping activi-

ties were concentrated on the resharpening of du11ed large tools, rather

than on the rnanufacture of completely new too1s.

Only fourteen flakes of fine-grained whitish cherts were recovered

from this dwelling. This indicates that sma11 tool manufacture was

negligible. A few chert nodules, one of which is a small core, were also

found.

Bones were concentrated in two places within the southern half of

House 7 south. Near the centre of the dwelling were found three phalange

fragments, three rib fragments and a possible seal fibula (fragmentary).

One fragmentary seal pelvis was also found. With these were five pieces

of bone that could not be identified as to species or anatomical name.

At the south end of the house, bones were excavated frorn around

and beneath a limestone slab. This concentration consisted of a right

seal u1na, a right seal tibia, a right seal radius, twelve rib fragments,

two phalange fragments and six other unidentified fragments.

SU}4\4ARY OF HOUSE 7 NORTH. A}].D SO.UTH

Two separate but adjacent dwellings are represented by the stone

alignments of this portion of the site. Both are subrectangular, and

one has a rnidpassage. Although the northern feature is the more clearly

FAUNAL REMA]NS
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defined, the southern outline contained the most flakes and bones. The

burins found in each dwelling are sirnilar, even to finishing details of

the working edges. They are unusual in that they have been worked into

gravers with pointed tips, after all possible burin spa11s were struck

off. This, and the abutrnent of one house against the other, provide

some evidence of the contemporaneous occupation of both houses. Although

they may both have been occupied at the same time, the general paucity of

artifacts and faunal remains indicates a short stay.

The lack of sea mammal hunting tools may be explained by the

brevity of the occupation. This may also explain the absence of tools

that might have been used by females. The faunal remains indicate that

at least one seal was ki11ed and it appears that nost of it was utilized

in the southern dwe11ing.

These houses were not the locus of extensive industrial activities

and the only stone knapping that occurred appears to have been the re-

sharpening of six large tools and a limited amount of chert flaking of

fine-grained white cherts.

SUMMARY OF SETTLEMENT EVIDENCE

The occupation of the central area was sparse. Habítation is

lieved to have occurred during the final period of Pre-Dorset use of

island. There are several reasons for this assertion; (i) this lower

portion of the site could only have been occupied when the land had risen

to a point about ninety-five feet above the present sea 1eve1 , (2) the

dwellings are subrectangular, and (3) midpassages are present. The sub-

rectangular outline and the midpassage are more characteristic of Dorset

be-

the
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than of Pre-Dorset. Unlike Dorset dwellings, however, these do not in-

corporate floors and wa1ls of stone slabs and are not semisubterranean

as are those in the Iglulik area.

The tools associated with the dlvellings of the central settlement

are enumerated in Table 14. Artifacts from this central area are not

distinctively different fron those of other settlements. However, except

for House 5, the artifact yield was so low that comparisons are difficult

to make. The low numbers of burins in Houses 4, 6, and 7 are unusual

although House t had only two burins and Houses 11 and 12 lnad none at all.

The complete absence of definite unifacial blades and microblades is a

characteristic feature of this settlement. Although no large tools were

found, their presence is evidenced by many flakes of pyroclastic and

cherty sedimentary materials found in the dwellings.

Although two narrow knives were found in the area of the southern settle-

ment, it is 1ike1y that this knife variety is characteristic of the central

settlernent. Steatite vessel fragrnents were absent from the central settle-

ment, effectively separating it from the southern settlement. The

presence of subrectangular dwellings clearly separates the central settle-

ment from the northern.

Narrow stemrned knives were found in Houses 4, 7 north, and 5.

Except for the five dwelling remains, the central area was rela-

tively barren of surface artifacts. Some occupation had occurred on the

cobble mantle, although the artifacts found there may have resulted from

the activities of the dwelling inhabitants. Houses 4,6, anð.7 were al-

most bare of artifacts as wel1. Too few artifacts were found in these

houses for any valid comparisons to be made to those of House 5.



Categories

TABLE 14

TOOLS FROM THE CENTRAL SETTLEMENT

1 Burins

2 Burin Spa11s

3 End Blades

4 Harpoon Blades

5 Side Blades

6 Knives

7 Scrapers

8 Blades

9 Flake Tools

10 Gouges

11 Chisels

12 Scraper Planes

13 Adzes

14 Organic Tools

15 Other Tools

Totals

House 4 House 5 House 6

1

2

18

40

1

4

2

4

4

1

1

1

House 7

North

185

House 7
South

Totals

22

42

3

4

4

6

7

2

1

1

1

79 96
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It is significant that all occupation took place to the east of

the cobble mantle. This phenornena argues strongly for the existence of

prevailing westerly or northwesterly winds during the period of Pre-

Dorset occupation. The stormiest seas would have been along the west

side of the island, while the east side should have been more sheltered,

especially for the beaching of watercraft.

The sparseness of the central occupation suggests its brevity.

It seems that this area was occupied soon after it emerged from the

waters, but in a short time, the Pre-Dorset hunters abandoned the site

or left the area, as theír dwellings are not found at lower altitudes.

The presence of Dorset-like attributes in the dwellings suggests the

diffusion of ideas from the north. Probably, the selection of diffused

traits by these peripheral Pre-Dorset hunters was random, a chance

affair, giving the culture its distinctive features. While housing

styles seem to have been changing, the tool kit appears relatively un-

a1 tered.

The central settlement is long, extending frorn approximately

1000 feet south of datwn to 800 feet north of it. It is also the widest,

as Houses 4 and 5 are farther from the cobble mantle than any other

dwellings. The lack of pressure on living space is evidenced by the fact

that several inviting flat gravel patches in the boulder field adjoining

Houses 4 and 5 were never utilized. Much more intensive use of space

occurred in the northern and southern settlements.



INTRODUCT]ON

The northern settlement h/as more densely inhabited than the central

area, but less so than the southern settlement. For this reason, it, as

a pleasant medium is more easily dealt with. The northern settlement as

delineated extends from 1000 feet to approximately 1900 feet north of

datum. This settlement covered the smallest area but contained the most

undisturbed and excavatable houses. The occupation in this area was re-

stricted to the cobble mantle and a narïow aïea to the east of it. No

occupational debris \{as found to the east of House 10. 0f the many habi-

tation areas evident at this end of the site, six dwelling remains were

recorded and four of these were excavated.

rJousE 8

House 8 was discovered on the surnmit of the cobble mantle, which

is high and prominent in this area of the site ridge. This dwelling was

located 1250 feet north of datum, on the eastern edge of the mantle. The

actual stone alignment began about three feet west of the base 1ine.

Excavation of House 8 was carried out in two arbitrary three inch

levels. The excavation was unusually productive and most of the tools

found were discovered in the excavations, rather than on the fire-bared

surface as was the situation with several other houses.

DWELLING REMAINS.

The remains of House 8 consisted of an indefinite circular align-
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THE NORTHERN SETTLEMENT

CHAPTER VII
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ment of rocks. These rocks were sma11, only a few pounds in weight, but

very numerous. They were probably used to hold down the base of a circu-

1ar or oval tent, about thirteen feet long and ten feet wide. ltrhen dis-

covered, many of the stones were scattered and several were strewn in-

side the dwelling area. All of the rocks were on the surface and none

were imbedded in the gravel of the mantle surface. No central depression

was present in the interior of the alignment. An upright slab of lime-

stone, two feet high and three feet wide had been set up on the eastern

edge of the feature. Its function is unknown.

ARTIFACTS

Sma11 Tools

Five whole and fragmentary burins were recovered from House 8

(Table 15). All are of unusually fíne-grained chert materials, and they

conform very closely to the characteristic attributes of the Seahorse

Gully burin type as described in Chaper IV. These burins differ only

in their size, which is smaller than normal. Three of these burins

(Fig. 22,b,crd,) were found in level 1 in a concentration in the central

area of the dwelling interior (Map 16).

Burin Sp?.l1s

Three burin spa11s were discovered within this dwe11ing. Two

were found in level 1 of the western half of the house. One of these is

1arge,22.5 mm. 1ong,6 mm. wide, and 2 mm. thick. It is a secondary

spa11 of greyish chert, struck from a platform prepared by grinding. The

Burins



DISTAL PLATFORM
a. Ground
b. Dorsally Flaked
c. Transversely Spalled
d. Ventrally Flaked

ATTRIBUTES OF BURINS FROM HOUSE B

TABLE 15

BASE

a, Concave
b. Straight
c. Convex
d. Dorsally Flaked
e. Ventrally Flaked
f. Ground

(Ú
c{
c\

RIGHT LATERAL EDGE

a. Concave
b. Lateral Flare
c. Straight
d. Convex
e. Ground
f. Ventrally Flaked
g. Dorsally Bevelled

¡UN
N

O
C\¡
N

X

X

X

X

X

LEFT LATERAL
a. Concave
b. Notched
c. Straight
d. Convex
e. Ground
f. Ventrally
g.Dorsally

BURIN FACET
a. 0blique
b. Vertical
c. Acute
d. Dorsally
e. Ventrally
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.Ú
N
c\

EDGE

o
c\
c\

F1 aked
Beve 1 1 ed

GRINDTNG
a. Ventral Face
b. Dorsal Face

Flaked
F 1 aked

X

X
X
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other spa11 is smaller and cornposed of whitish chert. A secondary spa11,

also struck fron a ground platform, its dimensions are 16, 4, and 1 nm.

The third spal1 was recovered from leve1 2 of the eastern half of the

house. It is long (20 mm.), narrow (2 mn.), and only 1.5 mm. thick. A

secondary spa11 of greyish chert, it has been struck from a ground plat-

forn. The lithic materials composing these spa11s do not match those of

any of the burins found in this dwelling.

End Blades

End blades were not found in House 8.

L'rpogg B]gggt

A triangular end blade (Fig. 22,f) was discovered at a depth of

two inches near the eastern edge of the dwelling. It is made on a thin

quartzite flake, one surface of which is completely flaked while the other

is only marginally retouched. The edges are serrated, an attribute that

occurs on no other harpoon blade from the site. Although much damaged,

there seem to be an average of 7.5 serrations peï centimeter. The base

is slightly concave and unground. The tip is snapped off, so that the

present length is 29 mm. The width is 20 mm. and the thickness 3.5 mm.

A proximal corner of another triangular end blade (Fig. 22,9)

was found at a depth of two inches near the western wal1 of the house.

It is of whitish chert, bifacially flaked, and was once concave based.

The thickness is 4.5 nm.

Side Blades

A rectangular

depth of two inches

side blade

in the south

fragment (Fig. 22,h)

central area of the

was excavated

dwel 1ing. It

ata

has
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been knapped from grey-green pyroclastic. Both lateral edges are bi-

facially flaked, one more regularly than the other. This rnore regular

edge is straight and ground, and the surfaces adjacent to it have been

polished, evidently to facilitate insetting. The opposite margin is

nore evenly bifacially flaked and although dulled, seems to have been

the cutting edge. The width of this specimen is 12 mm. and the thick-

ness is 4 mm.

Knives were not recovered from this dwel1ing.

S,craper.:

One asymmetrical scraper (Fig. 22,i) was discovered on the sur-

face of the dwelling interior. It is slightly stemmed, the right edge

being more concave than the left. Both lateral edges are dorsally beve11-

ed and unground, although du1led and crushed. The oblique scraping edge

is convex in outline and dorsally bevelled. The distal tip of the scrap-

er is rounded. Dimensions are 30, 15, and 5.5 mn.

Unifacial Blades and Microblades

Knives

These tools were not present in House 8.

Flake Tools

No flake tools were found

@g r,qo1s

Gouges, scraper planes and

this dwe11ing.

in this house.

adze blades were not recovered from



One large tool fragment (Fig. 22,j) of brown pyroclastic was

found. It is the distal end of a chisel, a sort of pointed gouge-1ike

tool. The cutting edge has once been dorsally and ventrally polished,

but is now battered through usage. The ventral (fiat) surface of the

tip slants upward to meet the dorsal surface at a sharp angle. This

specimen was discovered imbedded in the sod and stones of the surface,

near the centre of the feature. Plano-convex in cross-section, this

fragment is 45 mm. wide and 21 mm. thick.

Chisels

0ther Too 1s

No other tools were recovered from House 8

DEBITAGE

0n1y a few flakes were found on the surface of the feature. These

included three sna1l nodules of chert, as well as one flake of brown

pyroclastic. The crushed and ground striking platform and the polished

dorsal surface of this flake indicates that a much used large tool was

reworked in this dwelling. This flake is of the same material as a large

tool (Fig. 22,j) found on the surface of the house. The flake is probably

a product of the reworking of this too1.

0n1y five flakes h/ere recovered from 1eve1 1. Three of these are

of fine grey-white chert while the other two are of greenish cherty

sedimentary material. Flakes were equally sparse in 1eve1 2. From the

western half of this 1eve1 came one flake of whitish chert and another of

greenish cherty material. Four tiny flakes of grey-black cherty sedi-

mentary material and one of white chert were recovered in the 1evel 2

excavations of the eastern side of the house. Considering that tools were

194



Telatively numerous in

unusual. The pnesence

that at least t\,Jo more

No identifiable bones were recovered from this House 8, although

three bird bones were found on the surface. One distal half of a rib

was found in the eastern half of the dwelling in the level 2 excavations.

This rib fragment is consistent with an animal the size of a sea1. It

is relatively well preserved.

SUMMARY

this dwelling, the lack

of green and grey-b1ack

large tools were present

FAT]NAL REMAINS

19s

of chipping debris is

cherty materials indicate

in this dwel1ing.

The stone alignrnent of House 8 was composed of many smal1 rocks

which were arranged in a rough circle. These rocks probably held down

the base of a skin tent. There is a remarkable homogeneity in the

attributes of the five burins for.rnd. In fact, these seem to comprise a

recognizably distinct grouping within the Seahorse Gu1ly occupations.

The harpoon blades and the offset scraper are characteristic of the

Seahorse GullyPre-Dorset as is the large tool fragment. 0n1y two unusual

features are present; one is the use of white quartzite in the manufacture

of a tool (harpoon blade) and the other is the presence of a rectangular

side blade which is polished on the surface.

The two triangular harpoon blades and the suspected seal rib in-

dicate that sealing was carried out by the hunters of the dwelling. The

paucity of faunal remains is puzzling, but may reflect poor hunting

rather than poor preservation, as the single rib recovered is in good

condition. The few tools, the lack of non-lithic finds, and the relative
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absence of lithic flakes, all suggest a

bones found on the interior surface of

son of occupation may have been summer.

HOUSE 9

The stone alignment of House 9 was located 1400 feet north of the

datum point. Stones composing the feature began approximately three

feet east of the base line. House 9, like all the houses on the site

ridge, was burned over, removing most of the tundra mat. Artifacts were

collected fron the surface and two three inch leve1s were excavated with-

in the presumed living area. A balk was left between the eastern and

western halves of the excavation.
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brief occupation. Three bird

this house indicate that the sea-

No certain patterning of the stones of this feature could be

recognized. The rocks appear to have been much disturbed. However,

there are eleven stones, the bases of which remain buried to a depth of

three inches or more and these obviously have not been disturbed recent-

Iy. Seven of these undisturbed stones 1ay in the southeastern corner

of the feature, but only three of these seem to outline the dlvelling.

Three buried stones lie along the northern edge and another on the south-

western corner (Map 17).

DWELLING REMAINS

The largestconcentration of medium sized (twenty - thirty pound)

stones is on the eastern and southeastern portion of the alignment.

Another group of stones was present on the western side of the house.

The stones of this alignment are so scattered that no confident interpre-

tation of the shape of the drvelling base can be made. Since circular
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alignments

the rocks

House 9 is

are most characteristic of this northern settlement and as

do form a vaguely circular pattern, the stone alignment of

considered to be round.

ARTIFACTS

Artifacts were found both on the

the excavations. Side blades, knives,

from this dwe11ing, nor were any large

Smal1 Tools

One smal1 burin (Fig. 22,.k) was discovered in 1evel 1 excavatíons

of the east central area of the dwe11ing. The left margin is dorsally

beve11ed, ground and deeply concave. The right margin differs in being

straight. The bifacially flaked base is straight and lightly ground.

The hinge fracture area is dorsally flaked, but the scars of three spal1

renovals are still discernable. The right side of the distal tip is

transversely spa11ed, producing a projecting, graver-1ike tip. Made of

whitish chert, the dimensions of this delicate tool are 17, 12 and 4 mm.

The exact location of a broken burin (Fig. 22,I) found within the

feature is not known. The left lateral edge is concave, dorsally beve11-

ed, ventrally flaked and ground. The right margin is similar, but

straight. The convex base is bífacial1y flaked. The distal end is miss-

ing, but two hinge fractures are still discernable on the left edge.

The material is a whitish chert; the width is 12 mm. and the thickness 4

mm.

surface of House 9 and also in

and scrapers in/ere not recovered

or other tools present.
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Burins



Another sma11 burin (Fig. 22,m) was found ín the excavation of

1evel 2 of the eastern half of the dwel1ing. The upper right margin

flares s1ight1y, making this edge slightly concave. It is dorsally bevel1-

ed and ground. The left margin is straight, thick, and completely unwork-

ed. The convex base is very slightly dorsally retouched. The distal

platform is ground and although the burin facet and hinge fractures are

dorsally flaked, the scars of eight spa11 removals are sti1l visible.

Made on a cortex flake of light grey chert, the dimensions of this burin

are 17, I2.5, and 3 mm.

Eleven burin spal1s were recovered fron the excavations of leve1

1. Three more were found on the surface of the central dwelling area.

Twelve of the spa11s are seconda'ry, eight of which have been struck from

ground platforms (the others are indeterminable). Six spa11s have been

used as tools with oblique dorsal unifaces worked on their distal ends.

The two prinary spa11s were both removed from ground striking platforms,

but neither have been used as spa11 tools.

End Blades

Þy,ri" spalls

200

The occupants of this dwelling appear to have emphasized the pro-

duction of very sma1l too1s. This emphasis is continued with the end

blades. One sma11 lanceolate point (Fig. 22,p) was found in 1eve1 1 of

the central portion of the dwe11ing. Both lateral edges are straight,

with slight notches about midway along the point. These nicks may simply

be fortuitous and may not be notches at all. All edges are regularly

bifacially flaked, producing long narrow flake scars. The straight base
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and the lower Tate-raL edges are unground. This grey chert specirnen is

29 mn. 1ong, 12 mm. wide, and 3 mm. thick.

L{.alp-ggn Bla9es

Two triangular end blades may be harpoon blades, although they

are unusually sma11. One (Fig. 22,n) is cornplete and made on a thin flake

of light grey chert. It is marginally retouched only, and the two corners

of the base of the tríang1e have been removed. Found in level 1, its

dinensions are 18, 11.5, and 2 mm.

The lower half of a similar end blade (Fig. 22,o) was also recover-

ed. Tt was not recognized in the field and was discovered in the labora-

tory in the flakes collected from 1evel 1. Made on a marginally retouched

thin flake of whitish chert, it is 13 mm. wide and 2 mrn. thick,

Side Blades

These tools were absent from House 9.

Knives

Kníves were not

Scrapers

Scrapers rvere not recovered from this house.

A broken microblade (Fig.

been struck from a core of light

is ventrally flaked. Triangular

men is 8 mm. and the thickness is

found in House 9

Unifacial Blades and Microblades

22,s) rvas recovered from House

grey chert. One of the lateral

in cross-section, the width of

2 run.

9. It has

margins

this specí-



Two problematic tools were recovered. These consíst of bulbar

light grey chert flakes, rectanguloid in shape. Both have sma11 unifacial-

1y flaked concavities on one oï more edges. One flake is 20 mm. long and

the other 18 mn. (See Fig. 22, q-'r)

With the flakes found on the surface was a blade-like flake of

grey pyroclastic (Fig. 22,t). It is 65.5 mm. long and 2r mm. wide. one

end is dorsally flaked on both margins to form a graver tip.

Flake Tools

TeI€g- Tools

Other

Large tools were not recovered from House 9.

Tools of organic or unusual

from this house.

Too 1s

Lithic flakes found scattered on the surface of the interior of

the stone alignment included three flakes of brown pyroclastic, one of

grey pyroclastic and five of green cherty sedimentary rnaterial. One of

the latter has a ground strikíng platform. Whitish cherts were repïesent-

ed by three smal1 core-1ike pieces and nine flakes.

Many more flakes were found in 1eve1 l. Dark red pyroclastic

material predominated with thirty-five flakes, sixteen of which have

gror.rnd platforms. Green cherty material was repïesented by twenty-one

flakes, only tlo of which have ground platforms. Seven brown pyroclastic

flakes, two with ground platforms, and eight flakes of banded grey sedi-

mentary material, both groups with two ground platforms, were also found.

202

lithic materials were not recovered

DFBITASE
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One of the latter has a completely ground dorsal surface, evidence that

these flakes were struck from a large tool in the process of reshaping

it. A banded black material similar to rhyolite was ïepïesented by

seven flakes, one with a ground platform. In addition, fifteen sma11

retouch flakes of fine-grained white chert were recovered.

Flakes of six different kinds of large tool material were ïecover-

ed fron this house. Each group of flakes of the same lithic material is

composed of relatively sma11 nurnbers of flakes and includes some flakes

that have been struck from the dulled edges of large too1s. The sma1l

numbers of flakes indicate that complete large tools were not being

manufactured here while the presence of ground platforms make it clear

that large tools were only being reshaped in this house.

FAI.]NAL REMATNS

No identifiable

appear to be bird bones

were present.

Although the stone alignnent of House 9 is disturbed, a circular

interpretation is accepted. Tools and lithic flakes were concentrated

in a smalI area within this alignment (ltlap 17). The tools are relative-

1y sma11 but are not as carefully knapped as is usual for very sma1l

Pre-Dorset too1s.

bones were found. A

h/ere recovered from

The econornic base of the Flouse 9 occupants is not evidenced by

sea manmal remains, however, the two triangular end blades were probably

once set into harpoon toggle heads of ivory or antler. Such toggle heads

STJMMARY

few

the

unidentified bones which

surface. No other bones
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are used in sealing. The side notched end blade suggests the hunting of

land animals, perhaps the birds whose skeletal remains were found on

the surface of the dwelling interior.

Significantly, knives and scrapers which may be llromenf s tools

were not recovered. Perhaps the notched flake tools (Fig. 22,e,r) were

used in activities carried out by fernales. The flake perforator (Fig.

22,t) may also be a womanrs tool .

The debitage from House 9 represents the renains of a minimum of

six large too1s. All of these were used, dulled tools that were reshaped

in the dwelling in order to give them new sharp edges. Very few fine-

grained white chert flakes were found, indicating that sna11 tool manu-

facture was not an important activity of the inhabitants during the time

this house hras occupied.

Hp,-usF 10

House 10 was located approximately sixty-five feet east of the

eastern edge of the cobble mantle. Measurements were made to the edge

of the limestone slabs along the western wa11 of the feature. This wa11

is eighty-five feet east of the 1400 foot north stake on the base line,

which runs up the centre of the cobble mantle. House 10 is at the

southern end of a boulder field which flanks the eastern side of the

cobble mantle. The house ruin is situated on a large patch of gravel

and cobbles, now bare of vegetation.

DIVELLING REMAINS

The

No recogni

stone alignment marking House

zable patterning of the rocks

10 is very diffuse (Fie. 26,a).

composing the feature j-s discern-
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ab1e" The floor of this feature, like those of Houses 11, 12, and 13,

is depressed to a depth of a few inches. As with House 15, the semisub-

terranean nature of this floor is exaggerated because of the placement

of the house in a slight natural depression. When discovered and record-

ed, the rrinteriorfi of this dwelling was depressed to a depth of four or

five inches" That this depression is stil1 present after more than two

mi1lenia, indicates that this floor was, in fact, dug through the tundra

mat into the gravel subsoil. This suggestion is corroborated by the dis-

covery of artifacts to a depth of five inches in the interior of the

house, where they have become covered as the depression has s1ow1y been

fi11ed by natural agencies.

Within the dwelling, six flat slabs of limestone were recorded.,

positioned near one another, in proxinity to the western edge of the

dwelling (Map 18). l,Vith these six stones were another three flagstones

of grey quartzite, apparently derived from the loca1 bedrock. These

flagstones appear to have been laid down as a floor covering.

The depressed area occupied by this dwelling was about twelve

feet in diameter, being roughly circular. This may be the area occupied

by the dwel1ing, believed to have been a skin tent. However, the majority

of the artifacts were massed within a tiny subrectangular area, eight

and a half feet long and six and a half feet wide. This sma11 area in-
cludes enough quattzite rocks to have held dor,vn a tent and has the above

described f1 agstone I'pavement'r at one end.

ARTI FACTS

As noted above, the artifacts were concentrated h'ithin a sma11



area. Burins rvere not

four were recorded.

Small Tools

Al unusual burin (Fig. 23,a) was discovered at a depth of two

inches in the centre of the house depression. Made of light grey chert,

the base has been snapped off. This burin is very wide and both the

short left margin and the right aïe concave. The left margin is dorsally

bevelled, and the right bifacially flaked, however both are ground. The

striking platform is heavily ground and although most of the hinge frac-

tures have been removed by dorsal bevelling, the scars of six spall re-

movals are stil1 discernable. The width is 2I.5 mm. and the thickness 5

tnm.

as frequent in this dwelling as in others, but

Burins

Another rrodd'burin (Fig. 23,b) was also found at a depth of two

inches near the centre of the house. Relatively long and narrow, it is

stemmecl by dorsal bevelling and grinding. The oblique, slightly convex

base is ventrally thinned. The distal platform has been prepared by the

removal of a transverse spa11, however, only two spa11s were struck off.
Made of whitish chert, the dimensions are 45, 74, and 5.5 mm.
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A smal1er, more delicate burin (Fig. 2s,c) was discovered three

inches below the surface near the southern edge of the dwelling. It has

been completely utilized anð. the burin facet is dorsally beve1led. The

striking platform is absent, but seven spal1s were ïemoved during the

last stages of use of the burin. Both lateral edges have been prepared

through dorsal bevelling and grinding. The left margin is concave and



the right slightly concave. The base

vex, and unground. Made of grey-white

nent are 19, 15, and 4 mm.

A sma11 burin (Fig. 23,d) made on a thin flake of whirish chert was

discovered at a depth of three and a half inches in the centre of the

eastern cluster of flagstones. only partially utilized, the striking
platforn has been prepared by heavy grindíng and four spa1ls have been

struck off. Both lateral margins have been dorsally flaked and ground.

The left margin is slightly concave, the right straight. The base is

irregular and either broken or unmodified. Dimensions are 22,10, anð.3

mm.

is ventrally thinned,

chert, the dimensions

Also found within this dwelling was a burin-like tool (Fig. 2s,f),
0f whitish chert, it is dorsally flaked, except for the bifacial thinning

of the straight distal edge. The lower lateral edges are notched. No

portion of this tool has been ground. Dimensions are 17,10, and 1.5 mm.

A burin (Fig. 23,e) which is more like the above tool than the

burins was lecovered in the excavation of leve1 2. It is made on a sma1l

thin flake of greyish chert which has been stenrned by dorsal bevelling of

the left margin and ventral thinning of the right. Only the left margin

and the distal striking platform are ground. The platform is dorsally

bevelled and two spa11s have been removed from the upper left corner.

The base is slightly convex and unworked. Dimensions aïe 14.s,10, and

2.5 mm.
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slightly con-

of this speci-

Bl_tr.in Spal_1s

Four burin spal1s were discovered in leveI 2 excavations. These

are arl of grey chert and have been struck from a burin with a ground
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striking platform. One of the two primary spa11s has been distally flaked

on the dorsal surface to form an oblique scraping edge

End Blades

Two end blades were found in the excavation of level 1. One (Fig.

23,9) was discovered at a depth of three inches near the centre of the

dwe11ing. It is completely bifacially flaked with shallow notches set

1ow on the lateral margins. These are ground. The base is slightly con_

vex and unground. The tip is broken but has been reflaked to form an

unpointed but sharp distal end. Made of grey-brown chert, this specimen

is 26 mm. long, 15 mm. wide, and 4 nn. thick.

A base (Fig. 2s,i) of an end blade was found at a depth of three

and one half inches below the surface among the flagstones on the eastern

side of the depression. Like other end blade bases it is convex, bi_

facially flaked and unground. It is most similar to the bases of side-

notched end blades, but is unusually wide. The width is 22 mm. and the

thickness 3.5 mn.

tl,?Tpoon B1ad"-e:

A triangular end blade of greyish-brown chert was found near the

centre of the house at a depth of an inch. An harpoon blade, it is very

sma11 compared to harpoon blades from other settlements. This triangular
blade is bifacially flaked on all margins. The lateral edges are straíght
and the base slightly convex. Neither are ground. The tip is broken,

but the width is 14 mm. and the thickness 2.5 mn. (see Fig.23,h).

Side Blades

Side blades r{ere not ïecovered from Flouse 10.



A sma11 notched knife (Fig. 23,j) of grey-green cherty material

was discovered at a depth of three inches near the centïe of the de-

pression. The ventral surface is only marginally retouched while the

dorsal surface has been more completely flaked. The convex base is

dorsally flaked and ground. The body of the knife is asymmetrical, as

the convex edge (35 mm. long) is shorter than the opposite straight edge

(37 mm. long). The lower lateral notches are bifacialTy flaked and

ground. The margins are all dulled, and the weaï patterns of the convex

edge indicate a side to side scraping motion rather than a sawing action.

Both surfaces of this knife are lightly polished.

Sgrapg$

Two notched or stemrned asymmetrical scrapers were recovered.

One (Fig. 23,k) was found on the surface among the limestone flags on

the eastern edge of the central flake concentration. The single notch

set half way along the ríght lateral edge is unusual. The left margin

is straight and like the notch is ground. only the convex base, which

is dorsally thinned, and ground, has not been dorsally bevel1ed. The

scraping edge is convex and du11ed and crushed. Made on a curved flake

of grey-white chert, the dimensions of this scraper are 2g,16, and 5 mm.

Another offset scrcaper (Fig. 23,m) was discovered at a depth of
five inches beneath the surface in the northwestern portion of the de-

pression. The convex base is dorsally thinned and slightly ventrally

thinned. The lateral edges and the scraping edge are dorsally beve11ed.

The lower lateral margins are stemmed and the only grinding present on

this specimen is on the right margin. Made of fine greyish chert, the

dirnensions of this scraper ate 27, IZ, and 5.5 mm.

Knives 2IT
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All the attributes of another tool fragment (Fig. 2s,r) suggest

that it is the base of an offset scraper. The lower right margin is

concave, dorsaLly bevelled and ground. The convex base is bifacially
flaked and ground. The left margin is bifacially flaked, straight and

also ground. The specimen differs only in its large size; it is 28 mm.

wide, and 6 mm. thick. The material is a greyish chert that is very

carefully knapped.

A smal1 scraper, trar)ezoidal in outline (Fig. 23,n) was uncovered

at a depth of four inches near the centre of the depression. The non

paral1e1 lateral edges are dorsally bevelled while the para11e1 ends are

dorsally thinned. The length from one paral1el margin to the other is
15 mm. The widest end is 15.5 mm. across and the shortest is 9 nm. The

thickness is 4 mn.

Unifacial Blades and Microblades

These tools were not

Larg.e Tqol_s

The presence of flake tools was not recognized.

Three large pieces of red pyroclastic were found on the surface

of the south central area of the depression. Two pieces are roughly

plano-convex in cross-section while a third is bifacially flaked with a

nore lenticular cross-section. This last piece seems to be the unfinished

working end of a wide gouge. rn addition, four, more complete, large

tools were recovered and are described be1ow.

recovered frorn House 10.

Flake Tools



A smal1 gouge of brown pyroclastic (Fig. 24,a) was found in the

central area of the depression. It is triangular in cross-section and

appears to have been reworked from a larger tool. The proximal end is
keeled, pointed, and much battered. The distal end is convex in outline

and hollowed on the ventral surface. The dorsal surface is chipped and

polished to form a sharp working edge while the lateral margins are

heavily ground. This specimen is 92 mm. 1ong, i3.5 mm. wide, and 25 mm.

thick.

A battered gouge of red pyroclastic (Fig. 24,b) was discovered on

the surface, approximately five feet south of the depression edge. It
appears to once have been of the gouge variety which is narrow with only

slight marginal constrictions. Most of the working end is broken off,
but was once ground and polished. The dorsal surface of the proximal

end is also polished. The lateral edges are heavily ground. presently,

this gouge is 104 nm. long, 50 mm. wide and 25 nm. thick.

Chisels

G.ouges

A flaked piece of banded grey cherty sedimentary material (Fig.

24,c) was found seven feet south of the dwelling depression. One end is
pointed with a chisel-like tip. This tip is 7 mm. wide and dorsalty
polished. The lateral margins are dorsally bevelled and unground. The

cross-section is roughly plano-convex. The proximal end of this tool

is much battered, suggesting that the tool was used as a chisel and

struck on this end. Dimensions are 92, 47, and 24 mm.

9cr.aper P.lanes

These tools were not recovered from House 10.

)1<
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Fí9. 24. Seahorse Gully
gouge (?); c,

site too1s. House 10:
chisel; d, adz,e blade.

,:t:,
:,..,,;,a,

..*

a, gouge; b, battered



0n the surface near the centre of the depressed area, a large tool

of grey-green cherty material was discovered. This tool (Fig. 24,d) ap-

pears to be a battered adze blade. Roughly lenticular in cross-section,

the edges are bifacially knapped and ground where not broken. The work-

ing edge is slightly convex and has had one corner broken off. Dimensions

of this tool are 72.5, 45, and 20 mm.

Other Tools

Adze Blades

During the excavation of 1evel 1, an antler tip was discovered

(Fig. 25,c). It was located in the central area of the depression. This

curved tine tip has been hacked or chopped off in a manner similar to a

piece from House 5. One surface is disintegrated while the other retains

rnuch of the original surface. No cuts or abrasions are present on the

tip or the undamaged surfaces. The length of this specimen is 86 mn.

and the thickness 24 mm.

Other Lithic Tools

Organic Material.s

2rs

An unusual artifact was found near the centre of House 10, on the

surface. It is a relatively large chunk of granite which is cylindrical

in shape,5.8 cm. thick and 10.2 cm. in diameter. The two main surfaces

are roughly flat and all of the circumference except one flattened area

(5.5 cm long) has been shaped with a groove averaging 2.3 cm. wide and

4 nm. deep. This aïtifact weighs 1011 grams and has probably been

fashioned for the attachment of a cord around the groove. It is possible

that this object was a net weight.



Four large tools were represented in the debitage by working edges

struck off in the process of working the too1s. Two are from the working

edges of chisels, both of banded grey cherty sedimentary stone. One is

dulled, clearly much used, another is in rnint conditon and not yet polish-

ed. The latter may have been accidently snapped off during the rnanufactur-

ing process. 0f sinilar stone is a fragment of gouge edge, dorsally and

ventrally polished, but marginally du1led, as if through use. Another

chisel tip, of brown pyroclastic, is very sinilar to the first described

above. It is dorsally and ventrally polished and marginally dulled.

DEBITAGE

Several concentrations of flakes within the dwelling were noted

and collected. One consisted of grey banded flakes from the reworking of

a chisel, as evidenced by the above described chisel tip found within the

concentration. This flake cluster was found in the same area as the

knife (23j). Another concentration of the sarne rnaterial (Map 18,13) was

found three feet away. It also contained a pick end which is described

above.

Scattered throughout level 1 was a random assortment of flakes,

dominated by banded grey cherty sedimentary rock. Many of the flakes

have been struck from the ground edges of large tools. Lower frequencies

of brown and red pyroclastic as well as greenish cherts were present.

The major concentration of red pyroclastic flakes occurred in the central

portion of the feature. Here, red flakes were found on the surface and

to a depth of four inches. Some 275 flakes were concentrated here. Five

of these flakes have ground platforms.

The presence of nine large tools in House 10 is directly evidenced

by the four fragments described aboveand the single fragmentary and four

276
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complete large tools discussed previously. However, only four lithic

materials are represented by these eight too1s. These materials are;

(1) brown pyroclastic, (2) red pyroclastic, (3) grey banded cherty

sedirnentary, and (4) grey-green cherty sedimentary. Another three lithic

materials; (1) grey pyroclastic, (2) dark grey cherty sedimentary, and

(3) black cherty sedinentary, are represented in the lithic flakes (Table

77), indicating that at least three more tools were present in House 10.

The near absence of chert flakes in this dwelling is of interest.

The twenty flakes of grey and white chert are mainly retouch flakes.

clear1y, the emphasis was on the working and reworking of large tools.

FAUNAL REMAINS

several bones were found beneath the flagstones of the rtfloor,

of House 10. These included the proximal fragment of a right seal femur

and a distal fragment of a left seal femur. With these t^/ere six phalanges,

seven rib fragments, and nineteen other unidentified fragments.

Mixed with the concentration of red pyroclastic flakes were the

distal end of a right seal humerus and eleven unidentifiable bone frag-

ments. Random finds of bone throughout 1eve1 1 included the left and

right mastoid regions of a fragmentary seal sku11 plus two other skul1

fragments probably from the same animal. Also identifiable was the

proximal fragment of a left seal scapula. Unidentifiable specimens in-

clude thirty phalanges, twenty-six rib fragments, a vertebral fragment,

and a smashed and chopped bone. A large chip of ivory or bone was also

recovered.

While many of the above bones appear to be of the smal1 ringed

sea1, two very interesting bones are those of a bearded seal (Erignathus



Area

Surface and 1evel 1,
south central area
of the depression

LTTHIC DEBRIS FROM HOUSE 10

TABLE 17

Level 1 flakes

Material

Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Grey pyroclastic
Green cherty sedimentary
Grey banded cherty
s edirnentary
Dark green cherty
s edimentary
whitish chert

Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Grey banded cherty
sedimentary
Black cherty sedirnentary
Green cherty sedirnentary
Whitish chert

Red pyroclastic
Grey banded cherty
sedimentary
Whitish chert

Grey banded cherty
sedirnentary
Whitish chert

Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Grey banded cherty
sedinentary

Flake concentration
three inches deep
(Fíg.19,j)

Flake concentration
three inches deep
(Map 18,13)

Level 2

Total

2I8

275
1

1

72

3

1

8

764
22

35
I
7

I2

1

36
3

56
2

14
20

70

751

Ground
Platform

I2
9

20
2

1

t:

'2

2

6

22



bu,lþ+,tqr). One fragmentary right femur of an adult bearded

proxinal shaft portion of a right fibula, also of a bearded

found in 1evel 1 (H. Savage, personal communication , I}TO).

Dr. Howard Savage (personal communication, 1970) also

two teeth frorn leve1 1:

The large tooth portion, No. 3, is from a lower canine
tooth of a large Bear, while the smaller one, No. 4, is the
left lower 3rd incisor with a similar origin (perhaps from the
same individual). r am not able to distinguish between polar
Bear or Gtizzly Bear as their source.

Dr. Savage also commented that the polar bear would be more like1y to be

found coastally than the grizzly bear.

From level 2 excavations came two skul1 fragments, nine phalanges,

four rib fragments and a vertebral fragment, arr of ringed seal size.

Also found in lever 2 was the broken premolar of a wolf (G. Lamners,

personal communication, 7970). Fifteen unidentifiable bone fragments

were found as we11.

SUMMARY

279

seal and the

sea1, were

House 10 was an intensively occupied Pre-Dorset dwe11ing. Lithic
flakes and tools were concentrated in a very small area, only eight and

a haß feet long and six and a half feet wide. This house had fewer

artifacts scattered outside of it than any other equally productive

habitation area. It may be a fair speculation to suggest that such a

concentration of activities indoors may have been a result of cold

weather. No bird bones were present in the faunal remains from House 10,

suggesting that it was occupied during a cooler season. The presence of
remains of the bearded seal, however, seems to indicate the presence of

open water. It is possible, though, that these seals may have been pre-

sent throughout the winter in the open leads at the floe edge.

identified
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As is characteristic of three other houses in the northern settle-
ment, the floor of House 10 is depressed a few inches and. a portion of it
has been paved with limestone and grey quartzite slabs. There is no dis-

cernable stone alignment around the house depression and it is not clear

lvhat dwelling shape was present.

The burins from this dwelling exhibit unusual variety in size, in

the length-width ratios, and in general style. one burin is stemmed

(both lateral margins are concave) while another is unusually long (Fig.

23'b). The other two burins conform more closely to the attributes

characteristic of Seahorse Gul1y burins.

The recovery of a burin-1ike tool from this dwelling is of partic-
ular significance. It is flaked and not bifacially ground, as is usual

for Dorset burin-like tools, however, it is very similar to a flaked

burin-like tool from one of the Dorset houses at the sixty foot 1eve1 of
the Seahorse Gul1y site (Nash 1970:5). This specimen demonstrates that

an element characteristic of the Dorset culture was known in the earlíer
Pre-Dorset period.

The presence of both ringed seal and bearded seal remains reflects

the maritirne emphasis of the economy of the inhabitants of this dwe11ing.

The single small harpoon blade provides evidence of the use of the toggle

harpoon. Polar bear and wolf bones are of partícular interest since they

suggest that these Pre-Dorset Eskimos hunted large and fierce anirnals as

well as birds and seals. The side notched end blade is probabJ,y an arrow

point used in hunting land animals.

The presence of the grooved weight

the only evidence from the whole site of

, possibly a netsinker, provides

fishing. Stone weights have
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been recovered from other early Eskimo sites in the Arctic, but they are

very rare (Taylor 1968:92).

HOUSE 11

The centre of House 11 was situated 1520 feet north of datum. The

distance from the base line east, to a point in the centre of this former

dwe11íng, was twelve feet four inches. This habitation area was located

on the eastern edge of the cobble rnantle , adiacent to a field of huge

boulders which flanks this edge of the mantle.

DWELLTNG REM$INS

The feature marking House 11 was a depressed area surrounded by

many stones. The interior of the dwelling was depressed to a depth of

from four to five inches. In the process of digging out this area, pre-

historically, the floor appeaïs to have been cleared of the large and

small grey cobbles scattered throughout the mantle. These were massed

around the perimeter of the depression and probably were used to hold

down tent coverings (Map 19). It is like1y that the natural depression

between the boulder field on the east and the cobble mantle on the

immediate west side of the feature was taken advantage of and'simply en-

larged to forrn the basin occupied by the dwe11ing. This basin was more

circular than oblong in shape, with inside dimensions of approximately

eleven by thirteen feet.

Seven grey quartzite

inside the southern half of

kitchen area or an entrance

because of the lack of time

flagstones were found arranged in a 1ine,

the dwe11ing. These may have formed a

way. House 11 was not excavated, partly

, but also because very few artifacts were
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recovered from the surface. Thus, be1ow,

the surface of the house are described.

ARTIFACTS

flakes

0n1y four lithic

9+*ll ro9!r

Only one sma1l too1, a burin,

cavation of this dwelling would have

Burins

specimens were found; a burin, and three other

The single burin (Fig. 25,a) recovered is of grey chert. The

short left niargin is concave and is carefully dorsally bevelled and

ventrally thinned. The right margin is straight and dorsally bevelled

only. Both nargins are conpletely ground. The base is dorsally thinned,

with very slight ventral flaking. The bulb of percussion of the ventral

side remains largely intact, and it is evident that unsuccessful attempts

have been made to remove it. The base is slightly convex.

All the hinge fractures have been removed through the dorsal

bevelling of this edge. 0n1y the last two spalls struck off have left

scars. The distal platform is broken so that the present dinensions are

23, 13, and 4.5 mm. This burin was discovered on the surface, in the

approximate centre of the depression.

those objects
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collected fron

was found. It is possible that ex-

revealed more sma11 tools.

Lu_rg,," Tools

Large tools were not recovered fron House 11



Other Tools

No other tools

Three chert flakes were found

are grey and one is pink in colour.

were recovered.

were found on this dwelling's surface.

DEBTTAGE

tAgu4.L REryr4.INS

Two fragments of bone were collected from the surface of the

feature. One is a fragment of a left seal scapula. The other bone may

be a fragment of this same scaPula.

sglw¡"Rr

House 11 was an oval or circular Pre-Dorset dwelling set in a

on

No

basin between the mantle and a boulder field. The dwelling depression

rnay have originally been excavated to a greater depth, as with the passage

of time it must have been filled in by several inches of sand and gravel.

Although presently depressed to a depth of four or five inches in the

centre, an illusion of greater depth results from the fact that the house

is located in an already depressed area.

The general lack of artifacts suggests a short occupancy. However,

the excavation of this floor would undoubtedly have uncovered more arti-

facts. There is a tendency for artifacts in houses with subterranean

floors to be buried more deeply than artifacts from houses set flat on

the ground. The faunal remains indicate the hunting of sea nammals,

principally the ringed sea1.

the surface of the feature. Two

flakes of pyroclastic material
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HOUSE

The remains

feet south of House

cobble mantle. The

T2

north of the central datum point.
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of this dwelling were discovered approxinately twenty

11, on the gravel surface of the eastern edge of the

southern edge of the houses depression was 1500 feet

The presence of a stone alignnent played little part in the recog-

nition of this dwel1ing. A large depression up to five inches in depth

was present and it was noted that smal1 stones tended to be scattered

around the edges of this depression. This shallow basin was oval or ob-

long in shape, approxinately nirefeet wide and thirteen and a half feet

long. Four grey quartzite stones found in the centre of the depression

were associated with a central concentration of flakes (Map 20). Since

these stones appear to have been the centre of d.welling activities it

is 1ike1y they formed part of a hearth.

0n1y lithic flakes were recovered frorn House 12, Excavations

might have produced more artifacts, however, the pressure of time did

not permit the excavation of this relatively indefinite feature, with

its paucity of surface artifacts.

Sma1l Tools

DWELLING REMAINS

Snal1 tools were not recovered from the surface of Llouse 12.

Too 1sLarge

aTea.

Only one large tool, a chisel, was recovered from this habitation
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Only a few objects were found and these were predominantly flakes

from the resharpening of a chisel. This chisel was found broken into

several pieces, only the four largest of which could be fitted together.

Two of these, the working tip of the chisel and a large central portion

were found along the southern and southwestern margin of the depression.

The other two pieces were found in the middle of the dwelling with

numerous other flakes. These four large flakes form most of the chisel

(Fig. 25,b). Made of brown pyroclastic, the working tip is ventrally

hollowed and both surfaces have been rubbed or polished. At present,

this narrow working tip is crushed and battered and this may be the reason

that attempts were made to resharpen the too1.

Chi:e1s

The end opposite fron the chisel tip appears to have been chipped

into a gouge edge. Although not ground on either surface, this edge is

marginally du11ed, either through use or intentional grinding. This

fragmentary large tool provides evidence that large tools were not simply

reworked into the sarne too1, but might be reshaped into something quite

di fferent .

Other Tools

228

Unusual 1íthic tools or tools

covered from Flous e 12.

DEBTTAGE

Other refuse from the reworking of

brown pyroclastic flakes. Eleven of these

du11ed margins of the tool. One of these

surface. Also recovered from the central

of organic materials were not Te-

this large

have been

is polished

area of the

tool is eighteen

struck from the

over the dorsal

depression were
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five flakes of grey cherty sedimentaTy material. Three of these have

gïound platforns. As this material is that used for large tool manufac-

ture and since three flakes have been struck fron the ground and dulled

edges of a large too1, it is clear that this large tool was reshaped in

this dwe11ing.

House 12 hað a depressed floor with a central hearth. The depres-

sion is oval or oblong in shape \^Iith stones scattered around it. It is

possible that gravel was heaped around the lower edges of a tent cover'

At least two large tools were reworked in th'i,s dwe11ing. The fact

that no other tools were discovered suggests a short occupancy, and it is

unlikely that excavation would result in a changed interpretation of the

length of occuPation.

HOUSE 13

qU},+,IARY.

House lS was the most northerly Pre-Dorset dwelling at the Seahorse

Gully site. It marked the farthest extent of occupational debris along

the cobble mantle. The southern end of this dwelling was approximately

1829 feet north of datum and ten feet west of the base line.

DWE_LLI.NG REMAIIS

House 13 was characterízed by an oval alignment of stones around

a central depression. This feature is interpreted as an oval tent ring

surrounding a semisubterranean dwelling floor (Map 2I). This floor was

depressed from five to six inches , and originally may have been deeper'

Several rocks and boulders have fallen or ro11ed into the shallow basin.
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Seven of these are clustered at the northern end and síx inside the south-

ern portion of the house (Fig. 26,b).

The use of límestone slabs characterízes House 13. Eight of these

line the eastern edge of the depression and another fifteen limestone

slabs are present along the western edge. All of these flags appear to

bu lg. si.t.u, essentially undisturbed. A few limestone flags are present

on the depressed floor, but a "pavementrr of these was not present. This

house was about sixteen feet long and ten feet wide. It was excavated in

two three inch 1evels.

ARTTFACTS

sma..1! r.opJ.t

Burins, burin spalls, an end blade, scrapers, and flake tools were

the only smal1 tools recovered from House 13. Harpoon blades, side blades

knives, and unifacial blades or microblades were not found.

Ten whole and fragmentary burins were recovered from House 13. All

but one of these were found in 1evel 1 excavations at depths ranging from

one inch to three inches below the surface. One burin (Fig. 27,j) was

found in level 2 at a depth of five inches on the west central edge of the

(Map 21). The burins are quite standardized in their attributes, with

transversely spalled or ground distal striking platforms, convex, bi-

facially flaked bases (unground), dorsally thinned and bevelled lateral

margins with rare ventral flaking, and oblique burin facets. An attribute

which occurs only among these burins is the ventral flaking of the burin

facet. This feature is idiosyncratic and probably reflects the unusual

Burins
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Fig. 26,a. The excavation of House 10, looking east.
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manufacturing habits of one of the

Grinding of the burin faces

cases. One of these (Fig. 27,a) is

surface. Another two burins (Fig.

on their distal ventral surfaces.

Two burin spa11s were found on the surface of the central area of

the depression. One is a primary spa11 of pink chert. It is proximally

ground and the opposite end is flaked to form a uniface tool. The other

spall is secondary, also struck from a ground platform, but does not

appear to have been utilized as a too1. Another burin spa11 was found

in level 1 excavations in the southern half of the basin, near the sur-

face finds of spa11s. This spa11 is primary, has a ground platform and

is of pink chert.

233

persons who lived in this dwel1ing.

is tentatively recognized in three

very slightly smoothed on the dorsal

27,d,j) appear to have been ground

Þ."f:." Spa1l.s

The base of a lanceolate end blade (Fig. 27,k) was recovered in

the northern part of the dwelling in 1evel 1, at a depth of two inches

below the surface. The base is convex with rounded corners and is un-

ground. The lower lateral edges are straight, also unground, and con-

tract slightly to the base. Made of whitish chert, this fragment is

completely bifacially knapped. Flake scars are irregular in size and

spacing. The greatest width is now 18 mm. and the thickness is 6.5 mm.

urtpggg Þl"r-d"t

These tools were not recovered from House 13.

End Blades
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Side blades were not

Knives were not found in House 13.

!s*psp
'rNotched" asymrnetrical scrapers are very common in this dwe1ling.

0n1y one (Fig. 27,I) was found on the surface, near the west central

'rwa11". This tool is made on a curved flake of grey chert, of which

only the dorsal surface has been flaked. The right margin is concave

and the left only slightly so. Both are heavily ground. The convex

base is unground. Unlike all the other edges which are dorsally flaked,

the convex scrapíng edge is dorsally bevel1ed. This scraping edge is

crushed and dul1ed. Dimensions ate 26, 18, and 5.5 mm.

Side Blades

found in this dwe11ing.

Knives

Another five scrapers, or fragments thereof, were found in the

excavation of level 1. The base of an asymmetrical scraper (Fig. 27,m)

was found in the northern portíon of the basin, at a depth of one and a

half inches below the surface. The distal tip has broken off, but part

of an oblique concave scraping edge is stil1 present. This scraping

edge and both lateral margins are dorsally bevelled. The right margin

is slightly concave and like the straight left edge, is ground. The base

is convex, bifacially thinned and ground. Made of grey chert, this tool

is 16 mm. wide and 4.5 mm. thick.
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A fragment of a scraper (Fig. 27,n) was found in the centre of

the dwelling basin at a depth of one inch. Dorsally flaked, this piece

is probably the distal end of an unfinished scraper. Tt ì-s roughly

flaked from grey chert, presently 17 mm. wide and 5 mm. thick.
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Also recovered was the basal portion of an asymmetrical scraper

(Fig. 27,o) made of greyish chert. The left margin is straight, bifacially
flaked and heavily ground. The base differs only in its convexi-ty. The

right edge is concave, dorsally bevelled, and ground. Found at the ex-

tÏeme northern end of the stone alignment , at a depth of two inches, this

specimen is 27 mm. wide and 3.5 mm. thick.

A complete scraper (Fig. 27,q) whose base is similar to 'ro, was

found about a foot away, also at the extrene northern tip of the dwe11ing,

at a depth of 3 inches. This scraper (Fig. 27,q) was found at the top

of the 1evel 2 excavations. Made of grey chert, the convex base of this

specímen is bifacially flaked and lightly ground. The lateral edges are

both subconcave, dorsally bevelled and ground. The oblique, convex

scraping edge is also dorsally bevelled and is not crushed or du11ed.

The greatest width of this scraper is 20.5 mm., the length is s0.5 fiìm.,

and the thickness 4 mm.

A small offset scraper (Fig. 27,p) was recovered between two and

three inches below the surface in the southeastern portion of the basin.

Made on a thick flake of grey chert, all the edges are dorsally bevelled

except the convex base which is bifacially flaked. Both lateral edges

have distal concavities, but only a portion of the left is ground. The

slanting scraping edge is dorsally bevelled and straight to slightly
concave. The distal tip is broken off. Dimensions are 27,10.5, and 6

mm.

These tools were not recovered from House 13.

Unifacial Blades and lr4icroblades



Two fragmentary flake tools or tools broken in the process of

manufacture were recovered from House 13. One of these chert flakes was

found at a depth of half an inch near the centre of the depression. This

fragmentary piece is bevelled and thinned on one edge and thinned only on

the other. It probably represents the initial stages in the nanufacture

of a tool.

Another broken flake of greyish

a1ly retouched on the ventral side, but

dorsal surface. This delicate retouch

a sharp cutting instrument. This flake

cavations.

Flake Tools

L.+r.g-9" Tools

One large tool fragment of cherty grey-gïeen quartzite (Fíg. 2g,a)

was discovered near the centre of the dwelling at a depth of one inch.

It does not easily fit into any of the large tool categories previously

established, but may be the unfinished working edge of a gouge. The

lateral edges are slightly convex as is the working edge. Plano-convex

in cross-section, all edges are bifacially worked. This artifact is 55.5

mm. wíde and 20.5 mm. thick.

Chis e 1s

chert is very thin and is margin-

only partially retouched on the

may indicate use of this flake as

was recovered from level 2 ex-
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Go-J-rses

The working tip

b) came from a cluster

dwelling. ft was found

margins contract to the

of a carefully ground and polished chisel (Fig. 28,

of stones in the northeastern quadrant of the

about five inches below the surface. The lateral

distal (working) tip which is convex and about
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Fig. 2 B.

GEI{TIMETRE$I rMÀ ,qs;,,þr;.rn¿cHËg Wø;

Seahorse Gu1ly
chisel tip; c,

síte tools. House
chisel tip (?) .

L3: a, gouge fragment; b,
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20 nm. ivide. This end is dorsally polished, and ventrally flaked, but

through use the edge has become dul1ed and crushed. Flat on the ventral

surface and rounded on the dorsal, this tool is plano-convex in cross-

section. The lateral edges are ground or dulled. Made of a black, sedi-

mentary, shale-like material, this chisel is 46 nm. wide and 25 mm. thick.

From the centïe of the western edge of the dwelling carne another

fragmentary large tool (Fig. 28,c). Made of a banded black chert-like

material, it also seems to be unfinished. It appears to be the working

edge of a chisel. It is roughly bifacially flaked and is plano-convex

in cross-section. This specimen is 46.5 mm. thick and 56 mm. wide.

These tools were not found in House 13.

Adze Blades

Adze blades were not

Other Tools

s.ïgp"l

Three of the four bones recovered appear to be parts of too1s,

whose polished surfaces have aided in their preservation. Two are

splinters of ivory, the rounded tip of one suggesting use as a pressure

flaker. Another is a polished piece of antler or ivory rvith one squared

edge preserved. The fourth fragment is deeply pitted, but could be a

fragment of a seal fibula.

P lanes

recovered from this dwe11ing.

Wor5ed Organic

Three fragments of a steatíte

Other Lithic Tgo.1s

vessel (Fig. 27 ,r,s,t) were dis-
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covered in the cxcavation of leve1 1 of the southern half of the dwelling

aTea. All are rim fragments, anð aII are slightly curved. The style of

this vessel differs from that of the oval dishes from the southern half

of the site. The rims are thinner and nore delicate with thicknesses of

4, 4.5, and 4.5 nn. The nargins are not rounded but are flattened and

angular in cross-section. It is possible that a deep, thin wa11ed, pro-

bably oval vessel is represented. However, the rims are more like those

of vessels frorn the Dorset settlement at Seahorse Gu11y than those be-

lieved to be from the earlier Pre-Dorset settlement. Nash (1970:7) has

described one of the smaller Dorset vessels in this rnanner:

The squarish vessel has slightly curved sides,_flaring
outward from the sma11 base at an angle of about 48o. The
walls are 0.62 cm. thick and the height of the vessel is 3.2
cm.

pEBrr+.GF

Debris fron the knapping of large tools predominated in the

lithics recovered from House 13. 0n1y thirty-five flakes out of a total

of 361 are of fine white cherts. Dark cherty or rhyolite-1ike (volcanic

derivatives) materials dominated the flakes collected. The occurrence

of at least seven distinctive rnaterials; (1) red, (2) brown, and (3)

grey pyroclastics, (4) green, (5) greY, and (6) black cherty sedimentarys,

and (7) black rhyolite or dacite, indicate that at least this number of

tools were worked.

The evidence for the reworking (resharpening) of large tools is

extensive. Aside from the fact that flakes of every lithic material are

struck from the ground or dulled edges of large too1s, ground and polished

but narginalTy du1led fragments of gouge and chisel edges were also re-

covered.
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TABLE 20

LITHTC DEBR]S FROM HOUSE 13

Surface

Flake concentra-
tion, level I
(Map 21 , 1)

Flake concentra-
tion, 1evel 1

(Map 2I,I4)

Material

Whitish chert
Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Grey pyroclastic
Green cherty sedimentary
Dark green cherty
sedimentary
Grey cherty sedimentary

Grey banded cherty
sedimentary

Flake concentra-
tion, leve1 1

(Map 21,15)

Total

Brown pyroclastic
Grey pyroclastic
Grey cherty sedimentary
Green cherty sedimentary
Black rhyolite-1ike
Whitish chert

Brown pyroclastic
Green cherty sedimentary
Grey banded cherty
sedimentary
Whitish chert
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5

5

7

I
9

6
7

50

77
11

2

8

50
T2

4
7

9

1

4

20

11
3
I

10
1

2

I
1

Ground
P 1 at form

Flake concentra-
tion, 1eve1 1

(Map 21,16)

Flake concentra-
tion, 1eve1 I
(Map 2I,I7)

Flake concentra-
tion, level 1

(Map 21, 18)

Flake concentTa-
tion, level I
(Map 2I, 19)

2

6

4

5

2

¿5

8

3

8

2

Brown pyroclastic
Green cherty sedimentary
Banded black and grey
cheïty sedirnentary

Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Green pyroclastic

Dark green cherty
s edimentary
Brown pyroclastic

Brown pyroclastic
Green pyroclastic
Red pyroclastic
Dark green cherty
sedimentary

8

3

1

2

z

1

I
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Flake concentra-
tion, level 1

(Map 2L, i9)

TABLE 20 - Continued

Scattered flakes
level 2

Material

Light green cherty
sedimentary
Black banded cherty
sedimentary
Whitish chert

Red pyroclastic
Brown pyroclastic
Grey banded pyroclastic
Dark green cherty
s edimentary
Black rhyolite or dacite
Whitish chert
Light green cherty
sedimentary

Total
Ground

P latform

244

9

72

2

3
3

6
15

6

3

5bt

3

1

1

4
3
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One of the grey pyroclastic flakes from the surface is completely

polished over its dorsal surface. Two gleen chert flakes are from a

ventrally and dorsally ground working edge, as are two flakes of brown

pyroclastic from the surface. One of the grey pyroclastic flakes from

1evel 1 (Map 2I,16) is polished over one surface as is a flake of black

rhyolite.

One flake of cherty grey naterial from a different flake concen-

tration (Map 21,15) has been struck from the bifacially polished working

edge of a gouge. Concentrated in the same area of the depression was

another pocket of flakes (Map 21, 16), clearly debris frorn the knapping

of the same tools. One of these, a gTeen cherty flake, has been struck

from the ventrally and dorsally polished edge of a large too1. A nearby

cluster of flakes (Map 2I, 17) contained a brown pyroclastic flake

polished over its dorsal surface.

A fifth flake concentration (Map 27,I8) contained no portions of

large tool edges, but a sixth (lvlap 21,19) did. This was a black cherty

flake from the bifacially polished working edges of a gouge.

The concentration of knapping activities in the southern half of

the dwelling is clear, with at least 226 of 361 flakes, occulring in

the southern portion. Many of the 1evel 2 flakes were found here also.

The one significant concentration from the northern end of the feature

consisted entirely of fifty flakes of a grey banded cherty material.

FAUNAL REMA]NS

Bones aïe geneÏally absent from this dwe11ing. This may be due

to the high exposed location of this house atop the cobble mantle. 0n1y
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a thin layet of protective tundra developed here and preservation may have

been poor. However, four bone fragments wer.e recovered, and although

these are in a poor condition, and three are humanly modified, it seems

probable that bones of a larger size should have survived. The absence,

therefore, of animal bones is inerç1icab1e, unless few were caught by

the dwelling inhabitants.

SUI\ß,IARY

The dwelling rernains of House 13 differed in several respects

from thoseof the central and southern settlements; (i) the interior was

slightly depressed, (2) flagstones were used extensively, and (3) the

shape was ova1. This house contained a variety of large tool materials

representing the reworking of at least seven large tools. The twenty-

two smal1 tools recovered and the large amount of debitage indicate

that House 13 was inhabited for a lengthy period.

The absence of large harpoon blades, side blades, and knives is

puzzling, but is characteristic of the northern settlement as a whole

(Table 21). Also puzzling is the paucity of faunal remains. If even

one seal was eaten in the house, a few bones should be present. Four

bones were recovered, but three of these are tool fragnents, and the

other is unidentifiable.

One soapstone vessel was damaged in House 13. Since only a smal1

portion of the rim was shattered, the sti1l usable vessel was apparently

taken away when the occupants abandoned the house. This rim was a

unique find in the northern settlement and is stylistically different

from the rims of steatite vessels from the southern settlement. Another
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unusual characteristic of this dwellings tool remains is the presence of

six scrapers, more than were found in any other individual house at the

site. These scrapers provide evidence of much skin and hide working. A

minor feature, unique to House 13, is the presence of ventral flaking on

the burin facets.

SI.JMMARY OF SETTLEMENT EVIDENCE

The northern settlement, as ïecorded, consisted of six round and

oval dwelling renains. Although a few other habitation areas were noted,

only those six dwellings described in this chapter were recorded. These

houses were scattered along the cobble mantle, with only House 10 located

off the mantle, to the east.

Four of these houses ate characterized by an attribute not charac-

teristic of the rest of the Seahorse Gu1ly dwellings. This is the pre-

sence of a depressed floor, sunken four or five inches. The fact that

the depressions are sti11 discernable after 3000 years suggests they

were originally deeper. All of these dwellings are circular or oval,

very different from those of the central settlement. The stones used to

hold down the tent bases are srnall and nurnerous. In sorne cases (Houses

11 and 13) it seems that gravel has simply been heaped on the lower edges

of the tent covering. Also characteristic of these dwellings is the use

of flagstones in their construction. House 13 was outlined with lime-

stone flags and several of the dwellings had large numbers of flags laid

on their floors.

The details of the tool kits used by the inhabitants of this

northern settlement differ in several respects from those of the central
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and southern occupants. Tiny triangular harpoon blades are found only

in this northern portion of the site. 0n1y two larger harpoon blades

(from House B) rvere recovered. Notched end blades were pïesent in the

houses of this settlement; none were found in the central area' and none

in the southern dwellings. Narrow, stemmed asymmetrical knives were not

common in the northern settlernent, in fact only one offset knife (House

10) was recovered. Large side scrapers and oval biface knives did not

occur in this settlement.

The presence of three unusual steatite fragments (House 13) also

differentiates the tool kit possessed by the inhabitants of this settle-

nent. The recovery of a burin-like tool frorn House 10 demonstrates the

distinctive nature of this group of tools and enphasizes the Dorset

traits evident throughout the whole of the Seahorse Gu1ly Pre-Dorset

s ite.

The season of occupation of this settlernent may have been the

summer as bird bones were associated with Houses 8 and 9 and bearded

seal remains were present in House 10. However, several of the dwellings

have been carefully prepared by interior excavations and this may have

been a response to cold temperatures. As there is evidence for both

cool and rvarmer seasons, it is possible that the settlement was occupied

during part of winter and a portion of the summerî.



INTRODUCTION

In the three preceding chapters, the characteristics of three

Pre-Dorset settlements at the Seahorse Gul1y site have been presented.

These settlements occupied geographically separate areas and each was

distinguished by (1) differing house styles, (2) the presence or

absence of certain tool categories and varieties, and (3) by the nature

of the use of the occupied area - whether intensively or extensively.

SETTLEMENT ARCHAEOLOGY

SETTLEMENT AND

CHAPTER vrrl

SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

The three Pre-Dorset settlements can probably be most effectively

interpreted through the use of a settlement pattern model and the de-

finition of settlement archaeology as outlined by K.C. Chang (1967b).

0f course, the classic work utilizing the settlement archaeology approach

was composed by Gordon Wi11ey on the Viru Val1ey in Peru. lVilley defined

the settlernent pattern,

. . . as the way in which man disposed himself over the
landscape on which he 1ived. (Wi11ey 1953:1)

Settlernent pattern studies were the first sort of archaeology to

clearly utilize a conjunctive approach. The conjunctivity of these

studies is reflected in a concern with social organi zation as it affects

territorial spacing of humans and the general internal workings of archae-

ological cultures. This concern is reflected in Willeyrs statement:

Because settlement patterns are, to a large extent, directly
shaped by r,videly held cultural needs, they offer a strategic
starting point for the functional interpretation of archaeological
cultures. (Wi11ey 1955:1)
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lrconstructionst' is characteristic of an archaeological trend inítiated

by Walter W. Taylor. Previously, archaeologists were concerned mainly

with typologies, the formal qualities of archaeological information, and,

...the ordering of cultural naterials in temporal sequence
together with an attempt to demonstrate their derivations and
cross-cultura1 relationships. (Taylor 1948:92)

The work of V. Gordon Childe in Europe and W. W. Taylor (and

A concern with conjunctive archaeology, with sociocultural

others) in North America eventually resulted in a realization of I'use and

function" (Chang L967b:11) . From this developed an interest in the socio-

economic system in which artifacts were manufactured and used. Conjunc-

tive and settlement archaeology have developed and matured during the

last two decades. The sophisticated approaches and techniques of the con-

temporary school of anthropological archaeology (as championed by Sally

R. and Lewis R. Binford) are a f.airly direct development from Taylorts

concept of conjunctive archaeology.

K.C. Chang combines the anthropological and settlement pattern

approach, retaining an emphasis on the crucial place of ecology in the

shaping of human societies. Ecological archaeology is closely related

to the settlement pattern approach. Since settlement patterning is

deterinined by socio-economic otganization in relationship to environment,

it is clearly ecologically based. Fluman ecology is directly related to

at least two foci of interest which are traditionally archaeological,

namely: (1) technology (artifacts) and, (2) environment (as evidenced

by f1oral and faunal remains, soil characteristics, etc.).

Since human ecology may be defined as the mutual relationship

between a cultural system and its environrnent, and the adaptive change

of the system with time and space (Clarke 1968:84) and since the settle-
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ment pattern and technology are major cultural buffers between humans

and their envíronment, the importance and the possibilities of archae-

ological evidence in constructing extinct systems is clear.

To summarize, the technology (and ideology) of any cultural group

provides restraints in dealing with the environment. In turn, the

environment and its resources (as exploited with a given technology)

influences the settlenent pattern of a human group. This settlement

pattern is then reflected upon the social organi zation. The internal

structure of the society becomes patterned for relatively efficient

functj-oning within the settlement pattern, which may involve (in the

case of bands) dispersion or aggregation of persons, depending on the

s eas on.

The technology, environment, and settlement pattern, therefore,

are aI1 keys to the social o'rganization of an extinct group. The tech-

nology of the Churchill Pre-Dorset Eskimos has been presented in

Chapters IV, V, Vf, and VII, and the modern and ancient environments in

Chapters I and II. At present, the settlement pattern is not yet clear-

1y defined and the major emphasis of this chapter, therefore, is to out-

line that pattern. With knowledge of the settlement pattern it may be

possible to postulate the major characteristics of the social organiza-

tion of the three Pre-Dorset settlements (communities) at the Seahorse

Gu11y site.

THE SETTLEMENT AND THE COMMIJNTTY

Changr s

necessary first

major emphasis is the definition

step in the determination of its

of a settlement, a

patterning. His concept
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of the settlement is based directly on the original human cornmunity,

r,vhether a camp, a vi11age, or a town. Changts t'community" is clearly

similar to that defined by Beardsley et al. (1956:133)

Most important in the category of terminology ís our
use of "community," defined as the largest grouping of per-
sons in any particular culture whose normal activities bind
them together into a self-conscious, corporate unit, which
is economically self-sufficient and politically independent.
At its sinplest, this is a band or horde; at its most com-
p1ex, a nation or empire. In between, it may be a village
or town and its environs. A tribe or culture would normally
be composed of several conmunities in our sense, sharing
common language and culture but independent in the conduct
of normal daíIy 1ife.

As defined in this quote, a conmunity can be almost any social

group, the members of which conceive of thenselves as a distinct separ-

able social entity. Such a definition of comrnunity is much too broad

and all inclusive to reflect any particular type of social organization

or structure. Chang can be interpreted as using the terrn comrnunity to

indicate one basic fact; the presence of a living group of humans in

proximity to one another.

Since the concept of conmunity concerns people in the
flesh-and-b1ood sense, whích cannot be archaeologically re-
trieved, f have suggested the concept of settlement to sub-
stitute for it. (Chang 1967b:15)

Therefore, in using the word 'rco[rnunityil it is apparent that

Chang conceives of the dichotomy between the community and settlement

not as indicative of two states of any particular social grouping, but

simply as that between, (1) an area occupied by humans and, (2) an area

no longer occupied. As a result, archaeological concern with the

community becomes a matter of interpreting the data as it reflects the

extinct social entity that once inhabited the area under investigation.

The archaeologist must atternpt to recreate the internal social structure

of the living hurnan group that once occupied his site.
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Although time is not ignored in settlement archaeology, for the

purposes of archaeological study, the settlement is considered in a

static state. This is similar to the manner in which the social anthro-

pologist considers his society to be in a stationary state. This coinci-

dence of static interests illustrates the concern of the settlement

archaeologist with societal studies, with finding, "social dimensions for

the archaeological realityrr (Chang I967b:41).

Changrs most rigid criteria for the iderrtification of a settlement

are contained in the following quote (Chang 7967b:41):

The basic data for recognition and delineation consists
solely and always of archaeological data in their widest and
most empirical sense and include (i) artifacts, (2) other
evidence of human occupation, and (3) their depositional con-
text. An archaeological settlement is defined as a unit
having such data as its content with a spatial and a ternporal
dimension delineating a stationary state.

According to Chang (1962:28), the settlement, once delineated,

lends itself to further analysis. A basic assumption is, rrthat the

dwelling houses in a village can be regarded as the basic spatial con-

stituents of the vil1age" (Chang 1962:28). The Seahorse Gu11y site

certainly contains the remains of dwelling units, however vague their

identification and recognizable attributes may be at times. Assuning

that these are the basic units locating people in space:

...we may consider that the problems as to where these houses
are located topographically, what considerations in terms of
natural Tesources underlie the selection of the locales, during
what season of the year and/o'r for how many years these locales
are occupied, and what subsistence activities are engaged in by
their occupants, can be referred to as problems pertainíng to
the settlement patterns. (Chang 1962:28)

CIBçIJIVTPOL\E

Chang has also developed a typology of circumpolar settlement

SETTLEMENTS
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patterns. These are grouped under trvo najor classes: (1) year-round

settlements, and (2) seasonal settlenents. Since there is no evidence

(e"g. thick refuse deposits) that the Seahorse Gu11y habitations were

year-round, they must fa11 into the realm of seasonal settlements. Chang

has grouped the seasonal settlenent-cornplex under another tivo headings,

(A) sedentary seasonal settlenents, and (B) temporary seasonal settle-

ments. The former is defined as follows:

.. .the annual subsistence region of a group of occupants
rernaining permanently unchanged. (Chang 1962:30)

The latter is defined as a situation in which:

...a group of people has to change its habitation from
one annual subsistence region to another after one or several
yearsr occupancy because of exhaustion of the ecological
potentiality of the whole region and the occupantst inability
to effect artificial recuperation, among othei factors
(Chang 1962:30)

Chang has fitted the whole circurnpolar area into the seasonal

settlement-complex. He demonstrates that all northernAmerican Indian

settlements can be classified under the category of sedentary seasonal

settlements. However, of the central Eskimo, he writes:

0n the strength of the available data, one would tend to
characterize the settlement patterns of the Central Eskimos
as of th" t"mpotrry r"rsor"l re , even though this
may only r t. (Chang 1962:32)

Recent publications by Danas (i968:111-117, 1969a:116-141, 1969b:

40-64) and Balikci (1968:78-82) suggest very srrongly that the Copper,

Netsilik, and Iglulik Eskimos did not have temporary, but had sedentary

seasonal settlenents. Chang has divided this latter settlement subcate-

gory into two; (1) u'ith permanent bases:

. . . the locales of the main seasonal settlements remain
permanently unchanged,

and (2) with transient bases:



...the locales of the various seasonal settlements
(particularly the main sites of occupation) keep changing
after one or several years occupancy because of exhaustion
of the ecological potentiality of particular locales and
the occupants inability to effect artificial recuperation
among other factors, though the whole annual subsistence
region of the group remains unchanged. (Chang 1962:30)

C1early, the transient based sedentary seasonal settlement is most

characteristic of the central Eskimos (especially the Iglulingmiut).

There does not appear to have been'rexhaustion of the ecological potenti-

alily of the whole regionî' (Chang 1962:30), leading to its abandonment.

Since the Eskimos of the Central Arctic are able to locate their seasonal

settlements in the same general aTea yeaT after year, it is 1ike1y that

the Pre-Dorset Eskinos, inhabiting the less severe subartic Churchill

area should also have been able to locate theír settlements within a rela-

tively restricted area, for an indefinite period of time.

THE EXPLOTTIVE PATTERN

June FIelm, while accepting Changts distinction between the settle-

ment and the conmunity pattern, adds the exploitive pattern,

...being the total set of activities in the acquisition
of lifefs goods through the application of technology upon
environment. (He1m 1969a:273)

The exploitive pattern forms the basic organization of factors

influencing the settlement pattern, and according to Helm (1969a:273):

i'Ve may further predicate that directives underlying
community patterns stern most immediately from significant
social relationships, as culturally defined.

Utilizing information regarding ethnographically known central

Eskimo groups, it is possible to construct testable hypotheses conceln-

ing the annual economic cycle of groups living almost three millenia

To do this with any hope of accuracy, some knowledge of the palaeo-
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environment must be available. As constructed in Chapter II, it appears

that the climate was not greatly different from that presently experienc-

ed, although the coast line of the Churchill area was somewhat different

in shape.

The fauna does not appear to have differed from that presently

known. All three settlements at the Seahorse Gu11y site display great

reliance on sea mamrnals, particulatly the ringed seal, and to a lesser

extent the bearded sea1. The bearded seal does not rernain beneath the

winter ice and it is unlikely that it would be found in the Churchill

area during that season. Polar bears were present, as were wolves , and

caribou. No fish remains were found in excavations and it must be

assurned that the same species as are now found were also present in the

past, in the same places at the same seasons. Although many tiny bones

of nigratory birds were found, only two, a gul1 (species unknown) and

the black guillenot, were identifiable.

EthnographiC examples of recent Eskimo erçloitive patterns can

provide ideas upon which to base hypotheses. Therefore, an outline of

the economic cycle of the Iglulik Eskimos is presented below. The

Iglulingniut are chosen since they inhabited a coastal environment to

the north of the Churchill region. The major difference is that the

Iglulingmiut live in a more severe Arctic area as compared with the

Churchill subarctic climate. Flowever, like the Iglulingmiut, the Sea-

horse Gu11y Pre-Dorset hunters appear to have practised the rnarine hunt-

ing of sea mammals fron watercraft.

The annual economic cycle of the various bands of the Iglulingmiut

varied slightly from area to area, however, in the Chesterfield Inlet



area it IVas as follows (Balikci

1. Midwinter (Jan-Apr) :

2. Spring (May-June):
3 . Sumrner (Jul-Oct) :

4. Early winter (Nov-Dec):

During each season a number of alternative rneans of subsistence

were practicable íf other failed, although in summer there was always

a division of hunters, with young nen going inland with light kayaks to

hunt caribou and older men with heavier sea going kayaks remaining on

the coast to hunt sea mammals (Damas 1969a:I29) .

0n the basis of ethnographic analogy, known faunal resources,

climate, and technology, an hypothetical exploitive pattern rnay be con-

structed for the Pre-Dorset settlements at Seahorse Gu11y. It appears

that the Seahorse Gu11y settlements were occupied, at least partíally,

during perioô of open water. The presence of the bones of migratory

birds indicates sone habitation during the sumrner. Probably sunmeï

sealing from substantial watercraft was practised. During the summer

beluga r,vhales should have been plentiful , however, they do not seen to

have been taken. In late summer the movement of fish back up the rivers

may have been taken advantage of, although the caribou migration would

be the most prominent factor in the attraction of people inland.

By the end of August the caribou migration would have begun, to

continue untí1 late October. At this time caribou could have been

ambushed at lake or river crossings. During the fall, sealing from

1969:118) :

a. Breathíng hole sealing.
b. Walrus and Muskox hunting.
a. Hunting basking sea1s.
a. Sealing from kayaks - also

hunting walruses, narwhal,
and beluga.

b. Young men inland to hunt
caribou, a litt1e fishing
also.

a. Idleness, fishing and clothes
sewing.
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watercraft would have become difficult or impossible because of deter-

iorating weather conditions. Survival should have been surest if the

hunting groups noved inland during the period of fal1 storms to hunt

caribou and possibly to fish. The products of these economic activities

may have supported the population throughout the autumn, after which

time a move back to coast would be made.

The only practicable means of winter survival can be expected to

have been breathing hole sealing, especially since walruses and muskoxen

are and probably always were rare in the Churchill region. Therefore,

the Pre-Dorset hunters must have spent most of the winter out on the sea

ice or on offshore islands such as the Seahorse Gul1y site. The lean

months of late winter, therefore, could be ekked out wíth breathing hole

sealing, changing to the hunting of basking seals in the spring.

rHE sErllålfENr P 4'I.lE"LI.,r.

At present, only the coastal portion of the annual Pre-Dorset

economic cycle is known and the season of occupation of this area is

diffícu1t to interpret. The above exploitive pattern, therefore, must

remain hypothetical and unsubstantiated until more is know of the inland

economic activities. It is possible that an important inland economy

was absent and for this reason the construction of the settlernent pattern

must remain completely tentative.

The dangers and limitations inherent in the use of ethnographic

analogy are realized and the admonitions of Binford (1968:269) and

Freeman(i968:262-267) have been carefully studied. It is clear that the

Pre-Dorset technology was radically different from that of the historic

Thule-descended Eskimos. The utilization of the ice and snow technology
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(igloors, etc.) by the Pre-Dorset Eskimos has not been satisfactorily

demonstrated. Certainly, the absence of snow knives suggests that snow

houses were not made. The dog seems to have been rare and the dog sled

unknown. These two factors alone should have resulted in a Pre-Dorset

economic pattern very different from that of modern Eskino groups. Non

use of the igloo would make winter camps on the sea ice very difficult

to set up, if not impossible, and could limit movement as tent covers

would have to be carried everywhere. The absence of the dog sled would

also have far reaching consequences. rn conparing T1, eatry or pre-

Dorset, faunal remains of Southampton Island with the historic Sadlermiut

remains, Collins (1956:65) found a significant difference:

Caribou, which were the second most important souïce
of food for the Sadlermiut, t^/ere hunted very 1itt1e by the
earlier people. This was undoubtedly a matter of necessity
rather than choice. The T1 people had no dogs and there-
fore no effective means of winter transportation. Lacking
the mobility of the later Sadlermiut, who possessed the dog
sled, they would have been unable to make long hunting trips
to the highlands in the eastern part of the island where the
caribou mostly 1ived. With their hunting activities thus
restricted, they would be forced to depend almost entirely
on local food resources, mainly sea manmals and birds.

collins does not consider the possibility that the T1 people may

have spent part of their annual cycle in the caribou hunting area and

thus had about the same access to the caribou as the Sadlermiut who had

a more stable home base. l{e may, though, consider the pre-Dorset

Eskimos to have possessed less potential mobility than recent Eskimos.

This does not necessarily mean that they moved less often, but that they

would be forced to move less quickly with fewer material goods (in

winter, at any rate).

If an economic cycle consistíng of inland fishing and hunting
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during the fa11 and early rvinter, with coastal sealing pïactised from

late winter through summer, is postulated, the use of watercraft would

appear to be a necessity. M.s. Maxwell (1960:787) stresses the fact

that the climate at the time of the initial spread of Arctic Sma11 Tool

cultures was warmer than at present. sincer'tlarge, open leads in the

sea ice, prevent extensive dog sled travel between land masses, pre-

Dorset peoples with small hand-drav/n sleds would find winter crossings

difficult or impossible. Therefore, the use of boats for summer crossings

may be accepted as a natter of fact.

The hunting of caribou may also be accepted as a matter of fact,

for human survival in the Arctic depends equally on both sufficient food

and adequate clothing. The caribou must be relied upon for skins with

the insulating quality necessary to keep men alive during winter hunting

expeditions. Such skins must be of fawns killed in the fa1l during the

annual migration.

Until the sites of inland caribou hunting settlements are known

it will not be possible to suggest with any confidence that these Pre-

Dorset Eskimos used boats to attack swimming caribou. The use of boats

on the western coast of the Hudson Bay during the summer indicates the

presence of very sophisticated watercraft and great ski11 in their use.

The prevailing northwesterly winds make boating very dangerous as the

possibility of being blown out to sea arways exists. ln fact, the ex-

tensive utilizatíon of the eastern side of the Seahorse Gul1y site in-

dicates that the boatmen kept in the 1ee of the islands whenever possible.

Use of small boats in the fal1 would seem detrimental to survival as

storms would be certain to take the lives of hunters and many days could
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pass when no boat could venture out. During this period it is likely

that survival was ensured by journeying inland to fish and hunt caribou.

0n the basis of the constructed erçloitive pattern and the evidence

for the repeated use of the Seahorse Gu11y site (by at least three

different Pre-Dorset groupt) at approxinately the same seasons, it appears

that these Pre-Dorset peoples utilized seasonal settlements in a sub-

sistence region that remained more or less permanent. At any rate, sites

occupied by these Pre-Dorset Eskimos have not yet been found over large

areas of the western coast of the Hudson Bay. The lack of habitation

build up (middens) indicates that these seasonal settlements were char-

acterized by transient bases. However, these seasonal settlements were

scattered along a relatively restricted portion of the coast and the

evidence to date suggests that islands were favoured habitation areas,

as Seahorse Gully, Twin Lakes, Second Burton Rock and probably many

other sites once islands (such as the present location of Fort Churchill)

were occupied by these Pre-Dorset Eskimos.

In summary, available evidence indicates that the Seahorse Gu11y

Pre-Dorset settlements are those inhabited by groups of people with

sedentary seasonal settlements (their annual subsistence region, includ-

ing a few miles of coastline and perhaps a larger inland area, remained

permanently unchanged). However, the locales of the various seasonal

settlements, the main sites of occupation, appear to have been in

different areas, changing from place to place within the annual subsis-

tence region (Chang 7962:30), The locales of the main seasonal settle-

ments did not "remain permanently unchangedt' as is the case with perma-

nent based sedentary seasonal settlements.



The settlement pattern of these Pre-Dorset

is viewed as basically divided into two portions,

winter through surnmer, relatively sedentary series

(2) an inland, fa11 to early winter series of sett

the greater part of the year was spent on the sea

the ice during the winter.
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(1) a coastal, late

of settlements, and

lements. Probably,

coast, perhaps out on



INTRODUCTION

The construction of the community and its patterning of social

relationships is potentially more difficult and nore susceptible to

error than the construction of exploitive and settlement patterns for

which, perhaps, more concrete evidence is available. Conceivably, very

detailed data of a different order fron that customarily stressed by

archaeologists is needed for the successful construction of the comrnuníty

and its patterning. It is quite possible that data believed to be in-

dicative of certain social relationships relates to other phenornena com-

p1ete1y, or that the archaeologist may not even know what information is

pertinent to his problems. With these disturbing thoughts in mind, the

following constructions are attempted with caution and may be perused

with some scepticism for the archaeologist now finds himself in the

unusual position of de.ling not with technology and its application to an

environment, but with the social units behind the technology and their

otganization into a coherent, patterned entity.

COMMUNITY AND

CHAPTER IX

COMMUNITY PATTERN

rIrE co"sgN,rg Aj{.p rrs PAJTERNTNG

Chang (1962:28) defines the comrnunity as the "local social group",

and:

Such matters as the placement of houses in a community,
the social ties among their inhabitants, their relationship
in terms of political control, social behaviour, and mental
attitude, can be made the subject of the study of conmunity
patterns. (Chang 7962:28)

Chang demonstrates his concept of the community and its patteïning
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through an analysis of groups belonging to hís two major circumpolar

community types: (1) the Siberian, and (2) the Eskimo. lttrile the

Siberian comrnunity is a complex sociopolitical unit "composed of individ-

uals unilineally determined by descent and/or unilocally recruited by

maïriager' (Chang 7962:33), the Eskino community type is a "weak social

unit'r consisting of

...1oose1y organized households, with the r'loosenesslr
indicated in the irregularity of the community layout, which
has resulted from the flexibility of menbership (a newcomer
can settle whereever he likes) (Boas 1888:581; Honigmann 1946:
51) and, presumably, by the lack of an explicit tendency for
a symbolically oriented layout. (Chang 7962l.33)

Unilineality is not an organizing principle among Eskino communities.

If the Seahorse Gu11y settlements are to be discussed as communi-

ties, a basic assumption must be that they can be considered as in a

stationary state f as a contemporaneous grouping of social units. The

variations in amounts of occupational debris in the various dwellings

of each settlement make it quite clear that individual dwellings were

used for differing lengths of time. This does not mean that some or all

of the houses were not inhabited simultaneously for at least a short

period of time. A1so, it nust be noted that the grouping of similar

dwellings with similar technologies into separate settlements within the

site, argues for the contemporaneity of those dwellings. In other words,

people who shared a simllar Pre-Dorset culture probably were relatives

and friends who camped together in a smalI area of the site.

Chang (7967b:4I) defines the stationary state of the settlement'l

...on the basis of the features of contrast and complemen-
tarity exhibited by its content. The variations incorporated
into such a unit must be of such a nature, taken together, that
they represent either a single cultural tradition or a stTong
coherence of different cultural strains; that they complete an
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actual or presumable self-sufficient sphere of day-in-day-
out activities; that they exhibit contrast with other such
spheres in other areas, nearby or distant; and that they
contrast with other such spheres in another mícro-time,
immediately or remotely preceding or following.

By this definition, the Seahorse Gu11y settlements can be consider-

ed in a stationary state and this may also be applied to the community

occupying the settlement. Basic to Changrs work is the assumption that

there is a correlation between the settlement and the community patterns.

Corollary to this is the belief that the settlement patteïn is governed

by exploitive or ecological factors only while the community pattern is

influenced mainly by the settlement pattern (ultimately based on the ex-

ploitive pattern). Damas, however, would not restrict influences on the

settlement pattern to ecological factors on1y. He (Damas 1969b:52)

believes that rtsociological and social psychological factorsrr are also

important in the determination of settlement patterns. His work anong

the central Eskimos suggests that this is, in fact, true. The clearest

example of the lack of economic factors in the establishment of a settle-

ment occurred in the fal1 when several fanilies grouped together for the

sewing of the winter clothes. Almost no econonic activities occurred at

this time. A1so, Damas (1968 II7) does not believe there is a very close

relationship between the settlement and the cornrnunity patterns:

Although strong arguments can be advanced for a close
harmony existing between the pattern of exploitation and
certain features of the settlement pattern in the Eskimo area
and probably in the world of hunters as a who1e, the relation-
ships that exist between these settlement patterns and variable
conmunity patterns appear to be less rigid and perhaps will
allow alternatives in every conceivable case.

In this statement Damas is expressing conclusions based on his

studies of the social organization (community pattern) of the Copper,
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Netsilik and Iglulik Eskimos. Although sharing similar settlement

patterns their social organizations differ quite markedly. The internal

composition of the communities varied, being based on partnerships among

the Copper, kinship among the Iglulik, and a combination of the two

among the Netsilik Eskimos. However, variations of this detail and

rninutiae are almost impossible to obtain from archaeological material

and certainly will not be of concern with the Seahorse Gu11y Pre-Dorset

cornmunities.

and these may be of an order that is archaeologically detectable: (1)

The largest winter concentrations of people were of about the same size, ninety

to 100 people. (2) This number (100) was also the average band size and

the winter aggregations generally represented the loca1 band group. (3)

Although there was much fluidity of personnel arnong the
bands within the rnajor regions, it appears that 60 to 70 per
cent of the menbers of one winterrs sealing aggregation - band
assemblage would return the following year so that a core of
members remained from year to year. (Damas 1969a:726)

Damas did, however, find characteristics common to all three groups

(4) Male kinship ties tend to dominate the conposition of the band aggre-

gates (Damas 1969a:L25). (5) From five to eight of these bands form a

dialectical tribe of about 500 persons (Damas 1969al.722). (6) This

dialectical tribe is ninety to ninety-five per cent a closed breeding

unit with a unique subculture (Damas 1969a:726) .

Obviously the band is of particular interest to the archaeologist

as aggregations of the 100 or so band members probably produced many of

the settlements he is interested in. The Eskimo band varies in size

from fifty to 300 people, averaging about 100 (Damas 1969a:725). It is

identified by name with its territory and during the sumner and fa1l is
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composed of smaller 1oca1 groups subsisting within the band area. Also;

'rPeriodic meeting of these segments generally take place, at which time

there are usually associated ceremonial activities" (Damas 1969a: I23).

tt is shown by Damas that the Eskimo band, while fluid, is characterized

by seventy to 100 per cent kin links, most of which (half) are male

oriented.

The Iglulingmiut (a dialectical tribe) with a population of about

500 were divided into five or six camps during the winter, with each

camp identifiable as a band and named. These winter camps, with popula-

tions up to 100 people, were associated with breathing-hole sealing and

often were maintained from January until May. In the spring (May-June)

they split into smaller groups of about twenty persons, each group hunt-

ing basking seals on the sea ice. These sma1l local groups continued

throughout the summer hunting sea1s, narwhal and walruses from kayaks.

Later in the summer, into the fal1, the young men travelled inland to

hunt caribou, while the "older men stayed at the coast and hunted in pairs

or groups of three't (Danas 1969b:47), By November the young and old re-

united to share the resources of sea and land and to form the winter

camps. According to Damas (1969b:47):

Elsewhere, especially in much of the Iglulik area, the
sewing group was often coterminous with the winter aggrega-
tion so that the actual duration of the group could have been
as long as six months, even though the site of the settlement
would be rnoved several times during that period, and a certain
amount of fluctuation in membership took p1ace.

This summary of the social organization of the Iglulingmiut, as

it relates to the exploitive pattern is presented in order to provide an

indication of the possibilities of the environment in its effects on human
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settlement. Holever, as has been noted previously, the historic Thule-

descended Eskinos were the heirs of more than 2500 years of Eskimo life

and adaptation in the Arctic following the Pre-Dorset Eskimo period.

During this time their use of the environment appears to have become

more efficient, perhaps because of innovations in technology. C1ear1y,

these differences in technology and the resulting human ecological re-

lationships, must have affected the social organization.

THE PRE-DORSET CON,ß4LIN]TIES AND COMMUNITY PATTERNS

In this context, the construction of the community and its pattern-

ing rests on the prior construction of the settlement and the settlement

pattern. It is postulated, therefore, that the three settlements at

Seahorse Gul1y are the remains of three comrnunities. Each of these

conmunities appears to have included a relatively large conglorneration

of people present, at least partially, during the sunmer. It is likely,

judging by the paucity of remains in many dwellings, that these Pre-Dorset

population aggregations existed for a rnuch shorter tirne than those of

ethnographically known Eskimos. There is no evidence for the lengthy

occupation of many houses. Also, it is unlikely that these population

clusters were as large as those of historic Eskimos. For instance, the

northern settlement contains only seven or eight discernable dwelling

remains. Unless the average dwelling numbers were high, this suggests

the presence of only forty or fifty people. If, in fact, population

aggregates Ìvere smaller than those of historic Eskimos, this may be a

reflection of a different and perhaps less productive exploitive pattern

resulting from the lack of certain technological complexes (dog s1ed,

use of igloos, etc.).
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It is suggested, therefore, that a group of about fifty persons

composing the 1ocal band, or a large portion of it, formed the communities

at each of the three Pre-Dorset settlements at the Seahorse Gu1ly site.

The population of each community left its house remains, artifacts, refuse,

etc. to be identified as settlements. The fact that each of the three

settlements at Seahorse Gu11y is differentiable nay reflect the fact that

the closely related peoples in each comrnunity shared rnore cultural

(technological) traits than did the persons of the three separ4te commun-

ities.

0n the other hand, it must be noted that the technologies of each

of the settlements are very similar and in some cases dwelling contents

could be shuffled from one settlement to the other without causing any

archaeological confusion. However, the total configuration of the

dwetlings and the associated artifacts of each settlement is sufficiently

distinctive to indicate occupation by slightly differing groups (bands).

It is not possible to suggest whether social integration through

kinship ties was paramount in these communities or if some other form

of societal binding v\tas present. According to Chang (1962:34)z

Most of the Eskimo communities are characterized by the
looseness of their organization, the fluctuation of their
mernbership, and the bilateral system of their inhabitants.

This societal organízalion, while perhaps slightly exaggerated,

is believed to be reflected in the irregular patterning of Eskimo

settlements. There is no regularity in the placement of the Seahorse

Gu11y divellings and the only patterning apparent is the consistent

appearance in each settlement of one or two houses that are very rich

in artifacts. This irregularity of patterning of settlement composition,
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coupled wíth the considerable variation in artifacts in the dwellings of

one settlement suggest that the Seahorse Gu11y settlements represent the

sites of comrnunities with a 1oose, fluctuating membership.

As yet there is no evidence on which to base any postulates con-

cerning the settlements and community nakeup of Pre-Dorset Eskimos who

may have hunted caribou inland during the fal1. It is, therefore, most

prudent to reserve any speculative comments, except that there appears

to be no reason why they should differ from those of recent Eskimos. It

does seern though, that the economy of these Pre-Dorset Eskiinos was

characterized by a relatively extreme maritime adaptation based winter

and summer on sealing.

If the Seahorse Gu11y communities were, in fact, band-like group-

ings, it is 1ike1y that they were simply a portion of a larger dialectical

tribe perhaps cornposed of a few hundred people. Such a I'triberr would

have inhabited a large area of the Churchill coast. As is characteristic

of the Pre-Dorset populations this tribe had, probably through social

and genetic isolation, developed a unique culture differing markedly from

all other Pre-Dorset cultures known at present. If this tribe was, in

fact, culturally distinctive and stable in its region of occupation, its

cultural remains should occupy an easily identifiable portion of the

western coast of the Hudson Bay. If it was a breeding and social isolate

to a marked degree, the archaeological culture should have easily identi-

fiable borders.

While the distinctiveness of this Pre-Dorset culture may be stress-

ed it must also be realized that relationships with other early Eskimo

cultures to the north are everywhere evident. The prolific use of
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steatite by one of the communities indicates constant communication, in-

cluding movement and trade, with the northern populations, for steatite

is believed to be available only in the central Arctic. A1so, the

Dorset elements that prevade the Seahorse Gu1ly Pre-Dorset material in-

dicate the steady novement of ideas from the north (assuining that a

complex of traits identifiable as Dorset originated in the central Eskimo

area and not in the peripheries).

SUMMARY

The Churchill sites indicate the presence about 3000 years ago of

well established and organized band groups with an economy based, for

much of the year, on the marine rcesources of the Hudson Bay, particularly

the ringed seal. These groups carried a late Pre-Dorset culture with

many Dorset elements included. lthile the social organization may have

been relatively 1oose, the technology, environmental knowledge and ex-

ploitive pattern were evidently correspondingly complex. Many discrete

and specialized tools were made, each obviously designed for a linited

variety of jobs. The application of this technology, although cornplex,

to the hunting and precessing of Arctic fauna clearly has resulted in a

relatively limited source of energy. As a result, survival is believed

to have been dependent on periodic movements between coastal and inland

locations. Such adjustments to the environnent clearly influenced the

social organization which probably was based on groupings of nuclear

and extended family units.

At certain seasons, population aggregates appear to have formed

in various settlements along the coast. 0n the evidence of faunal re-

nains, these Pre-Dorset aggregations seem to have occurred at least
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partially during an open water season. They may have endured from late

winter through early sunmer. It is possible that a major winter aggre-

gation on the sea ice did occur, although this can never be known for

certain.

The Seahorse Gu1ly communities, each composed of seven or eight

dwellings, probably each had a population of about fifty persons. These

people formed the local band group or a large portion of it. Such a

band was a loosely organized social unit, fluctuating in membership, but

united by a preponderance of kinship ties.

The lack of substantial refuse indicates that these aggregates

lasted, at Seahorse Gu11y, for a relatívely short time, perhaps only a

few days or weeks. However, this períod had to be of sufficient length

to satisfy the social needs of people dispersed for lengthy periods of

the year. Concerning the Central Eskimos, Darnas has written:

The winter assemblages provided opportunity for re-
affirming social ties that had not been realized during much
of the preceding phases of the yearts cycle. It was at these
winter gatherings that chief occasions for shamanistic per-
formances, games and dances took place. (Damas 1969b:52)

It is safe to assume that these activities were equally important to

the Pre-Dorset Eskimos of 3000 years ago.
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